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UCT aspires to become a premier academic  
meeting point between South Africa, the rest 
of Africa and the world. Taking advantage of 
expanding global networks and our distinct 
vantage point in Africa, we are committed, 
through innovative research and scholarship, to 
grapple with the key issues of our natural and 
social worlds. We aim to produce graduates whose 
qualifications are internationally recognised and 
locally applicable, underpinned by values of 
engaged citizenship and social justice. UCT will 
promote diversity and transformation within our 
institution and beyond, including growing the 
next generation of academics.
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FOREWORD FROM THE  
VICE-CHANCELLOR

The past twenty years of our history have been awe inspiring. We 
have transformed from a country built on racial privilege and 
oppression to one founded on the values of human rights and 
human dignity. To be sure, challenges still abound, but we have a 
firm footing on which to erect a nonracial democratic society in 
which each individual can realize their true potential.

 Your alma mater has over the years tried to play as positive a 
role as possible in this remarkable transition.  The University of 
Cape Town is in a very different place from where it was 20 years 
ago. Our student population has not only grown significantly, but 
now truly reflects the diversity of our country with approximately 
20% of students coming from the rest of our continent and the 
wider world.

 We know that we still have some way to go to achieve the same 
results in our academic complement, but we are confident that we 
are moving in the right direction. 

 Throughout these 20 years, UCT has not only continued to 
produce excellent graduates who can hold their own anywhere in 
the world, but has consistently climbed up the global rankings to 
become the leading African university in the world. This has served 
to reinforce our conviction that transformation and excellence not 
only need to coexist but complement each other.

 The cultural milieu and symbolic landscape of your university 
now also reflects more meaningfully its place in a democratic 
South Africa on the African continent. In 2014 we held a 
memorable concert on the ‘green mile’ to commemorate our 
twenty years of freedom. We used the occasion to celebrate the 
life and legacy of the founding father of our democracy and in his 
honour renamed Rugby Road, Madiba Circle. We believe that it 
is a fitting tribute to the great contribution that Nelson Rolihlahla 
Mandela has made to our journey towards a just, inclusive and  
nonracial society.

In keeping with our deep commitment to nonracialism and 
inclusivity, UCT took the bold decision last year to change 
its admissions policy from one that applies affirmative action 
exclusively by race, to one which recognizes other forms of 
disadvantage, while ensuring that the agenda of transformation 
and diversity is not compromised in any way. This has not been 
without controversy (and opposition) but UCT remains steadfast 
in its belief that we have to take the lead in creating the kind of 
society envisaged in our Constitution where equality and dignity 
are the building blocks of our new democracy.

 Your alma mater was severely tested in the past year, on its 
commitment to protecting the space for debate. The SRC of 
2014 supported a resolution by the BDS Campaign calling for 
the isolation and boycotting of Israel, including labelling it an 

‘apartheid state’ and instituting sanctions against it. The university 
management was called upon to endorse this resolution. Not only 
did this stance of the SRC divide the university, it also alienated 
many of our alumni. 

 Upholding our proud traditions of academic freedom, the 
university management accepted the right of the SRC to support the 
resolution - even if the SRC was not speaking for the university - while 
at the same time facilitating a debate on these very tough issues to 
try and find solutions that would foster tolerance and understanding 
rather than further dividing people. At the same time, the university 
management made it clear that it could not support the resolution 
as it did not reflect a shared institutional position.

These actions did not please everyone but if a university cannot 
be a place where differences of opinion not only exist side-by-side 
but where robust debate takes place, then it would have lost its 
raison d’être.

UCT Vice-Chancellor
Dr Max Price

 I am sure that our alumni will take pride in the fact that our 
Ikey Tigers won the Rugby Varsity Cup again ... for the second 
time in the seven years since the competition started. If you have 
not already seen the video of this dramatic victory in the final few 
seconds of the game, I strongly urge you to do so. It makes for 
riveting viewing and brings to the fore the ‘never-say-die’ attitude 
that our alumni all over the world have become renowned for.

 We remain proud of you and take immense pleasure from the 
great contributions that you are making in your different spheres. 

UCT will continue to produce the kind of graduates who will 
go on to play leading roles in society. And we will embrace the 
challenges which lie ahead in the next phase of our democracy.

Our graduates will continue to grow the knowledge economy, 
with a commitment to social justice.  
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Director of UCT’s Graduate School of 
Business (GSB) Professor Walter Baets was 
recently elected chairperson of the Association 
of African Business Schools (AABS).

AABS is a network of African business 
schools, formally established in October 2005 
and registered as a non-profit organisation in 
September 2007.

Through capacity building, collaboration, 
and quality improvement programmes for 
deans or directors from African Business 
Schools, it aims to help build effective business 
schools in order to improve management 
education in Africa and enhance the relevance 
and contribution of business schools to African 
development.

Baets, who took up the position on 1 
January 2014, believes that African business 
schools need to develop their own identity 
if they are to respond appropriately to 
Africa-specific business and management 
challenges, something which, in his position as 

chairperson, he hopes to have the opportunity 
to investigate.

“It’s good for the GSB to be able to play a 
more active role in this fine association.” says 
Baets, “Traditionally, the GSB has had more 
collaborations with US and UK business 
schools, so the AABS allows us to build more 
relationships with other African schools - 
something which I believe, in the spirit of 
creating African management for Africa, is 
very important.”

During his time at the helm Baets would 
specifically like to address the lack of locally 
trained academics and encourage the 
development of social innovation programmes.

“Between the 30 plus African schools 
registered with AABS, we have a real 
opportunity to dissect the challenges facing the 
continent, and work together to ensure that 
the next generation of African business leaders 
is fully prepared to create sustainable solutions 
for the continent’s needs,” he explains.

GSB HEAD TO LEAD ASSOCIATION OF BUSINESS 
SCHOOLS ACROSS THE CONTINENT

UCT launches new neurosciences initiative

UCT IS FIRST AFRICAN UNIVERSITY 
TO HOST INTERNATIONAL MATHS 
OLYMPIAD

A major neurosciences initiative has been launched at UCT’s 
Faculty of Health Sciences in partnership with Groote Schuur 
academic hospital complex. The Neurosciences Initiative will bring 
together clinicians and researchers from a wide range of specialities, 
fostering collaboration in the treatment of a number of neurologi-
cal disorders, including stroke, central nervous system infection and 
trauma, among others.

An ideal site has been identified at Groote Schuur Hospital in 
Cape Town. The facility will be developed to include the aca-
demic departments of key neuroscience disciplines, laboratories, 
a neuroimaging facility, and specialised, multidisciplinary clinics, 
which will complement and enhance the existing clinical activities 
at Groote Schuur.

The CEO of Groote Schuur Hospital, Dr Bhavna Patel said: 
“Groote Schuur Hospital is proud to be a part of this initiative in 
providing a clinical neuroscience service to its patients. We would 
like to thank the university for the contribution to this hospital 
facility, which will be world-renowned in clinical service, teach-
ing and research. Our partnership can only grow in strength going 
forward.”

The initiative will advance care and transform research and teach-
ing in the neurosciences in Africa by drawing together an array of 
expertise in neurosurgery, neurology, neuropsychology, neuropsy-
chiatry and neuroimaging. It will also partner with other disciplines 
such as engineering, the arts and disability studies, creating a 
facility where patients can access the highest quality of care and the 
most cutting-edge treatment options.

Interim dean of the Faculty of Health Sciences, Prof Gregory 

Hussey said: “Neurosciences is the new frontier of medical research 
at UCT. Through this initiative, we aim to make a contribution not 
only in South Africa, but in Africa and globally. The initiative will 
address the needs of our continent’s people and open new ways for 
Africa to contribute to the global body of knowledge in this rapidly 
advancing field.”

The vision of the Neurosciences Initiative has been made reality 
through a R25-million financial donation from UCT alumnus 
David Barnes and his wife Ursel Barnes, and fundraising efforts will 
continue in order to finance the development of this state-of-the-
art facility.

Head of the Division of Neurosurgery, Prof Graham Fieggen 
said: “The majority of people suffering from common neurological 
disorders live in low and middle-income countries. There is a need 
to understand these disorders within the context of our own conti-
nent. We cannot simply import models from the Global North.”

UCT Deputy Vice-Chancellor Prof Danie Visser said: “UCT is 
excited that this initiative will integrate the laboratory, clinic and 
community, so that clinicians and researchers can collaborate to 
offer rapid translation of contemporary treatment options.”

The launch of the Neurosciences Initiative in Cape Town on 23 
March 2015 was hosted by UCT Vice-Chancellor Dr Max Price 
and attended by the University of Oxford Vice-Chancellor Prof 
Andrew Hamilton and a delegation of leading researchers from 
both universities. UCT researchers have been meeting with their 
University of Oxford counterparts in Cape Town to discuss a range 
of collaborations that could make valuable inroads in research, 
from neurosciences and malaria, to land reform and HIV.

African business schools 

need to develop their 

own identity if they are to 

respond appropriately to 

Africa-specific business and 

management challenges” 
Professor Walter Baets, 
Director, UCT Graduate  
School of Business

Dr Max Price, UCT Vice-
Chancellor, recently took 
over the reins as Chair of 
the Partnership Board of 
the Worldwide Universities 
Network (WUN), a collection 
of 16 research-led universities 
committed to building global 
research communities by 
supporting collaboration. 

The Partnership Board is 
responsible for the network’s 
policy and comprises 
presidents and vice-
chancellors or rectors from 
the 16 member universities.  
Price, who is serving a two-
year term, is the first Chair 
from the Global South.  

Last year, UCT hosted the 55th International 
Mathematics Olympiad, marking the first 
time that the competition takes place on 
the African continent. With some of the 
brightest high school mathematics students 
pitting their wits against their peers from 107 
countries (including 14 African countries), 
the Olympiad is billed as the “Olympics of 
mathematics”.  

“You may be surprised that this is the first 
time in its long history that the [International 
Mathematics Olympiad] is being held in 
Africa,” said Vice-Chancellor Max Price, 
speaking at the opening ceremony, held 
on July 7th. “…when one thinks about the 
perceptions of Africa…those perceptions do 
not naturally associate Africa with science, 
innovation in technology and, specifically, 
with leadership in mathematics.

“But I want to suggest to you that this 
perception is wrong, and that it reflects an 
ignorance of history, rather than a reality,” 
said Price. “Africa is the cradle of humankind 
and in fact the cradle of mathematical 
thinking.

“Some of the earliest mathematical 
calculations were made by the people who 
built the pyramids and who took surveys of 
the flooded Nile delta. In medieval times, 
Timbuktu, which is now in the country of 
Mali, was the centre of learning. Timbuktu 
University was established in the 12th 
century – before the universities of Oxford 
and Cambridge, and is considered to be one 
of the first universities in the world.”

Further, “mathematics reached its full 
maturity in Africa,” said Price, pointing 
to Euclid’s Elements of Geometry, which 
was published in the North African city of 
Alexandria some 2 400 years ago.

Two millennia later, the young boffins that 
made their way to the tip of the continent 
wrote two papers, each consisting of three 
questions and lasting four-and-a-half hours.

“UCT has a special interest in being your 
host, because we are always looking for 
the brightest thinkers to come here,” Price 
told the participants. “We hope you will 
come back to UCT someday, as students, 
postgraduates, researchers or lecturers.”

STORY BY ABIGAIL CALATA
PHOTO BY MICHAEL HAMMOND

STORY BY YUSUF OMAR PHOTO BY JE’NINE MAY

Changing of the guard: (From 
left) Dr Max Price, VC, with Prof 
John Hearn, executive director 
of the Worldwide Universities 
Network (WUN), and Dr Indira 
Samarasekera, who Price replaced 
as Chair of WUN’s Partnership 
Board.

VC Max Price to 
head Worldwide 
Universities 
Network
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UCT has recently launched its first series of Massive Open Online 
Courses (MOOCs), in partnership with the British-based MOOC 
provider, FutureLearn.

MOOCs are free with no entry requirements and allow for 
features such as interactive online forums that can involve hundreds 
of students in peer-to-peer discussions, as well as access to video 
lectures and course materials in online format.

Says UCT’s Deputy Vice-Chancellor, Professor Sandra Klopper: 
“In developing UCT’s MOOC strategy, we have been mindful of 
the scarcity of contributing universities from the Global South, and 
from Africa in particular. We believe there is an opportunity to share 
knowledge generated from our leading academics and researchers, 
and to showcase the university’s rich array of intellectual and 
teaching resources.

“UCT MOOCs are being developed with the support of UCT’s 
Centre for Higher Education Development. They will be designed 
to appeal to anyone around the world, but we will be mindful of the 
needs of participants from developing country contexts.

“We are aware of the challenges many potential learners face with 
regards to technology and access. In response, we intend to place 
special emphasis on accessibility for audiences that are limited by 
bandwidth provision and device capacities. Engaging with hundreds 
of learners online will require innovative approaches to course 
design, communications, pedagogy and technology, to ensure the 
optimum learning experiences for a broad range of people. Such 
lessons can be applied to enhancing our formal on-campus, blended 
and online courses.”

Interested in signing up for a MOOC or two? Visit the Centre 
for Innovation in Learning and Teaching at www.cilt.uct.ac.za/
cilt/moocs-uct.

UCT LAUNCHES 
FIRST SET OF MOOCs

More than 300 staff, students and members of the public attended 
a public discussion on Transformation in Higher Education, at the 
Baxter Concert Hall on 21 October 2014. The discussion formed 
part of an ongoing series, themed “The University and Society.”  

Professor Jonathan Jansen (Rector and Vice-Chancellor, University 
of the Free State) and Professor Mamokgethi Phakeng (University 
of South Africa), shared the podium with UCT Vice-Chancellor, 
Dr Max Price, for a panel discussion moderated by the Dean of the 
Faculty of the Humanities, Professor Sakhela Buhlungu.

The idea behind the “University and Society” discussion series is that 
it will provide a platform for robust debate amongst staff, students, 
members of the public and the media, and will stimulate discussion 
around issues that concern the role of the University today.

UCT hosts debate 
on transformation  
in higher education

On 21 January 2014, UCT and the South African Medical 
Research Council (MRC) announced a R370 million biotechnology 
partnership to develop new medicines, vaccines and other 
biotechnologies to combat HIV/AIDS, TB and malaria, Africa’s big 
killers.

The funding and support partners are the Bill and Melinda Gates 
Foundation and the Departments of Science and Technology (DST) 
and Health.

The partnership integrates existing role players – government, 
academia, industry - into a co-ordinated system, each with specific 
roles in drug and vaccine discovery.

It will support two distinct programmes, one involving UCT 
directly.

In the first programme, researchers from across South Africa will 
compete for funding from the MRC’s Strategic Health Innovation 
Partnerships (SHIP) earmarked for AIDS and TB vaccine 
development. This initiative has received R125 million from the Bill 
and Melinda Gates Foundation, R130 million from the DST and 
R60 million from the Department of Health.

The second programme is a partnership between the Bill and Melinda 
Gates Foundation, SHIP and UCT, through the Drug Discovery 
& Development Centre (H3-D), with its Director, Professor Kelly 
Chibale, as Principal Investigator and Project Director.

H3-D is Africa’s first integrated modern drug discovery and 
development centre. Its objective is to deliver drug candidates for 
clinical development. In addition to R50 million funding from 
SHIP and the Technology Innovation Agency, H3-D will receive 
R55 million from the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation over five 
years for this work.

H3-D has already delivered promising results in its short history. 
In 2012 H3-D and the Medicines for Malaria Venture discovered a 
novel chemical compound with the potential to impact both malaria 
control and eradication. The clinical candidate, MMV390048, will 
enter Phase 1 human clinical trials at Groote Schuur Hospital this 
year.

While life-saving drugs, vaccines and technology discovery is at the 
heart of the news, the partnerships will fulfil a longer term goal: to 
develop a critical mass of top-flight South African scientists in the 
field, able to compete at high international levels.

The partnership also harnesses the collective skills and research 
networks in and outside South Africa and will be led by local 
scientists, backed by the South African government’s Departments 
of Science and Technology (DST), and Health.

Funding from government and the Bill and Melinda Gates 
Foundation has been the partnership’s lifeblood. As the MRC noted, 
the South Africa medical research sector, is “severely under-funded”.

Acting Vice-Chancellor Professor Thandabantu Nhlapo said the 
new partnerships reflected UCT’s own vision of internationalisation 
through an Afropolitan niche.

“We believe our partnering with the Bill and Melinda Gates 
Foundation, the MRC and government helps us develop Africa-
generated solutions to African problems. At the southern tip of 
Africa, UCT could be the gateway to this, a link between the global 
North and South.”

He said that UCT’s Drug Discovery Centre (H3-D) showed 
that research not only created new knowledge but new jobs, career 
opportunities, and infrastructure - and reversed the brain drain.

Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation funds 
partnership to seek African Science Solutions

The documentary, titled Ndiphilela Ukucula (I live to Sing), 
and starring three UCT Opera School alumni, took home the 
prize in the Best Arts Program category at the 2014 Emmy 
Awards. 

I Live to Sing is directed by documentary filmmaker 
Julie Cohen, and follows Linda Nteleza, Makudupanyane 
Senaoana and Thesele Kemane, charting their experiences as 
opera students, while delving into their backgrounds and their 
musical aspirations. Situated firmly in the context of a post-
apartheid South Africa, the film is a story about hope, and the 
nurturing of immense talent despite significant adversity.

The students – now alumni – say they greatly valued the 
opportunity to be part of such a uniquely South African story. 
“Transformation stories all over the world have been told 
in various ways, but I have never heard them told through 
Opera. Opera is essentially a European art form, which 
is often described as elitist. Ironically so, because opera is 
actually transforming many black South African lives, not 
by infringing on African cultures, but by supplementing the 
already thriving African choral tradition with a marketable 
and profitable career choice.” says Senaoana.

Asked why she had produced this particular film, Cohen said 
she had been drawn to the “extraordinarily compelling story” 
and to the incredible talent, of young South African Opera 
students.

According to the Director of the UCT Opera School, 
Professor Kamal Khan, South African Opera is starting to 
attract attention worldwide. “In this era, where Opera is 
experiencing such severe financial contractions in the USA, 
it is extremely powerful for me, as an American transplanted 
to South Africa, to witness our UCT students creating such 
excitement around the art form itself. Surely all of us involved 
in operatic life share the desire to promote this art form 
amongst larger audiences at the highest level possible. South 
Africa has a unique role to play in world of Opera, and the 
Emmy Award recognizes this.”

OPERA SCHOOL 
DOCUMENTARY  
SCOOPS UP EMMY AWARD

http://www.cilt.uct.ac.za/cilt/moocs-uct
http://www.cilt.uct.ac.za/cilt/moocs-uct
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Deputy Vice-Chancellor, Professor Thandabantu Nhlapo opened proceedings with a call 
for “sombre reflection” on the state of our society and the legacy of the fight against 
apartheid.

To large applause, UCT’s Chair of Council, Archbishop Njongonkulu Ndungane told 
the company that they were gathered “to honour one of the greatest men that ever lived:  
Nelson Rolihlahla Mandela”.

Madiba received an honorary degree, Doctor of Laws (honoris causa) on this very field 
in November 1990. 

The degree was awarded to Mandela while he was still in prison, and only conferred 
upon him, 10 months after his release.

“We’re gathered here after twenty years of freedom, and what a freedom it is,” said 
Ndungane. “Here is a man that gave his life for the greatest cause – the liberation of 
humanity.

Twenty years can fly by in a heartbeat, as those who were around in 1994 can attest.  
With this in mind, the university decided to capture a little slice of 2014 in a time 
capsule, explained Nhlapo, which would remind future generations of what twenty years 
of democracy meant for UCT. 

Objects such as the special Monday Monthly edition in commemoration of Madiba’s 
passing, a rugby ball signed by this year’s champion Ikey Tigers team, and a T-shirt from 
the university’s “We Say Enough” march against violence were just some of the items that 
were placed in the capsule.

The 20 Years of Freedom event served as an opportunity for the university to honour 
the late statesman by renaming Rugby Road, which encircles Upper Campus, as Madiba 
Circle/iSekile kaMadiba/Madiba Sirkelpad.

The university dedicated the road to Mandela instead of building a statue in his image, 
said Vice-Chancellor Dr Max Price, as the famous path was “an avenue that embraces 
multiple activities and people, that holds diversity in its arms, whose name will be 
frequently on people’s lips as they move from venue to venue, and each time will remind 
people of the values for which Madiba stood”.

Celebration followed the official ceremony, with Vusi ‘The Voice’ Mahlasela’s sounds 
reverberating through the crowd. He was followed by an energetic PJ Powers, joined on 
stage by the Indigenous Dance Academy from Tembisa.

Local acts Freshlyground and Mi Casa completed the all-star ensemble, thrilling the 
crowd with smash hits and covers.

Read the special 20 Years of Freedom edition of the Monday Monthly at www.uct.
ac.za/downloads/news.uct.ac.za/monpaper/UCT_20YearsFreedomSuppFinal.pdf

Visit the UCT YouTube channel www.youtube.com/user/UCTSouthAfrica to watch 
the 20 Years of Freedom celebration playlist.

STORY BY YUSUF OMAR

THE UCT COMMUNITY GATHERED ON THE GREEN MILE ON 
THURSDAY, 22 MAY 2014, TO CELEBRATE TWENTY YEARS 
OF FREEDOM IN SOUTH AFRICA, AND TO COMMEMORATE 
THE LIFE AND LEGACY OF THE NATION’S LATE GREAT 
LEADER, NELSON ROLIHLAHLA MANDELA.

UCT CELEBRATES  
20 YEARS OF DEMOCRACY

http://www.uct.ac.za/downloads/news.uct.ac.za/monpaper/UCT_20YearsFreedomSuppFinal.pdf 
http://www.uct.ac.za/downloads/news.uct.ac.za/monpaper/UCT_20YearsFreedomSuppFinal.pdf 
http://www.youtube.com/user/UCTSouthAfrica
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Today we join millions of people in 
South Africa and all over the world in 
mourning the passing away of one of 
the greatest sons of the soil, Nelson 
Rolihlahla Mandela. This is a very sad 

day indeed for South Africa. Whether it comes suddenly or with 
agonising slowness, death creates disruption and crisis in the life of 
everyone connected to it. We are dumbfounded and at a loss.

The passing away of Madiba marks the end of an era of 
such a distinctive calibre of leadership that has served our 
country so well with integrity and honour; a leadership that 
had a sense of purpose, and which espoused excellence in all  
it did. 

In the heavenly language which is isiXhosa, we are united in 
saying, Ngxatsho ke Gora lama Gora; Qhawe lama Qhawe, 
Msimbithi Womthonyama; Yem Yem obhuzubhuzu, ovela 
bembentsele, Thambodala kade be mqongqotha; Ubuqaqawuli 
Nozuku Lube Nawe Kuse Ephakadeni Lase Maphakadeni. 
Sitsho Ngamxhelo Mnye Sonke Xa Sisithi; Phumla Ngoxolo 
Nkonde Yezwekazi Lase Afrika; Umzamo omhle uwuzamile;  
ugqatso ulufezile.

While we lament the death of this great statesman we are 
nevertheless united in celebrating a life well lived. Here lies a man 
whose life was a shining light in the dark misery of the long years of 
apartheid:

A visionary in a land where visions were counted as threats. 
A dreamer of a bright future among oppressors who held onto 
a despairing present with iron-clad fists. A hero in the face of 
the power of little people, whom he did not despise because he 
understood them better than they knew themselves. An optimist 
who believed in the goodness inherent in every person, unswerving 
in his confidence that goodness will out, right will triumph and 
justice prevail. 

The world will be sadly empty without him, for his choices and 
his commitments rewrote world history. We stand in awe of this 
man who believed in the goodness of humankind in spite of its 
evil choices and most malevolent plans. We are humbled by his 
conviction that truth is unassailable, that forgiveness can heal guilt 
and reconciliation open a new, bright future. We are inspired by his 
faith in humanity, his trust in Ubuntu and his love for our land and 
all its people. 

When the Psalmist considered the history of his people, he 
sang: “The Lord chose David his servant: and took him from the 

sheepfolds to be the shepherd of his people Jacob and of Israel his 
own possession. So David tended them with upright heart and 
guided them with skilful hand.” Nelson Mandela, Madiba, was 
another such a David. Chosen from the grazing fields of Qunu 
to be the one to shepherd the whole land and all its people into a 
new future, Madiba tended us with a heart moved by justice and 
filled with love. He guided us with hands that could both lead and 
challenge, guide and uphold and thus becoming the father of our  
Constitutional Democracy.

That, after 27 years of incarceration from such unimaginable depth 
of pain and suffering, he emerged as an apostle of reconciliation and 
forgiveness, taking South Africa to where she has never been before, 
is a testimony to the greatness of real goodness and the goodness of 
real greatness which he embodied. Apartheid produced immeasurable 
pain and humiliation in the lives of millions of people. In the life 
of Madiba however, this pain was transformed through a constantly 
reaffirmed commitment to resistance against a racist system and 
eventual political victory. As Ben Okri says “The most authentic 
thing about us is our capacity to create, to overcome, to endure, to 
transform, to love and be greater than our suffering.” Madiba believed 
in a better South Africa for all; one in which everyone could achieve 
fulfilment and participate in producing a better country for our 
children than the one we inherited. The emphasis was on creating a 
culture of leadership that was driven by the value system he espoused 
- that leaders should focus themselves as servants of those they lead. 
Confident leadership comes from a great deal of practise and many 
humbling experiences.

His perceptive insights and ability to do what is right at the 
right time attests to his quality as a visionary leader. Who 
can forget that moment when he stepped into the field at 
Ellis Park during the Rugby World Cup wearing a number 6 
jersey - a momentous event that warmed the hearts of many 
South Africans? Who can forget his embracing politically 
conservative Afrikaners in the interest of building up a common  
South Africa?

Dear friends, as we celebrate the life of Madiba our icon, let us 
strive to maintain and sustain his legacy: One Nation, One South 
Africa through the promotion of the common good, tolerance, 
respect for the dignity of the other, the deepening of democracy 
through diligent observance of the checks and balances embedded in 
the Constitution such as the Bill of Rights, Freedom of Expression, 
and the Independence of the Judiciary. Remember Reinhold 
Neibhur’s wise words: ‘Man’s capacity for justice makes democracy 
possible; man’s inclination to injustice makes democracy necessary.

It takes a village to raise a child. It takes all of South Africa’s 
children to continue the unfinished work which the father of our 
constitutional democracy initiated. Let me end with an isiPedi 
proverb “Life is a message - listen to it. Life is a belief - trust it. Life 
is a gift - accept it. Life is love - think about it. Life is an adventure - 
dare it.” May he rest in peace and rise to Glory.

A TRIBUTE TO ONE OF THE 
GREATEST SONS OF THE SOIL 
TRIBUTE BY ARCHBISHOP NJONGONKULU NDUNGANE

Archbishop Ndungane is UCT’s Chair 
of Council and the former Anglican 
Archbishop of Cape Town. He 
delivered this tribute at the memorial 
service for Nelson Mandela, held at 
UCT on 6 December 2013.
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Police opened fire with live ammunition on striking mineworkers on 16 August 2012, 
killing 34 of the workers and injuring 78, in the denouement of a week of strikes that had 
already seen the loss of 10 lives (six miners, two police officers and two security guards). 
The massacre ignited furious debate about who was to blame; and at the time of writing, 
the Farlam Commission continues to dig for answers. While Marikana shocked many, 
Buhlungu suggests that this kind of incident has loomed like a dormant volcano over the 
labour landscape of post-apartheid South Africa for ages.

“Could it be that we never saw this coming? It’s now two years since the brutal killings 
of Marikana at Lonmin’s mine near Rustenburg; and of course, as we are gathered here 
to remember that gruesome episode in the second decade of post-apartheid South Africa, 
it’s important that we pause and think about [and] make sense of it. What does it mean?”

In his lecture, titled Marikana 2012: Ghosts of the past and bitter fruits of liberation, 
Buhlungu addressed the incident from four different perspectives: as someone who grew 
up with families of mineworkers (his own father worked in the mines); as an activist with 
a strong background in the trade unions; as a scholar; and as a citizen of South Africa.

Mines, miners and miners’ families
Growing up in a village where “every second household” had someone who left to work on 
the mines, Buhlungu recalled the impact of the mines on daily life being pervasive.

“[The mines] dictated the daily rhythm of life … down to the spacing of the children,” he 

said, explaining that most siblings were born about three years apart 
and had birthdays around September and October - aligned to times 
when migrant workers returned home to their families.

The mines’ hold on his community felt “normal”. Similarly typical 
was for mineworkers to return home disabled, or “as corpses”. When 
a breadwinner was lost, schoolboys often abandoned the classroom to 
take his place.

Buhlungu stressed that mineworkers in South Africa die on the job 
regularly - they’re either murdered or fall victim to the job’s inherent 
dangers. Marikana simply compressed this hazardous lifestyle into one 
big, gruesome incident.

“Think of the impact [of this massacre] on the children who now 
have to leave school,” said Buhlungu.

History repeated
Some compared Marikana to the Soweto uprising of 1976 and the 
Sharpeville massacre of 1961, but Buhlungu digs further back in 
South Africa’s history.”For me, the comparison is [with] the white 
mineworkers’ strike in 1922.”

That year, said Buhlungu, the Smuts government “sided with 
capital”. Mine owners had reneged on agreements with miners, and 
teamed with Smuts to “squeeze the mineworkers”.

“The workers took up arms, and they were mowed down using the 
air force.

“For me, that’s the comparison. Your Smuts of today is Jacob Zuma, 
and of course your capital of today is Cyril Ramaphosa and others at 
Lonmin.”

Cheap labour: here to stay?
But for Buhlungu, Marikana also represents something deeper and 
more systemic.

“The overarching story of Marikana - and this is the story we’re not 
talking about - is that the cheap labour system has remained intact in 
this country. Completely intact. If you look at pay scales - it doesn’t 
matter what industry - those of us who sit at the higher end of it all 
benefit from it, because there’s just no logic that explains the gap.

“So, yes, it’s to protect profits, but also because R12 500 [the salary 
that workers at Marikana were demanding] begins to question, head-
on, the cheap labour system. And that’s one debate that we really need 
to have - how do we get out of the cycle of the cheap labour system in 
this country?”

The massacre at Marikana, Buhlungu lamented, showed that we have 
a government saying “that the cheap labour system is going nowhere”.

Sold out
Cyril Ramaphosa co-founded the National Union of Mineworkers 

(NUM) in the 1980s, a decade during which it oversaw the then-
biggest strike in South Africa’s history. In 2012, said Buhlungu, 
Ramaphosa and NUM were another two festering wounds that made 
a massacre like the one at Marikana almost “inevitable”.

NUM was growing increasingly aloof towards its constituency; its 
leaders were pocketing huge salaries (paid by the mining companies), 
while the workers they were meant to represent struggled to survive, 
said Buhlungu.

Lonmin’s rock drillers at the Marikana mine only resorted to an 
independent and unprotected strike when NUM dithered after being 
asked to take workers’ concerns to the mine’s management. This 
alienation - of workers from their unions - can be seen throughout the 

present organised labour movement in South Africa, which Buhlungu 
described as “rotten to the core”.

Ramaphosa, too, represents an underlying fissure in the post-
apartheid structure that South Africa seems reluctant to talk about 
- with devastating consequences: that of the sell-out.

Ramaphosa, the former firebrand union leader - who in 2012 owned 
shares in Lonmin, and who continues to rise in the ranks of ruling 
African National Congress (ANC) - embodies the idea of struggle 
heroes who seem to have sacrificed the popular struggle for personal 
gain, said the dean. “Marikana is, for me, quintessentially [about] the 
sell-out. Cyril Ramaphosa is part of that sell-out. It’s not as simple as 
[saying] the nationalist movement sells out and the socialist movement 
doesn’t sell out … The sell-out is when the militarised section of the 
police force is used to mow people down in broad daylight.”

Dehumanising language
Buhlungu condemned some of the discourse around Marikana, 
including the idea that it was a ‘tragedy’ - only the “very, very cynical 
in our society” could still call it a tragedy, and not a massacre - as 
well as the inordinate number of column inches devoted to chatter 
about the miners using muti to protect themselves in the lead-up to 
the shooting.

“Some academics have questioned the muti thing. Good gracious 
me. Politicians use muti every day. It’s part of the idiom in those 
communities - but when it’s mineworkers, it’s ‘out there’.”

This mirrored a global trend to dehumanise workers and oppressed 
people, in an attempt to make their plight more palatable to an urban 
middle-class audience.

Mineworkers in South Africa bore the major brunt of this, and 
the intersection of class prejudices and abject working and living 
conditions renders them still the “most despised” workers in the 
country, said Buhlungu.

“In a way, I’m saying that there’s a need for us to understand 
mineworkers as normal human beings.”

Deadly brew
This complex concoction of factors could have resulted in a Marikana-
esque bloodbath earlier in 2012, said Buhlungu. Miners went on 
strike at Impala Platinum’s Rustenburg plant in February that year, 
and Buhlungu said the clashes between police and the miners - 
riddled with rubber bullets - could easily have deteriorated into  
something deadlier.

Buhlungu reserved a word for scholars of the labour and  
mining fields.

“I’ve always been struck by and concerned about how little we 
as researchers - not only in terms of mining, but also of the labour 
movement - understand about that world; how we skim the surface, 
how we come up with this caricature of ‘the worker’.”

Professor Dunbar Moodie, author of the seminal work Going for 
Gold: Men, Mines and Migration, was a scholar who knew the mining 
world deeply, said Buhlungu. The dean urged fellow researchers to 
aspire to a similarly deep understanding instead of settling for quick, 
“dirty” articles that are published in prestigious international journals 
largely because of their “novelty factor”.

In the end, Buhlungu suggests, a first step to healing the sick system 
that produced the massacre at Marikana would be to re-read the 
work of Frantz Fanon, who wrote extensively about colonisation, 
decolonisation and the struggle for a just post-liberation society.

TWO YEARS AFTER POLICE MOWED DOWN STRIKING MINEWORKERS AT  
LONMIN’S MARIKANA MINE NEAR RUSTENBURG, PROFESSOR SAKHELA BUHLUNGU, 
DEAN OF HUMANITIES AND A WIDELY CITED SCHOLAR OF SOUTH AFRICA’S LABOUR 
MOVEMENTS AND MINING INDUSTRY - REFLECTED ON A SYSTEM THAT MARGINALISES 
THE POOREST WORKERS AT NEARLY EVERY TURN.
STORY BY YUSUF OMAR PHOTO BY GREG MARINOVICH

REMEMBER MARIKANA
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At an event that included a historical tour, wine tasting and 
exploration of the indigenous vegetation of the Delta estate, Mark 
Solms spoke to UCT alumni, taking us through the story of the 
“citizen-sized transformation project” that he and the Solms-Delta 
community have been undertaking over the last few years.

What follows is that story, in his own words.
“I am a South African. I am the 6th in seven generations of a South 

African family. My family were land owners in Germany before they 
landed in Cape Town.  They took farms between here Franschhoek, 
and Swellendam.

During the apartheid years, I left South Africa for England to 
escape conscription, and whilst I was there, despite my field being 
neuropsychology, I took the opportunity to train in psychoanalysis.

To everyone’s great surprise, apartheid ended, and the premise 
under which I left South Africa no longer applied. So I wrapped up 
my affairs as soon as I could and returned here with the idea that in 
taking on this farm, I will have the opportunity to address, in a small 
way, this legacy of apartheid.

I was thrilled to come back and to embrace South Africa, and 
to engage with what was then a heavy task of contributing, in my 
symbolic, personal, microcosmic way, to the reconstruction and 
development of the country.

So I came on a reconnaissance trip, and the first thing I wanted to 
do was to meet the farm workers.

Let me pause for a moment to emphasise the point that, in South 
Africa, if you inherit or purchase land, it comes with people.  I put 
it in that crude fashion intentionally, for the full shock of it to be 
apparent, because it is almost literally that they the workers on the 
farm belong to you.

They are people who “come with the land.” They are not there by 
choice, they are there because they have nowhere else to live. They 
live under a roof provided by the land owner and they are therefore 
beholden to him. They are in an extremely vulnerable position, and 
in one way or another, for better or worse, you as the farm owner are 
responsible for them.

So when I say that I was taking on the symbolic legacy of our past, 

it’s not only symbolic. The brutal fact is that you are practically a 
feudal lord if you own farmland in South Africa, even right now, in 
the 21st century.

The reality of what I was doing, trying to come in and transform a 
few hectares of land in South Africa, became clear on the very first 
day of dealing with it.

The plan for that day was to meet with each family in what was to 
be my dining room.  There were seven families at that point living on 
what was then the Delta farm, so I planned to interview each family 
for an hour, with an hour-long lunch break in between. 

I started each interview with roughly the same phrases, which were: 
‘Hello it’s nice to meet you. I’m Mark, and as much I look like my 
predecessors, I’m not the same - I’m nice, I’m good.’

Those aren’t quite the words, but I really did say, ‘I want you to 
know immediately that this farm will not be the same at it was. I 
want to change this place - that’s the whole idea. I’ve come back 
to South Africa in order to make some small contribution to the 
transformation and the redevelopment of the country.

Since you’ve been living here forever, you’re in a very good position 
to advise me, so what do you think? How might we begin to change 
this place? What are the problems?  What are the things you think 
need changing?’

I’m not exaggerating when I tell you that the response in these 
alleged one-hour meetings – because none of them lasted a whole 

hour – was absolute silence. The farm workers looked at each other, 
looked at the floor, looked petrified and dismayed and confused and 
just wanted to get the hell out of there. I tried to ask direct questions, 
tried to make eye contact, and to engage with at least one person 
who would talk to me. It was like pulling teeth; it was absolutely 
impossible and excruciating. I was really very daunted during that 
first attempt and I realized that I’m up against something that’s going 
to be really hard to achieve, even if it’s just one farm.

I went back to London the next day. But I thought, someone has to 
be in charge whilst I’m away, so I appointed a staff member named 
Nico as manager, only because he spoke English and the only reason 
I knew he spoke English was because he actually spoke to me.

I called him during the next week, just to remind him that I meant 
it when I said he was manager, and I asked him how it was going; and 
I’ve never forgotten what he said, because it was so stunning to me.

He said: ‘After you left, we, the farm workers prayed to God to 
thank him for sending us a new owner who we don’t have to be 
scared of.’

Can you believe it? ‘Sending us a new owner’ is bad enough. But 
‘that we don’t have to be scared of ’? Not that he’s a decent man, but 
that we don’t have to be afraid of him.

So I came back with my family and we started to renovate the 
main house, and at the same time we started to renovate the worker’s 
houses. And I think that that was one of the things that made them 

Mark Solms on 
wine, land and 
transformation

IN FRANSCHHOEK, THE PICTURESQUE JEWEL OF THE CAPE WINELANDS, AN AREA THAT HAS REMAINED LARGELY 
UNTRANSFORMED FOR OVER 350 YEARS, SITS AN ESTATE WHERE THE FARM WORKERS ARE IN FACT ALSO THE 
FARM’S OWNERS. WHAT HAPPENED HERE? AND DOES THE STORY OF SOLMS-DELTA OFFER THE POSSIBILITY OF A 
MODEL FOR PEACEFUL, PROFITABLE LAND REFORM IN THE CAPE WINELANDS?
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realize that I was different from my predecessors. I was obviously 
spending a lot of money fixing up their houses at the same time that 
I was fixing mine.

I was also changing all types of policies that I didn’t even know 
existed. For example, the rule that if it’s raining you don’t get paid, 
because you don’t work, which I found bizarre. Another thing I 
thought was unbelievable was that the farm workers had no hot 
water - now, in the 21st century.

In fact, on one of the farms next door, which we eventually 
acquired, the workers were living in the stables. The then-owner of 
the farm had built beautiful new stables for the horses, and so the 
workers were living in the old stables.

When I started renovating the workers houses he came running 
over, out of the goodness of his heart, to tell me: ‘no we don’t do it 
like that,’ and explained to me the reason why we don’t renovate the 
workers houses. It is because when we want to evict them, we are 
then obliged by the new government to give them housing that is of 
an equivalent standard to the housing that they had on your farm.

So people are raising families in spaces that are deliberately kept 
appalling so that when you evict them you only owe them a space 
like that.

I suppose that is why they the workers thought I was different.
I’ll tell you what happened next. The farm workers, when they 

realized that I was genuinely different, started pitching up late for 
work on Mondays. Not coming to work on Fridays. A few bits and 
pieces started going missing. Eventually the pump which was being 
used for irrigation was stolen, and other things.

You can imagine how I started to feel. I felt really pissed off and I 
went: ‘I get it. They think I‘m a fool. They think no-one is in charge.’

But on reflection, I later came to the conclusion that there is such a 
deeply entrenched model of abuse on the farms, so that if I’m not the 

one taking advantage of my position, then they must take advantage 
of me. It’s not possible that you’re actually on the same side.

I found myself being pushed into the proper role of enemy, where 
I just knew that I was angry and I thought ‘well bloody hell, that’s 
not fair.’ And then something else happened, the workers from a 
neighbouring farm started cutting down camphor trees on the Delta 
estate, in the dead of night, presumably to use as firewood.

So I thought ‘well that kind of makes sense’ and so I asked Nico to tell 
them they don’t need to chop down my camphors, they could instead 
take the logs of black wattle that I’d placed at the entrance.

But not a single log of wood was taken, in fact the camphors kept 
getting chopped down. So I started experiencing all sorts of feelings, one 
of them being fear, because I thought there was something sinister going 
on here - it felt to me like an act of aggression.

I spoke to my staff and the explanation I received was: ‘it’s because 
they’re bushmen; they don’t think like us.’ Which is a racist explanation 
- that’s there’s another category of person that ‘doesn’t think like us.’ And 
of course, on these farms, to be called a bushman is an insult. It means 
you’re less than a person.

By this time, I was thoroughly confused. I was demoralized, hurt, 
irritated, and I felt betrayed. I looked at what I was trying to do for them 
and what they were doing to me and then I realized ‘my God I have 
become my worst nightmare. I have become the old-school farmer.’

I was horrified, because I had come here with this vision of me, 
the ‘white Knight’ who was going to take over Delta and make 
everything different, and it was just all ending in tears. Nothing was 
changing, everything was a total mess. I felt I was starting to think 
like a white racist farmer, and I was aggrieved.

And at that point, I didn’t know what to do. I’m not a trained farmer. 
What I know about is clinical stuff. When a patient comes in my office 
at Groote Schuur, I take a history: ‘When did it start? How did things 
develop after that?’ That’s how you understand a symptom so that you 
can make a diagnosis, so you know how to intervene.

In an act of desperation I fell back on what I knew and said, ‘well 
I’ve got to take a history.’ So we stopped farming. Not that I was the 
doctor and the farm workers were the problem, and I was now going 
to take their history and try to fix it - we were the problem. There 
was something pathological going on between us and we needed to 
find out where that was coming from.

 So I called in other experts to take the history - namely members 
of the UCT departments of Archaeology and History - to help us 
dig this place up and teach us what occurred here, so that we could 
understand what happened on this farm and how we got to be in the 
position that we are in now.

And I must say, I didn’t quite know what I was doing when I 
did it, so it wasn’t as inspired as it looks in retrospect - it was an 
act of desperation. 

We dug the place up, and we found things, like stone tools of the 
bushmen that had lived here. About 30-40 metres from my front 
door, we found a bushmen’s settlement with thousands of stone 
artefacts, beautifully shaped. Benni was part of the team that found 
that site. Benni comes up to me and looks me in the eye and says to 
me ‘you see professor; my people were here before yours.’

And I’m just giving you that snippet to illustrate the thing that 

happened during those digs. It changed his perception of his relation 
to this place and therefore his relation to me. The power relations 
between us changed immediately because, implied behind that 
statement was, ‘So why do you own it? And why do I work for you?’

There were other moments embedded within that - another 
obvious one was that Benni was now referring to the bushmen as ‘my 
people.’ (This is the same guy who had said ‘they don’t think like us.’)

 So the archeologists dig up all this stuff and they show us all the 
rock art and they are explaining to us how the Bushman lived, and 
the Khoi Khoi. And the next thing the archaeologists tell us is what 
happened to them: genocide.

So Benni is saying ‘my people were here before yours’ and the 
archeologists are telling us, ‘yeah and guess what your people did to 
his people.’ And when you ask ‘why is Benni living on this farm now 
and working for me?’ It is a direct consequence of what happened 
back then.

The bushmen who survived began to work for us. They had no 
other choice. And their descendants are still here and they still work 
for us. And after the genocide, there were not enough people left to 
farm, to do the work, so then we had to get slaves.

And it was these kinds of things that we had to look at in the 
process of digging up the history of this place.

Everyone who works here now, if their face isn’t white, if they 
are not descended from the bushmen or the Khoi, then they are 
descended from the slaves who were brought here in their droves.

By 1660, I think, the slave population outnumbered the settler 
population. This farm was built by slaves, and their descendants are 
working here still. And after slavery came apartheid; and the workers 
remembered that only too well. So someone from the History 
department took oral histories.

Each of us told our stories, those of us who wanted to. It was the 

In an act of desperation I 
fell back on what I knew 
and I said ‘well, I’ve got to 
take a history.’”
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most moving experience of my life, just to listen to the ordinary 
stories of the workers on this farm. The grinding poverty. I had no 
idea of the daily humiliation of poverty. I had no idea. It’s absolutely 
shocking to be sitting in your giant sitting room with a fireplace 
made by Herbert Baker listening to these stories.

One after another they talked about getting their first pair of shoes, 
at age 12 or 13. It was an event. This was a recurring theme. Sanna 
told me that she used to put her feet in cow dung to keep them 
warm because she didn’t have shoes, and I remember saying that I 
don’t even recall getting my first pair of shoes. So Willie Klaasen says 
‘but Prof, you were born with shoes on,’ which of course is true in a 
very deep sense.

So I told my life story. I have never been so ashamed of telling my 
life story with all its piffling problems in the context of that.

But it’s something that’s worth doing, because there are things 
that we haven’t begun to take responsibility for, haven’t even 
acknowledged.  We had the TRC, which was a brilliant thing, with 
all its big, newsworthy events, but we should also have a commission 
where people go and tell those ordinary stories of what it was really 
like, on both sides of the divide of apartheid.

Eventually, I realized that my original intention was just a fantasy, 
that I was going to come and meet with the families and ask them what 
they wanted to change and things were simply going to transform. 

I mean, why would people be enthusiastic about ‘transforming’ my 
farm, the farm that we took from their ancestors?

It’s ridiculous to think that you can wipe out that history that’s 
so ingrained in us here on the farm. What we had to do was much 
more difficult.

What I first had to do was discover that I too am a racist and also 
that I owe a huge debt, that the most appalling things have happened 

here. And it wasn’t my fault that they happened but we are all still 
complicit because we are directly living the consequences of that now 
and that’s why we have to fix it.

Racism, I realized, is a defence. To be told that ‘these people’ are 
‘like that’ is so much easier than to really look at why things are the 
way they are. So let me tell you where this goes.  Once you face the 
history, the next question you have to ask yourself is: ‘Well, do I keep 
the farm?’

And that’s the big question around land reform. There are two facts: 
1. Something terrible has happened here and 2: I can’t bring myself 
to give up the farm. In these circumstances, how am I going to pay 
back what I owe?

Eventually, we came to a solution. Richard Astor - my English 
friend who owns a neighbouring farm - and I, we went to the bank 
and proposed that we put our two farms up as collateral, 50/50, 
against a loan for the farm workers to buy the farm next door.  And 
the bank said okay.

And so the workers bought the farm next door, which, by the way, 
came with workers as well, so we now have a community of 180 
people. No one physically moved, but the workers collectively own 
one of the three farms. All of them became beneficiaries of the trust 
that owns that farm. They own one third of the land that is farmed 
by Solms-Delta and one third of the company that farms these farms, 
and we farm them as a unit. So now we truly are all in this together, 
sink or swim.

Not to say that they are rich but at least now they have a decent 
income, including dividends, benefits, nicely built houses, and the 
chance to send their kids to proper schools, so that we can break the 
cycle of poverty and dependency.

And in this way I get to keep my farm.  It’s not self-sacrifice, it’s 
enlightened self-interest. Which isn’t a sin as long as you remember 
that you’re not alone: the farm workers also need land.

What we also did is, we made a museum of what actually happened 
here, and the people that work here are very proud of that museum.  
And the tourists, they love it - we get over 30 thousand visitors 
coming in every year for the past four years.

A proper understanding of the cultural background, the things 
that the workers do, became part of the museum. And we didn’t 
want to just highlight the bad but also the good. All the stories are 
complicated.

What I am telling you is that since then we did well. We commercially 
benefitted from doing the obvious thing. We also have the most 
fabulous labour relations because we are all on the same side, so when 
the strikes happened the workers here didn’t strike, because they own 
the business. They would have been striking against themselves.

I don’t believe you can solve the land reform issue with a policy that 
forces everyone to give back their farms. I don’t think the land owners 
are going to be willing to do that.

But then again, we can’t just maintain ‘the status quo’. Why would 
you tolerate it if you are the majority of the population of this land? 
Why would you vote in a government that says, year after year, that 
it’s okay for the white farmers can keep the land? It’s crazy. These 
things happened - genocide, slavery, apartheid.  They happened, and 
they have consequences, especially if you don’t acknowledge them. 
There has to be something in this for everyone.”

We had the TRC, which 
was a brilliant thing, with 
all its big, grand events, 
but we should also have 
a commission which is 
voluntary, where people 
go and tell those ordinary 
stories of what it was like 
on both sides of the divide 
of apartheid.”
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THE GOAL OF UCT’S ADMISSIONS POLICY IS – AND REMAINS – TO TRANSFORM THE 
STUDENT BODY INTO ONE THAT IS MORE DIVERSE AND REPRESENTATIVE OF THE 
POPULATION, WHILE RECRUITING THE BEST STUDENTS AVAILABLE. PROGRESS HAS BEEN 
MADE – BUT TRANSFORMATION IS INCOMPLETE. IN JUNE 2014, THE COUNCIL APPROVED A 
NEW ADMISSIONS POLICY THAT WILL ACHIEVE GREATER RACIAL AND SOCIO-ECONOMIC 
DIVERSITY IN OUR STUDENT BODY, WHILE RELYING LESS ON RACE-CLASSIFICATION FOR 
ITS IMPLEMENTATION.

AN ADMISSIONS POLICY  
TO EXPAND DIVERSITY

STORY BY MAX PRICE IMAGE BY MICHAEL HAMMOND

We have found it necessary to keep race in the policy for two 
reasons:  Firstly, in many programmes at UCT where competition 
is high, the number of very high-performing white applicants 
is still so much greater than the number of similarly performing 
black applicants, even after weighting their scores for disadvantage. 
Thus these classes would be predominantly white unless one 
reserved a percentage of places for black students. Note that no 
students are admitted, regardless of race or disadvantage, if they do 
not exceed the threshold that we judge necessary for success in a  
particular programme.

Secondly, retaining race as a criterion for selecting a portion of the 
class is a recognition of the fact that race still matters because there 
is still racism, racial discrimination, stereotyping of expectations by 
race, all of which affect the performance of black students even at 
advantaged schools. The playing fields are not level. Removing race 
altogether would suggest that race no longer matters. 

Conclusion 
Thus instead of just using race as the proxy for disadvantage as was 

done in the past, the new policy is a hybrid model that is still race 
conscious, but also uses more nuanced measures of disadvantage. 

The proposed policy recognises that redress and social justice are 
promoted not through privileging people just because of their skin 
colour, but because of how legislated race discrimination impacted 
and still impacts on their lives – their home backgrounds, their 
parents’ education and cultural capital, the quality of their schools, 
and the impact of not studying in one’s first language.

Our ideal is that one day race should not matter; but for now, race 
as cultural capital, as identity, as a basis of current discrimination, 
as legacy of past exclusion, as sense of integration or alienation in 
institutions such as private schools and universities, matters – race 
is real. The debates around it must be vibrant and tough. Erasing 
race from our admissions policy altogether would do a disservice to 
achieving our ideals.

Nevertheless, the hybrid, race-conscious admissions policy 
proposed would help the University achieve a substantial move away 
from a reliance on race-classification to distribute opportunities. 
Under the proposed policy and for most programmes, about 75% of 
the class would be selected without race being taken into account. 
Instead, the actual obstacles people have overcome to achieve the 
marks they have, usually a consequence of apartheid, are considered.

Why we want to move away from reliance on  
race-classification
Apartheid racial constructs were used to distribute power, to create 
divisions in society, to signal superiority and inferiority and to promote 
ethnic loyalties. One of the main goals of the post-1994 South Africa 
is to transform the society into one which does not privilege people 
nor deny them opportunities on the basis of race. This is how we 
understand our Constitutional commitment to non-racialism. 

There is general support for the view that the path to that goal 
requires an interim period of redress, of conscious structuring of 
opportunities to undo apartheid’s legacy of racial inequality. What 
is contested – and thrown into sharp relief when considering 
admissions policies – is the mechanism for applying redress.  

One school of thought argues that, since redress is about countering 
the effects of discrimination against people classified as African, 
Coloured, or Indian, interventions should simply focus on those 
who were, or would have been so classified under apartheid. The 
other school argues that it is not race per se that is relevant, but the 
fact that under apartheid the race one was classified into, determined 
one’s life opportunities and was the basis of inequality. Therefore 
affirmative interventions should focus on those factors directly (for 
example, it should favour those who have been denied access to good 
schools or adequate income.) By focusing on this rather than race, 
affirmative action would also increasingly treat black students who 
are now relatively wealthy, and have been to good schools, more like 
their white classmates. 

This second school of thought argues, furthermore, that any 
form of racially based preference firstly requires a system of race 
classification which is both legally and morally problematic, and 
secondly, entrenches a view of the world that links entitlements and 
access to resources only to one’s colour, regardless of one’s actual 
degree of privilege or status in society.

If we can achieve the racial diversity we aspire to at UCT, while 
moving away from an exclusive reliance on race classification to do 
so, we believe this would be a positive contribution towards non-
racialism. And it seems we can move in this direction because of the 
changing alignment of race and class in South Africa over the past 
two decades.

A shifting alignment between race and class 
The old apartheid correspondence of race and class has been shifting, 
and skin colour is no longer the only determinant of a person’s 
economic advantage or position. In brief, whereas in the past, most 
black applicants to UCT were uncompetitive in terms of their school 
leaving results because overwhelmingly they came from poor schools 
and disadvantaged backgrounds, now many come from good schools 
and can be admitted on a competitive basis without the need for 
reference to their race. Others may be less competitive because there 
is still some educational disadvantage through their school or home 
backgrounds – but the playing fields can be levelled by taking these 
backgrounds into account – again without reference to their race.

The new admissions policy selects students from the applicant pool 
using three mechanisms. Part of the class is selected based only on 
their marks. UCT wants to attract the best performing students in the 
country, regardless of race or socio-economic status, and this route 
into UCT achieves this goal. The proportion of the class selected this 
way varies by degree, depending on how competitive the degree is 
and how many black students would be selected through this ‘top-
marks’ approach. On average about 30% of the class will be selected 
in this way. 

The majority of the class is selected using the second mechanism, 
which is also marks, but this time weighted upwards if there is 
socio-economic, scholastic or legacy educational disadvantage (more 
specifically, the degree of disadvantage of the school one attended, 
parental education, home language and whether one is reliant on 
social grants).

In this way we hope to ensure we’re drawing the most talented 
students – whether advantaged or disadvantaged – into our student 
body.  The logic is that a student who achieves, say 70% coming 
from a disadvantaged school and background, would have achieved 
far higher marks, say 77% had they been in a more privileged 
environment, and therefore is a better student to one from a 
privileged background with 75%.

The third mechanism completes the class, filling the remaining 
approximately 25% of places by selecting the top black students 
not already selected, to ensure that we increase the race diversity of  
the cohort.
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Ikeys captain Liam Slatem shook his head in disbelief as he walked 
up to the podium for the post-match interview. He was on the bench 
for those unbelievable last minutes, as the team blazed to Varsity 
Cup glory, and, like most of those present at the stadium that night, 
was left clearly stunned - speechless at the sheer emotion of being 
involved in what has been called the greatest comeback win in the 
history of the game.

When he eventually found the words, he summed it up perfectly.
“We always knew that we were a championship side and I think 

our subs epitomised that when they came on the field and really just 
changed the game. Credit to them.”

UCT Alumni News’ Elle Williams caught up with Nathan Nel, 
who famously sprinted under the posts to score the winning try. 

EW: Did you really always know that we would win?
NN: Yes. It started in October during the preseason, the way that 

the coach, Kevin would speak to us. He never said “if we win the 
cup”, it was always “when we win the cup”. We had it in our heads 
that by the end of the season we would have the Varsity Cup and 
whatever we needed to do to get there, we did. 

EW: Tell us about those last few moments, as you 
were running down the field.

NN: We have to take it back a little, to before I got the ball, around 
the time Pukke scored their try to make it 33-15. I think that 
moment is the first time since October that I had a flash of doubt 
that we would win the Varsity Cup. And of course, that was a very 
uncomfortable feeling because it had been so very deeply ingrained 
in me that we would win no matter what. 

So at that point, when [Pukke] actually scored their try, I looked at 
the time and I was like “as much as I think we can do it, we might 
actually be too late” and I was really angry because I wasn’t even on 
the field so there was nothing I could do! 

Most of the bench went on at that point and right before we kicked 
off, our fly half, [Dean Grant], pulled us in and said “Boys, I don’t 
know what it is but I have a funny feeling that a miracle is about to 
happen and we are going to win. Just believe like I’m believing, that’s 
all we have to do”. And I think that just kicked me in the butt, and 
got me to believe again. 

I heard later from our coach that Dean had made a bet with the 
ref. He said to the ref “I’ll bet you, we’re gonna kick off and we’re 
gonna score. Then we’re gonna kick off and score again and then 
we’re gonna kick off, score and win the game and when we do you’re 
gonna have to buy me a beer.” And of course, it happened just as he 
had called it.

That last play was so special - if you watch it, the ball goes 
through 15 pairs of hands before we score, and if you look at 
each player’s story, leading up to that moment, it’s amazing. 
Just to give you one example, Michael Botha, the guy who 
charged down the pitch and caught it with his right hand, 
that hand had been broken and kept him out of rugby for 
18 months - what are the chances that he catches it with 
that same hand? 

EW: We know that you yourself were unable 
to play for a significant period leading up to 
the 2014 season.

NN: Yes, I was receiving treatment because I have a heart 
condition.  So scoring that final try was very special to me. 
People ask me why I slowed down at the end. I could’ve been 
tackled as I crossed the line, but the truth is, what was going 
through my mind as I ran was everyone’s story, everyone’s 
journey and just the fact that we did it. Everything that 
each of us had gone through personally, all the help, all the 
support, it came together at that moment. 

EW: It’s no secret that UCT is probably the 
most under-resourced university in the 
Varsity Cup competition, in terms of rugby 
facilities, and that the academic pressure 
isn’t any less intense than it would be for a 
non-athlete, regardless of what your sporting 
commitments are.  Besides the obvious fact 
that you just won the championship, are you 
glad you chose UCT, over a program where 
perhaps you would have had an easier time?

NN: I went to Bishops.  I was there in 2011 when UCT 
won the Varsity Cup, and you could see how close the 
players were, even just by watching it on TV. For me, to be 
part of a team that was like family was my dream, so after 
seeing that, seeing how they interacted  like a family, it was 
never really a choice to play at another university. So no, 
I don’t regret it. Even the two years that we came 7th in 
the Varsity Cup helped us a lot toward winning this year, 
actually. The close games that almost didn’t go our way, they 
helped us to motivate ourselves. I don’t think anywhere else 
would’ve been the same. 

EW: Tim Noakes has told us how, after the 
win, they discussed with the team that the 
magic that happened on the field that night is 
a once-in-a-lifetime occurrence.  What have 
you taken out of this experience?

NN: Being part of this UCT squad has shown me that 
what you learn in rugby, also teaches you about life. The 
people you meet, the process of dealing with injuries and 
hardships, and also how to handle yourself when things are 
actually going your way! 

I think one of the main lessons from this experience is just 
about how to work with people. Especially this year, a big 
part of our philosophy at UCT is just to be better people, 
remembering that whatever happens in your life off the 
field, affects what happens on the field.

ON 7 APRIL 2014, THE IKEY TIGERS BEAT NWU-PUKKE 39-33 BY SCORING THRICE IN 
JUST OVER 10 MINUTES, FINISHING OFF WITH AN EPIC CONVERTED TRY IN THE DYING 
SECONDS OF A THRILLING VARSITY CUP FINAL THAT HAS SINCE BECOME THE STUFF OF 
RUGBY FOLKLORE.

ALWAYS BELIEVE IN MAGIC

NEVILLE ISDELL RUGBY CENTRE
The infamously 
dilapidated old change 
rooms at the bottom 
of the Sports Centre 
on Upper Campus have 
been transformed into 
a bright space where 
players can prepare for 
games in comfort. 

The area features a wall 
plastered with life-sized 
images and tales of UCT’s 
rugby glories over the past 
decades, which will likely 

serve both to inspire current Ikeys, and intimidate their opponents.
The refurbishment was funded by a generous gift made by UCT 

alumnus and former Coca-Cola global CEO, Neville Isdell, himself a 
member of the UCT rugby team in the 1960’s.

Reflecting on why he decided to give back to the rugby club, 
Isdell remarked:

“Looking back on my life, at the pivotal moments, and the things 
that mattered, rugby was always very important, particularly the 
camaraderie I experienced while playing rugby at UCT.  

I still see many of my former teammates.  Those are bonds that 
are very difficult to break.  

In playing rugby, you learn about life, about reliance on others, 
and about the value of teamwork. In my managerial career, that 
has taught me more than 16 weeks at Harvard Business School 
did.  I can only hope that those who come after me, get to 
experience the same things that I did.”

BY PROF TIM NOAKES, JONATHAN KAPLAN & KEVIN MUSIKANTH

ALWAYS BELIEVE IN MAGIC

THE STORY BEHIND THE GREATEST COMEBACK OF ALL TIME

Congratulations to Damian de Allende, who was called up 
to the Springbok team, making his debut against Argentina 
in August 2014. Damian was a member of our 2012 Varsity 
Cup squad.  

Once an Ikey, always a Tiger!

Now available, “Always Believe in Magic,” a book by Tim Noakes, 
esteemed referee Jonathan Kaplan, and Ikeys Head Coach 
Kevin Musikanth, chronicling the journey to UCT’s spectacular 
2014 Varsity Cup.  On sale at selected Exclusive Books stores.  
Email gavin.sheldon@uct.ac.za for more information or to 
order your copies.

It’s of the VC celebrating 
with the Ikeys, minutes 
after the win. (I was there, 
I would know).

mailto:gavin.sheldon%40uct.ac.za?subject=
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When the Dean of Humanities post was advertised at UCT some 10 years 
ago, Paula Ensor was deeply ambivalent about applying. But in the end she 
decided to do so, as morale in the faculty was low and the faculty had been 
through “torrid times” since its formation in 1999.

A professor in the faculty’s School of Education at the time, Ensor had 
subsequently not only steadied the ship, but restructured and reinvigorated 
the faculty, Vice-Chancellor Dr Max Price said at her farewell on  
19 November 2014.

“I thought Humanities was, and is, a space worth protecting and extending,” 
Ensor said of her decision to throw her hat into the ring in late 2003.  

Paying tribute to her “astonishing energy and hard work”, Price said 
Ensor had chalked up many successes at the helm of UCT’s largest faculty.  
Among these is the Gordon Institute for Performing and Creative Arts 
(GIPCA), formed in 2008 with a substantial grant from the Donald 
Gordon Foundation to harness collaborative, cross-disciplinary work in 
music, fine art, drama, creative writing, and film and media. Supported by 
GIPCA and Cape Town Opera, the faculty premiered the 5:20 Opera series, 
five twenty-minute chamber operas, with the scores and libretti created by 
South Africans.

In 2010 the Institute for Humanities in Africa (HUMA) was established 
and in 2012 the new School of African and Gender Studies, Anthropology 
and Linguistics (AXL) was launched. AXL is the product of a merger 
between the African Gender Institute, the Centre for African Studies, the 
Department of Social Anthropology and the Linguistics section. The process 
required extensive consultation and negotiation – under the intense glare of 
the media. This proved a particularly testing time for Ensor’s leadership.

“Creating AXL was not easy, but I regard it – for all its challenges – as a 
very significant accomplishment,” Ensor said. “I owe much to my deputy 
deans, heads of department and others in the faculty for their support in 
navigating this process.”

Price believes it is no coincidence that 11 Distinguished Teacher Awardees 
were selected from the faculty during her time as dean, saying this underlined 
the kind of support she gave to individuals.

“Paula was the longest-serving of the deans I worked with, and the dean I 
learnt the most from. I will miss her guidance and support and her frequent 
insights and contribution to the leadership team.”

Few know that Ensor started out as an economist (she has an honours 
degree in economics from UCT), which gave her a “sharp eye for figures 
and for policy”, Price said.

“Robust and direct, her dealings with people were infused with integrity,” 
he added.

Sharing an anecdote, Registrar Hugh Amoore said that when Ensor had 
gone into exile in the 1970s she’d been unable to share her plans with her 
employer, Dixie Strong, then a stockbroker and now chair of UCT’s Baxter 
Theatre Centre Board. So she had left a detailed note under her typewriter 
cover, meticulously listing tasks she’d completed and what was needed to be 
completed by others.

Ensor will now focus on research and teaching in the sociology of 
education, which was placed on the back-burner during her time as dean.

But first is a well-earned sabbatical.
“I’m looking forward to reading books from beginning to end, without 

major interruptions,” she quipped.
“I’ve selected a few MOOCs and I’m going to learn to tango!”

Bill Frankel and Wendy Ackerman – both distinguished UCT 
alumni and donors, were recently honoured by UCT when they 
each received the Vice-Chancellor’s Silver Medal, awarded to an 
individual who has made a distinguished contribution to society.

At a delightful reception that included Mrs Ackerman’s family, 
friends and colleagues, Vice-Chancellor Dr Max Price noted that 
Ackerman received the medal not just as a philanthropist, but as 
a human being, for the intelligence, empathy and passion that 
infuses all of her work, which she has passed on to her children and 
grandchildren.

Ackerman was the life governor of the former University of Cape 
Town Foundation. As a founder and executive director of Pick n Pay, 
she led the family business to the forefront of social responsibility 
initiatives, including  becoming the first company in South Africa to 
offer free antiretrovirals to employees living with HIV/AIDS.

Bill Frankel, OBE, received The Vice-Chancellor’s Silver Medal 

for his services to human rights, constitutionalism, education and 
philanthropy spanning decades and many continents. Frankel 
is the chairman of the Claude Leon Foundation – named after 
his grandfather, which has donated more than R100 million to 
educational initiatives in South Africa. 

In addition, between 1966 and 1991, Frankel, then referred to as 
“Mr X” served as secret legal counsel to the International Defence 
and Aid Fund (IDAF), the organization that clandestinely smuggled 
over £150m into South Africa from the UK, to fund the legal 
defence of those imprisoned for opposing apartheid.

Read Frankel’s acceptance speech, in which he speaks publicly 
for the first time about his work with the IDAF, here: 
http://globalsouthafricans.com/latest/128-acceptance-speech-
by-william-frankel-uct-vc-medal-for-whf-25-march-2014.html

New chapter 
for retiring 

Humanities dean 

BILL FRANKEL AND WENDY ACKERMAN 
RECEIVE VICE-CHANCELLOR’S MEDALS

STORY BY HELEN SWINGLER 
IMAGE BY RAYMOND BOTHA

Paula Ensor farewell Adieu: Retiring Dean of the 
Faculty of Humanities Prof Paula Ensor, flanked 
by in-coming dean Prof Sakhela Buhlungu, greets 
former Vice-Chancellor Dr Stuart Saunders at her 
farewell function.

http://globalsouthafricans.com/latest/128-acceptance-speech-by-william-frankel-uct-vc-medal-for-whf-25-marc
http://globalsouthafricans.com/latest/128-acceptance-speech-by-william-frankel-uct-vc-medal-for-whf-25-marc
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“It gave me a great opportunity to work 
on the corporate mindset of UCT as a 
community, in convincing us that one has 
nothing to be afraid of in venturing into 
the continent. Our position behoves us [to 
embrace it] if we’re going to place ourselves 
in a position of decent and constructive 
continental citizenship.

“The links have always been there, but 
Afropolitanism has allowed us to exploit the 
relationships more consciously, and it has a 
policy behind it.”  Indeed, funding from the 
Vice-Chancellor’s Strategic Fund has given 
birth to a host of agreements and alliances 
on the continent.  “We were able to send 
people out to link with colleagues around 
Africa on projects ranging from curriculum 
reform to student and staff exchanges, to 
joint research and publications.  That was 
beautiful; I could have done the work with 
no salary.”

What are the main challenges facing the 
executive team? Nhlapo approaches his 
answer thoughtfully.

“I get the sense that the challenge is really 
how to help steer a good institution in a way 
that preserves all that is good, while avoiding 
perceptions that what is good about UCT is 
also exclusionary, elitist and unwelcoming 
to everybody else from the cultures that have 
not been dominant cultures at UCT. It’s not 
just about admissions, it’s not just about 
the rankings ... More concretely, it’s about 
trying to maintain a well-run institution in 
the face of political and other pressures to 
do stuff that will compromise excellence and 
good governance.”

And transformation?
“This is where I evangelise. It’s very simple; 

it’s transformation of a meaningful and 
sustainable kind. For me, that means an 
institutional culture that is genuinely laid-

back about diversity, has no more hang-ups 
about difference, and is positively curious 
about change instead of being scared by it. 
Right now the tension is about transformation, 
and the danger of being stampeded into ill-
considered changes is one of the challenges 
one faces as a member of a team of this kind.”

His role models were not liberation heroes, 
or the glitterati in the social pages of Drum, 
but his parents - his father, “quiet, humble 
and laid back”; his mother, “noisy, assertive, 
out there, larger than life - and way ahead of 
her time”.

“If I said something that smacked of tribalism 
or racism, I’d get her famous backhanded slap 
across my cheek.

“And then she’d sit me down and give me 
the ‘this is how the world works’ lecture. In 
my home there was no such thing as boy’s 
work or girl’s work.”

As a result, he learnt to polish the stoep. And 
he cooked. He was sensitised to issues such as 
gender long before most.

“My mother just didn’t believe there was 
anything to applaud in helplessness.”

Former VC Dr Stuart Saunders appointed 
Nhlapo to a racial harassment panel with 
Frank Molteno while Nhlapo was still new 
to UCT. That was very validating, he says. At 
about the same time the report from a study 
on sexual harassment at UCT was released, 
occasioning Nhlapo’s first scholarly article at 
UCT, in which he tackled the report’s findings 
on the cultural habits of white and black 
students. He was incensed by the reported 
views of some interviewees, who claimed that 
ill-treatment of women was part of African 
culture.

“I just saw red,” he recounts, adding that he 
should write more when angry. The feminist 
magazine Agenda quotes him on the issue to 
this day.

But there is a way of influencing institutional 
culture without alienating people or making 
them defensive. When his nephew graduated 
LLB, Nhlapo applied for permission to 
hood him. It took careful negotiating and 
explanation around cultural diversity and 
the African definition of family before his 
request was accepted.

The future lies in his study in a bedroom 
at his home in Kirstenhof (the family moved 
from Linkoping in December). There he 
will return to his first love, customary law, 
in which he plans to continue his research.

“I’d also like to travel, to India, Japan and 
Las Vegas, in that order.”

Las Vegas? The lure of the lurid?
“That’s it. I’m curious. I just want to spend 

a week walking the strip and reliving all the 
bad movies about Las Vegas that I’ve seen.”

And there’s a lot he’d like to revisit. He’s 
keen to start a library of old movies starring 
Humphrey Bogart and Richard Widmark, 
and a collection of old BBC TV series such as 
The Sandbaggers and Upstairs Downstairs.

“And I must redo my textbook on 
Swazi customary law of marriage and 
divorce - I wrote that when Swaziland had  
no constitution.”

Then there’s the book that’s been in his 
head for 20 years: how to make sense 
of the intersection between modern 
constitutions and traditional values when 
it comes to a country such as South Africa, 
where both culture and human rights are 
recognised by the Constitution.

The third book is what he calls his 
“frivolous biography”.

“That’s really got to be done. I would haunt 
you all from the grave if I died without 
getting to that one.”

UCT BIDS A FOND FAREWELL TO 
OUR “AMBASSADOR-AT-LARGE”

STORY BY HELEN SWINGLER

Eight days after starting at UCT in 2004, 
Thandabantu Nhlapo was called out of a high-
level meeting; the students resident at Liesbeeck 
Gardens were marching to Bremner. “So what’s 
that got to do with me?” he asked the message-
bearer.

“You’re the DVC for students,” came the  
pithy reply.

Unsure of the crowd’s mood, Nhlapo and 
those escorting him were persuaded to take 
a back route to Bremner (there was some  
foliage involved).

“I’d never met a situation like that before. I 
didn’t know what to do...” he remembers. “But I 

decided, what the heck, I speak African languages 
and these were mainly black students. And 

I’d never really been afraid of my own 
people.

“But I’d never seen a toyi-toyi 
before - I come from a different 

era. And they were carrying 
placards that amused [former 
DVC] Martin West; one 
read: ‘West, look East, the 
black man is coming’.”

Nhlapo greeted them 
in isiXhosa and isiZulu, 
squatting on Bremner’s steps. 
Their issues were about the 
delay in outfitting laboratories 
at the residence; they felt 
that because they were black,  
they’d been neglected.

His diplomatic skills - which had stood him in 
good stead while working at the South African 
embassy in Washington DC - helped defuse a 
tense situation.

“So, what are you doing tonight?” he asked.
That evening Nhlapo and a team from ICTS 

and Student Housing met with all the residents of 
Liesbeeck Gardens. Wiring up the computer labs 
would be difficult because of physical limitations 
(the railway line, which separated the residence 
from campus), but there were other matters they 
could resolve.

“All that it needed was to sit down in a non-rowdy 
atmosphere and explain that,” reflects Nhlapo.

How does he think he’ll be 
remembered by his colleagues?

“Friendly, approachable, humorous ... that sort 
of thing. But in their more serious considerations, 
I think they see me as a calming influence.  I 
think that’s probably correct,” he muses. “I 
am genuinely unflappable; I don’t like drama. 
My ability to non-quarrel is probably my most 
disarming characteristic.”

What will he miss? Senate meetings? He gives a 
wry smile.

“Graduation. It always brings a lump to my throat. 
What cheers me up [during officiation] is seeing the 
diversity of the graduates, and the diversity in the 
demographic of the people in the hall.”

His favourite place on campus?
“My office. I was usually there at 04h00. I spent 

so much time there.”
With a portfolio coupling internationalisation 

and Afropolitanism as its main thrust, Nhlapo 
believes he got the best deal in terms of strategic 
goals. Ever since Vice-Chancellor Dr Max Price 
first articulated the concept of Afropolitanism 
in his 2008 installation address, the academic 
community has had to process the implications, 

and, in some cases, overcome some scepticism.
Nhlapo has never had any doubts.

KNOWN FOR HIS ABILITY TO CHARM A ROOM, DISARM A CONFLICT, OPEN DOORS AND 
MEND BRIDGES, UCT’S ENVOY OF INTERNATIONALISATION AND AFROPOLITANISM, 

PROFESSOR THANDABANTU NHLAPO REFLECTS ON SOME OF THE MOST MEMORABLE 
MOMENTS FROM HIS TIME AS DEPUTY VICE-CHANCELLOR.
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Ecologist Emma Gray’s flourishing research career has received a 
further boost thanks to a 2014 UNESCO-L’Oréal for Women in 
Science International Fellowship.

With a $20 000 purse attached, the fellowship is granted to 
young women whose research impacts on human well-being and  
the environment.

It will allow Gray to expand her work on the determinants of plant 
growth rates - and potentially study cross-continental comparisons 
between Australia, Africa and South America.

“But more than that, the fellowship has given me much-needed 
recognition, which I hope will help me establish myself as a young 
researcher in the future,” said the UCT alumna, now a member of 
Dr Ian Wright’s laboratory at Macquarie University, Australia, where 
she’s investigating the basic science underpinning plant growth.

“I aim to make good use of the experience to promote women in 
science, and show that we are just as capable as men,” added Gray, 
one of this year’s 15 recipients of the fellowships.

Her recent master’s work at UCT (supervised by the Department 
of Biological Sciences’ Emeritus Professor William Bond), examined 

how forests are encroaching on the African savanna. This afforestation 
will affect the water cycle, fire regimes, and plant biodiversity – as 
well as iconic savanna mammals like lions and zebra.

“Tree encroachment results largely from increased carbon dioxide 
in the atmosphere and is slowly causing some areas of the savannas 
to turn into forests,” explained Gray. “I wanted to know what would 
happen to ecosystem services if Africa’s savannas turned into forests.”

After completing her master’s at UCT, Gray interned at the 
National Research Foundation and then worked as a researcher 
at the South African Environmental Observation Network where 
she was a mentee of Dr Jasper Slingsby (also a UCT graduate). 
Their work sought to understand diversity patterns in the Cape 
Floristic Region, a biodiversity hotspot where climate change is  
threatening diversity.

In October 2013 Gray started her PhD at Macquarie University 
where Wright is at the forefront of plant ecophysiology. Attached 
to his laboratory, Gray will be able to develop strong quantitative 
and programming skills, putting her “ahead of the game” when she 
returns to South Africa, hopefully for postdoctoral studies.

Approximately 11% of South Africans live in shacks, 
and nationally there are 10 reported shack fires per day. 
In response to this challenge, Samuel Ginsberg, a senior 
lecturer in the Department of Electrical Engineering, 
and his multidisciplinary team developed a low-cost 
fire detection device and an integrated alert service for 
shack-dwellers worldwide.

The social enterprise that has been formed to implement 
this product is called Khusela, the Xhosa word for “protect”.

The project, headed by the Department of Electrical 
Engineering, recently received the People’s Choice Award 
in the 2014 Global Social Venture Competition (GSVC).  

The proactive early-warning system networks individuals 
within communities and with authorities to mitigate the loss of life 
and property caused by shack fires.

“The device is triggered by heat instead of smoke where in a 
fire situation the temperature rapidly rises. Should a device be 
triggered, thus signalling a fire in a home, it will communicate with 
devices in a 50 to 100 metre radius of it, setting them off and, in 
doing so, allowing a neighbourhood response to the fire,” explains 
David Gluckman, part of the Khusela team and a UCT business 
science graduate.

Gluckman and his team mate Paul Mesarcik, a UCT mechatronics 
graduate, presented the project at the Europe, Middle East and 
Africa round of the competition held in London. They won this 
round of the competition in April 2014. Gluckman and another 
mechatronics graduate and co-founder of Khusela, Francois Petousis, 

presented at the worldwide finals at the University of California in 
Berkeley where they received the People’s Choice Award.

The project has received seed funding from the Technology 
Innovation Agency and won $1 500 in prize money. They are 
currently working in partnership with the local branch of Shack-
Dwellers International, who will assist them in rolling out the 
devices to informal settlements. The plan is to roll out devices to 
four to five communities in the City of Cape Town.

“The pilot phase will see 2 000 devices distributed and tested. 
Ultimately we would like these to be in the homes of all informal 
dwellings at risk of fire in South Africa,” added Gluckman.

The GSVC is an international competition that provides 
aspiring entrepreneurs with mentoring exposure and prize money 
to transform their ideas into businesses that have a positive real-
world impact.

STORY BY HELEN SWINGLER PHOTO SUPPLIED.
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GROWTH SPURT FOR ECOLOGIST’S CAREER

UCT ALUMNI AWARDED  
GLOBAL SOCIAL VENTURE 
COMPETITION AWARD

Winning Team: From left Max Basler, industrial designer from the Cape Peninsula University of Technology, Emily Vining, 
UCT social science graduate, David Gluckman UCT business science graduate, Paul Mesarcik and Francois Petousis, both 
UCT mechatronics graduates

[Winning this award] puts UCT on the map as a 
hub of innovation for social change on the global 
stage, especially when we compete against the 
largest and most established business schools 
and universities in the world. It also highlights that 
the best way to solve the world’s challenges is 
through a pluralistic approach, incorporating the 
brightest minds from a multitude of backgrounds 
and disciplines.”

New generation: UCT alumna Emma Gray with Thivhilaeli Makatu (Counsellor: Multilateral, South African Embassy 
to France and Permanent Delegation to UNESCO) after Gray received a UNESCO-L’Oreal for Women in Science 
International Fellowship.
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CARL MANLAN’S AFRICAN DREAM
Six years ago, Carl Manlan was a teaching assistant on the 
International Trade Bargaining course in the School of Economics 
in the Faculty of Commerce at the University of Cape Town. In what 
has been a meteoric rise, the UCT graduate has now been appointed 
as a Mo Ibrahim Fellow at the United Nations in Addis Ababa.

As he wrote in his fellowship application letter, “I look forward 
to the opportunity to working together to make the dream of our 
forefathers sealed on 25 May 1963, an African reality in our lifetime.”

He was referring, of course, to the dream of African Unity which 
was signed by the leaders of 30 African States more than 50 years 
ago, and which is celebrated at UCT as Africa Month during the 
month of May.

Manlan’s rise has been stellar, since 2002 when he graduated from 
UCT with a BCom in Politics, Philosophy and Economics, followed 
by a BCom in Financial Analysis and Portfolio Management the 
following year.

It was during a communication class that he met his wife-to-be, 
Lelani, whom he married in 2009 and with whom he has a one-
year-old daughter.

The lure of international study was in his sights and first he 
undertook a Diploma in Management of Social Institutions at the 
University of Geneva before a Masters in Public Administration at 
Harvard’s John F. Kennedy School of Government. He also holds 
a Project Finance qualification from the London Business School.

With these impeccable academic credentials are matched by his 
commitment to fighting disease in Africa, a passion that has spanned 
a decade.

As he puts it: “I have worked with different stakeholders across 
Africa in order to increase access to health in the area of HIV/Aids, 
tuberculosis and malaria. I have had the opportunity to listen and 
contribute where I could add value.

“I see this new role of technical advisor to the Office of the 
Executive Secretary of the UN Economic Commission for Africa as 
an expansion of my responsibilities of the Fund Portfolio Manager of 
the Global Fund, as it will allow me to broaden my contribution to 
Africa’s economic development. My experience in health within the 
Global Fund has been focused on addressing complex issues.

“I was involved in the design of the performance based funding 
model and its application thereof. In the subsequent years, I have 
provided technical and advisory support to government, civil society 
and international organisations. In doing so, I have maintained 
respect for the integrity of the process in order to advance the 
countries’ agenda for its people.

“Over the years, I have acquired transferable skills through my 
honest interaction with high ranking officials, civil society members 
and people living with diseases. The latter has been a constant 
reminder of the privilege that I have had of being of service to others. 
The role, will allow me to leverage on my academic experience in 
order to apply my skills in finance, negotiation, diplomacy, strategy 
and implementation. I will bring to the role, an enquiring mind with 
a positive attitude based on strong values.

“In addition, Addis Ababa has been a unique location for African 
matters. I want to contribute further to the changes that are 
happening in Africa. Cape Verde has lessons for Africa that require 
a translation into each country’s situation. The role of the African 
diaspora and its financial and intellectual network has a role to play 
in the future of the continent. This is one of the reasons why I want 
to make the transition through the Fellowship.

“As a fellow, I intend to strengthen my expertise in regional 
integration and governance. The objectives for the year ahead have 
been laid out in the annual report 2013. My intention is to support 
the Office of Executive Secretary in ensuring adequate mechanism to 
make inclusive growth a reality,” he said.

African leaders of the future
Carl, who hails from Cote d’Ivoire, is one of three fellows to benefit 

this year from the vision of the Mo Ibrahim Foundation. Established 
in 2010, the Ibrahim Leadership Fellowships is a highly- prized 
programme whose purpose is to unearth potential African leaders 
of the future. The Ibrahim Leadership Fellows receive mentoring 
from the current leaders of key multilateral institutions including 
the United Nationals Economic Commission for Africa (UNECA), 
the African Development Bank and the International Trade Centre.

Candidates for the fellowship need to be African mid-career 
professionals, with 7 to 10 years of relevant work experience, a 
Master’s Degree and be under the age of 40 (for men) or 45 (for 
women with children).

Expressing his congratulations, the Dean of Commerce, Prof Don 
Ross had this to say: “Carl Manlan has been building an international 
presence that is second to none among the Commerce Faculty’s 
recent alumni. He was selected for the Mo Ibrahim Fellowship over 
thousands of applicants who represented the leading cadre of young 
African professionals.

“I’m proud to have personally interacted with Carl for over a 
decade, and to have been a close observer at each of his career steps, 
through Cape Town, Kinshasa, Geneva, Harvard, and now Addis. 
His integrity is rocklike, his devotion to 
Africa’s advancement 
unwavering, and his 
confidence in his 
capacities both 
fully earned and 
fully affirmed by 
experience. And 
amidst all that he 
remains a loyal and 
proud ambassador 
for our faculty and 
our university. It is a 
privilege to be his 
friend.”

STORY BY CAROLYN MCGIBBON PHOTO BY THE MO IBRAHIM FOUNDATION

So begins my conversation with Rashid 
Domingo, MBE, (BSc, Chemistry and 
Physics, 1959), who is perhaps best known 
for his work on developing high activity 
alkaline phosphatase, an enzyme that has 
made it possible to measure early signs of 
prostate cancer, quickly and cost effectively.

As he explains, “a diagnosis of what ails you 
is helped by examining the core-structures 
and concentrations in the blood. In the 
1960’s and before, this was done through 
an organic chemistry process, which was 
very expensive then, so these tests were not 
available to the poor, only to very few who 
could actually afford it, since there were no 
medical schemes then.”

Through the use of enzymes, clinical 
diagnostic tests are now much easier to 
administer, and far more affordable to the 
public, meaning that people become aware 
of potentially life-threatening conditions like 
prostate cancer, at an earlier stage, allowing 
doctors to intervene through less invasive 
treatment than would be required had the 
condition remained undetected for longer. 

Perhaps it should come as no surprise, 
then, that enzymes are, gram for gram, more 
expensive than gold.  Indeed, Domingo 
speaks of enzymes as if they were his best 

friends, with enthusiasm and a glint in his 
eye, and a clear passion for the work that 
led to his making such a major contribution 
to the medical field, and being recognised 
by Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II on two 
occasions.

Domingo has recently penned his memoirs, 
titled “Per Ardua ad Astra” (through 
adversity, to the stars), chronicling his story 
- from District Six, to his years as a student 
at UCT, and later, his decision to move his 
family to the UK to escape the reality that, 
despite his capabilities and strong work ethic, 
the apartheid system would severely limit his 
career prospects. 

The book contains a number of anecdotes 
that demonstrate that it is through hard 
work, determination and sacrifice that he 
achieved his success, both in his individual 
capacity and at Biozyme, the company that 
he founded in Wales, and later sold.

Thanks to a pay-it-forward attitude instilled 
by his mother, Domingo made a decision 
early in life, to contribute to the successes 
of those who would come after him.  With 
this in mind, in 1987, he created the Hadjee 
Rukia Domingo Bursary in honour of his 
mother, and has, to date, assisted over 10 
students in financing their bachelors degrees.  

The only condition applied to the bursary is 
that each graduate must, in turn, create at 
least one bursary, when they are of the means.

“I was contacted recently by the first 
recipient of the bursary, who is now a doctor. 
She’s quite happy,  no health issues. She’s got 
a surgery and it’s doing quite well, to the 
point that she’s needed to increase capacity,” 
says Domingo.

Now in his retirement, Domingo visits 
Cape Town twice a year from his home in 
the UK, for family reunions, and to maintain 
a connection with the many community 
projects that he supports.  He concludes his 
memoirs with a verse that he penned to his 
mother, at a time before he knew how deeply 
it would resonate with his life.

Two bees set out to visit a rose,

One flies to the top and one 
starts from the floor.

But through all the thorns he 
had to pass

Who enjoys the nectar more?”

Rashid Domingo’s book, Per Ardua  
ad Astra, is available for purchase  
on Amazon.com

RASHID DOMINGO, MBE 
THROUGH ADVERSITY, TO THE STARS
STORY BY ELLE WILLIAMS
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As part of a university-wide commitment to initiate and foster 
programmes that develop researchers, UCT’s Programme for the 
Enhancement of Research Capacity (PERC) awards research grants, 
assists staff with obtaining NRF ratings, and promotes mid-career 
staff development by supporting research and publication.

In 2012, Ed February was awarded a PERC grant for a comparative 
study of the South African and Malawian cedars. He teamed up 
with South African colleagues, Rachel Wynberg (Deputy Director, 
Environmental Evaluation Unit at UCT), Nicky Allsopp (South 
African Environmental Observation Network), Lee Saul (Cape 
Nature), and Malawian colleagues, Jessie Kabwila Kapasula, 
Department of English, Chancellor College,  University of Malawi, 
Tembo Chanyenga, Forestry Research Institute of Malawi, and David 
Nangoma, Mount Mulanje Conservation Trust. They recruited three 
Masters students to help conduct the research: Leila Mitrani and 
John Wilson (UCT) and Peter Mayeso Jiyajiya (Chancellor College, 
University of Malawi).

The project has two aims: The first is to establish the viability of 
current sapling initiatives by examining the health of seed stocks 
and their ability to regenerate. Based on the survival success of plots 
established as part of the ecological monitoring programme initiated 

in Malawi, it is estimated that less than one in 1000 seedlings will 
mature into a seed producing tree.  

The second feature of the project is to explore the relationship 
between the trees and surrounding human populations. In both 
South Africa and Malawi, the tree is an important economic asset. 
In the Cederberg is has been used to attract tourists who provide 
labour and entrepreneurial opportunities to local communities. In 
Malawi, its wood is central to local economies because it is resistant 
to weather, rot and termite damage, and is therefore favoured for 
construction. While the tree faces different challenges in the two 
countries, it is important to attend both to the botanical and social 
dimensions of its place in Africa’s mountains.

Ed February grew up in Cape Town. Classified as ‘coloured’ he was 
denied access to many facilities in the city. But not to the mountains 
or the public parks, and from an early age he spent hours exploring 
Table mountain. One thing led to another and so from the hikes on 
Table mountain Ed soon progressed to a more vertical world.   While 
some of his friends were being pulled towards joining the gangs that 
have become a powerful social feature of the Cape Flats, Ed and his 
brother were developing their rock-climbing ability.

It wasn’t long before Ed’s abilities on the rock face became evident 

and he embarked on a semi-professional life as a climber. In his time 
he was invited to participate on first ascents of vertical rock spires in 
many parts of Africa from Namibia through Cameroon and Mali to 
Kenya. He has also climbed extensively in North America, Africa 
and Europe and worked on two climbing films for the BBC one in 
the Cedarberg and the other in Scotland.

Parallel to Ed’s passion for climbing, he began to develop an interest 
in plants. Spending much of his time outdoors in the Western Cape, 
which is renowned for its unique and diverse fynbos flora, Ed became 
interested in the ecological diversity surrounding him. 

Among his favourite local climbing spots are the Cederberg 
mountains, located in a provincial reserve just 200 kilometres north 
of Cape Town. From the very first trips to the Cedarberg some 40 
years ago Ed was fascinated by the iconic Cedarberg-namesake the 
Clanwilliam cedar (Widdringtonia cedarbergensis). Cedar trees are 
the only tree species growing among fynbos and are endemic to the 
Cedarberg mountains. 

The Cedarberg Wilderness area was declared a provincial reserve in 
1972 with the express purpose of protecting the trees. Despite this 
protection, these trees are listed as an endangered species, threatened 
with extinction if the causal factors for its decline continue to operate. 

Another Widdringtonia species, the Mulanje cedar (Widdringtonia 
whyteii), which is the national tree of Malawi is also listed as an 
endangered species threatened with extinction in the wild. Like the 
Clanwilliam cedar the Mulanje cedar is endemic to a small mountain 
range, Mount Mulanje, about 150 kms from Blantyre. The Mulanje 
cedar is much bigger than its South African cousin and the biggest 
danger it faces is from woodcutters. It too is protected but this 
doesn’t stop impoverished locals from cutting down the trees and 
feeding the wood into the hungry international markets.

Ed wants to ensure that the next generation of climbers will be able 
to appreciate the beauty of the African Cedars and he hopes that his 
project will bring hope to local communities while at the same time 
safe-guarding these beautiful trees.

Successful PERC grants are selected in terms of their commitment 
to UCT’s Afropolitan vision, and to a philosophy of transformation 
equity - one that places a premium on the inclusion and support 
of historically disadvantaged groups. The emphasis of the grants 
is on promoting collaborative, team-based research with partner 
researchers in other parts of Africa.

UCT’S PROGRAMME FOR ENHANCING 
RESEARCH CAPACITY REACHES NEW HEIGHTS
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The UCT School of Dance, formally 
known as the UCT Ballet School, 
celebrated its 80th anniversary in 2014. 
The School was founded in 1934 by South 
African Prima Ballerina Dulcie Howes, 
and initially formed part of the South 
African College of Music, headed by 
Professor WH (Daddy) Bell. 

The School is very proud of its alumni 
and of its history of training some of the 
most talented dancers and choreographers 
in the country. During the height of 
apartheid, famous students included, 
Christopher Kindo, Robert Philander, 
Nigel Lucas and many other students of 
colour. Today, it is a vibrant, contemporary 
and multi-disciplinary teaching space 
staffed by 6 full-time staff as well as 6 
guest-teaching professionals, and is one 
of the most sought after destinations for 
dance training, on the continent. 

Libo Msengana-Bam, from UCT’s 
Faculty of Humanities, sat down with 
alumnus and current Director of the 
School, Gerard Samuel to discuss the 
significance of the 80-year milestone as 
well as the important developments that 
have taken place over time.

LM-B: In your view, what is 
the significance of the 80th 
anniversary and what are some 
of the fundamental shifts that 
have occurred in the School 
over time?

GS: We are one of the oldest Schools 
of Dance attached to a university in the 
world and so I think the anniversary 
provides an opportunity to reflect on 
our past and to plan for the future.. 
The name change in 1997 was quite 
significant because it enabled us to take 
on a new identity through broadening 
our curriculum beyond classical ballet 
training to include Contemporary dance 
and African dance (in all its complexity). 
American Jazz dance; Spanish dance as 
well as other European national dance 
forms were already part of the dance styles 
being taught here. In addition, the school 
had engaged with Western dance history, 
music literacy, and teaching methods 
for classical ballet, . The biggest changes 
have occurred around Dance teaching 
methods courses that reflect the two newer 
dance disciplines: African Dance and 
Contemporary Dance, introduced in the 
late 1990s. The recurriculation of the BMus 
degree programme in 2008 represented a 
significant shift from the previous format. 
The degree programmes used to consist 
of an African Dance specialization and 
a Ballet specialization. These have been 
replaced with three distinct academic 
streams: a pedagogue stream; a performers 
stream and researcher stream. The School 
began offering its first, bachelors level 
degree programmes in 1998 which, after 

offering dance diplomas for a many years, 
represented a significant change in the type 
of qualification offered here.  

From a staffing perspective, we begin to see 
internal transformation during the late 1980s. 
Sharon Friedman joined as contemporary 
dance teacher in 1989 and Maxwell Rani 
joined as an African dance lecturer in 2001. 
I was appointed to my current position 
in 2008 and it’s worth mentioning that I 
am the first black director at the School of 
Dance. Prior to this, the School was largely 
a white institution with regards to the 
academic staff compliment. In terms of our 
current demographics, the staff profile is still 
predominantly white, female and over 60 
and although this is quite normal for dance 
institutions around the world, it does provide 
us with an opportunity to develop a localized 
succession plan as well as an opportunity 
to reinvigorate the curriculum. We are 
incredibly fortunate to have the expertise 
of seasoned and well-respected teaching 
professionals and choreographers. The reality 
is that over the next few years, we will be 
looking at identifying individuals who are at 
the forefront of innovative dance pedagogy, 
to occupy future posts here.

All of these changes have occurred as 
we respond to shifting notions of concert 
theatre, social dance, teaching, choreography 
and performance. It’s important to remember 
that our school’s history is tied to the history 
of this country. Post 1994 and in fact 
during the period of the 80’s, the enormous 
transformation occurring in the country 
impacted on the cultural scene too. Dance 
is part of the expression of the culture of a 
society, so when the culture of the society is 

changing, dance and its associated industries 
will also change. Historically, Classical ballet 
was the only form of dance supported by the 
previous regime, through the Performing 
Arts Councils. In the current democracy, 
we see a reconfiguration of the meaning of 
heritage, of art and culture. We have seen the 
disbandment of the Performing Arts Councils 
and the development of a new National Arts 
Council to disburse funds to artists. All of 
these changes have impacted the kind of 
dance courses and teaching that happens at 
UCT because we are located within a South 
African context. Although we are part of a 
global community, we are also in a space to 
interrogate and celebrate our African identity. 

LM-B: Would it be true to say 
that the study of dance remains 
the preserve of students from 
advantaged backgrounds? How 
do talented individuals, lacking in 
formal training, gain access to the 
UCT School of Dance?

GS: For most of our students, the minimum 
requirement is proven experience of at least 3 
years. In the case of classical ballet either the 
Royal Academy of Dance or Cechetti Society 
intermediary certification is a requirement 
for entry into the classical ballet courses. The 
3-year minimum requirement applies across 
the 3 streams of dance offered at UCT. For 
African and Contemporary Dance students, 
they need to demonstrate that they have 
attained a minimum of 3 years of training 
under a registered professional. The major 
point of entry is the practical audition. All 
applicants must pass this before we can even 
consider them. We do get students who 
have 3 years of say Hip-hop training in their 
local town hall. We invite these students to 
auditions so that we can assess whether they 
have the sufficient skill so that when we offer 
them further training, they have the capacity 
to pass each year.  Outside of this, the only 
way we can assist interested high school 
students (who may currently lack formal 
training) is to encourage participation in 
community dance projects such as ‘Dance 
for All’ and ‘Ikapa’. A range of local dance 
companies coordinate outreach programmes 
and that’s one way of filtering talented 
students into the process. I do believe that 
there are too few options for prospective 
dance applicants in South Africa at present.  
The development of new universities may  
provide a space for additional dance training 
institutions at this level. The question is: 

what kind of intellectual activity will they 
construct around Dance?

LM-B: What kind of careers 
options are available to UCT 
School of Dance graduates? 

GS: The potential for career growth 
is considerable because of the way our 
curriculum is structured. Some of our 
graduates go directly into opening their 
own businesses or dance studios. Most join 
professional dance companies in shorter-
term contracts occupying posts such as 
choreographers and professional dancers. 
Our graduates are also employed in large part 
as Dance Teachers in schools falling under 
the Western Cape Education Department. 
Dance Studies (within the Schools system) 
have been endorsed by government as a 
learning area so many of our graduates find 
work in primary and High schools across the 
Western Cape region. We may soon reach a 
threshold of teachers for the Western Cape, 
which I hope will result in more and more 
alumni being employed in other provinces. 
There are so many illustrious students of 
the school. Since the 1980s the list should 
include: Laveen Naidu (now director of 
Dance Theatre of Harlem, New York); 
Desire Davids (independent solo artist based 
in France and South Africa); Johan Jooste 
(former principal dancer of CAPAB Ballet 
Company and later Cape Town City Ballet); 
Sean Bovim (artistic director of Bovim Ballet) 
and Debbie Turner (director of CAPA Dance 
Company). 

LM-B: You are also a graduate of the 
School having been mentored by 
Dudley Tomlinson, David Poole and 
former director, Mignon Furman. 
From student to Director, what’s it 
like to have come full circle?

GS: It sometimes still feels strange that I sit 
in the very office where David Poole was once 
‘captain of the ship’.  I think I have a valuable 
set of skills that include my previous roles 
as professional ballet dancer, contemporary 
dance choreographer, Lecturer and pioneer 
of disability arts. This new hat as PhD dance 
scholar and researcher is one that I know 
both Poole , Ms Fiske (my first dance history 
lecturer), Ms. Jasmine Honore and Prof 
Elizabeth Triegaardt can be proud of.  Mostly, 
I feel honoured that my peers recognize that I 
have something to offer and that I can safely 
steer us through these unchartered waters.

UCT’s School of 
Dance, 80 years on
STORY BY LIBO MSENGANA-BAM IMAGES BY KATHERINE TRAUT, VIRAL VISIONARY
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One year later …..
The end of 2014 saw me completing my first 
full year as the head of the Development and 
Alumni Department. It has gone by in a flash, 
which is testimony to the high levels of energy 
and multifarious activities of the department. 
I have been fortunate to join dedicated and 
committed colleagues who believe passionately 
in the vision and mission of the university and 
who work tirelessly to advance this vision and 
mission, raising funds from various sources 
and maintaining links with our alumni all over 
the globe. At last count, our alumni family 
had grown to close to 150,000 in about 120 
countries around the world. We are truly a 
global presence, with many of you making a 
significant contribution to all aspects of life in 
the varied roles that you find yourselves.

Our donors continue to make a 
difference ….
Your alma mater remains the number-one 
ranked university on the African continent, 
and is the only university from the African 
continent to be consistently ranked among 
the best universities in the world.

This is a tribute to our dedicated and talented 
staff and to the leadership of the university, 
but it is also in no small measure attributable 
to the wonderful support that UCT receives 
from our many donors, friends and alumni 
around the world, and for this, we want to 
express our heartfelt and deepest appreciation.

Indeed, 2014 yielded phenomenal results 
in terms of fundraising, with totals exceeding 
all previous years. Thanks to donor support, 
we are not only able to push the boundaries 
of cutting-edge research, but we are also able 
to ensure that UCT’s doors remain open to 
all students who qualify on academic merit 
regardless of financial need.

This past year, through your generous 
contributions, close to 3,500 of our students 
received some form of financial support. 
With dwindling state subsidies and increasing 
uncertainty in regards to the National Student 
Financial Aid Scheme, support from you and 
our many donors will become even more of 
an imperative if we are to remain a leading 
university, able to offer places to the many 
gifted students who deserve to study here.   

You will therefore find in this edition of your 
UCT Alumni News a pledge form urging you to 
give generously to your alma mater. The letter 
from the Vice-Chancellor that accompanies 

this form, explains where this funding will 
be directed.  Of course, you are also free to 
identify a project close to your heart that you 
would like to support. For more information 
about UCT’s strategic fundraising projects, 
please visit www.uct.ac.za/dad/giving.

A busy year for our alumni 
community ……
We hosted many wonderful alumni events this 
past year. And we enjoyed interacting with 
you at these events.

Here in South Africa, the 2014 alumni 
leadership forum talks included topics like 
the constitutionality of affirmative action; 
the current state of the South African mining 
industry; transformation in the legal profession; 
and how South Africa lost its status as the 
biggest economy on the African continent.

On the lighter side, we also hosted the first 
annual UCT Birthday Bash on 2nd April, an 
occasion that was celebrated in areas as far 
afield as Melbourne and Vancouver, as well 
as a hugely successful UCT alumni Concert, 
held during Africa month, which saw the 
Baxter Theatre’s concert hall transformed into 
the hottest venue in town, by the electrifying 
performance of legendary duo (and UCT 
alumni) Caiphus Semenya and Letta Mbulu.

For the first time, our alumni relations team 
undertook a nationwide “roadshow.” Mary 
Burton, then- President of Convocation, along 
with Lungile Jacobs, Head of Alumni relations, 
held meetings with alumni groups around the 
country, discussing the role of Convocation and 
the alumni association, and explaining how you 
can partner with us to start and run a UCT 
alumni chapter in your region.

This year also saw the introduction of two 
very special graduation programmes: Golden 

Graduation, for those celebrating the 50 
year anniversary of their graduation from 
UCT; and the UCT Re-graduation – an 
opportunity for alumni who chose not to 
attend their graduation ceremonies during 
apartheid for political reasons, to do so now, 
and be officially “capped.”

Our international offices grow 
from strength to strength …..
It does not matter where you are. We will 
find you! We have four well established 
offices in New York, Toronto, London and 
Sydney. These offices organize regular alumni 
events and are able to receive tax-deductible 
donations for UCT.   We also have a very active 
volunteer alumni chapter in New Zealand. The 
level of commitment and range of activities 
undertaken by our New Zealand chapter is 
truly inspiring.
In keeping with the growing numbers of 
students coming from other parts of the 
African continent, we are also seeing alumni 
chapters being established in Botswana, 
Namibia and Nigeria. We are humbled by 
the levels of loyalty shown to UCT and feel 
privileged that we can draw on the support 
of such amazing alumni.

New challenges ….
Of course, as the theme of this publication 
illustrates, 2014 also saw us commemorating 
South Africa’s 20 years as a democracy. It has 
been an exhilarating but bumpy ride. We take 
pride in our relatively peaceful transition and in 
our Constitution and Bill of Rights, which we 
need to vigilantly safeguard as the foundation 
of our hard-won freedoms. But we know that 
there is still much unfinished business and that 
huge challenges still remain, not least of which 
is creating a more inclusive and equal society in 
which everyone in our country is able to live in 
dignity and respect.

2015 now beckons, but with a motivated 
staff and such loyal, passionate and committed 
alumni as yourselves we look forward to all the 
challenges that await.

We have every confidence that you will 
continue to support your alma mater.

My best wishes for a wonderful year ahead.

Sincerely,
Russell Ally (Dr)
Executive Director
UCT Development and Alumni 
Department

Report from the executive director – 
Development and Alumni Department THE UCT TRUST (UK)

In the UK, a number of alumni events were held over the last 
year, including a fundraiser at the Chelsea Flower Show, in aid of 
UCT’s Schools Improvement Initiative. This fundraising drive was 
spearheaded by the Trustee Board of the UCT Trust (UK) and 
resulted in funds of over R1.88m being raised. 

Other events included a reception at London’s Cadogan Hall 
before a recital by UCT Opera School alumna, Pretty Yende; UCT 
London Lectures with the Dean of Engineering and the Director 
of the Schools Development Unit; as well as alumni lunches in 
London, Oxford and Cambridge, hosted by the Vice-Chancellor 
and attended by the Dean of Health Sciences.   Alumni celebrated 
UCT’s birthday in April with a talk from Professor Mark Solms, 
and an opportunity to sample wine from the Solms-Delta vineyard.  

A group of alumni went to see Trevor Noah at Hammersmith, and 
Nik Rabinowitz gave an exclusive performance for UCT alumni at 
Goodenough College in London.

Throughout the month of September, the Universities of Cape Town, 
Fort Hare and Witwatersrand staged an Exhibition at the London 
School of Economics and Political Science (LSE) in celebration of 
South Africa’s 20 years of democracy.  UCT’s contribution was a 
collection of photographs from UCT Libraries’ Special Collections, 
showing both iconic and ordinary moments from the country’s past 
and present.  In conjunction with the exhibition, the UCT Trust also 
hosted an alumni event, featuring the world premiere of the UCT 
film “Madiba Remembered: UCT looks back”, and the UK launch of 
Zapiro’s new book “DemoCrazy”.

UCT CANADA REGIONAL OFFICE
Toronto alumni and friends welcomed the Baxter Theatre’s 
production of Mies Julie to the Harbourfront Theatre in Toronto, 
and a successful fundraiser was organised by Marcia and Henry 
Blumberg.  All who attended felt very fortunate that this powerful 
production was brought to the stage in Toronto.

We took note of alumna, Danielle Sher, BA (Hons) in Film & 
Media Studies, whose documentary Dancing Deaf was selected 
and screened at the Calgary International Film Festival, Short Film 
Series.

Alumni welcomed the UCT GSB team to Montreal where a team 
of 5 graduates competed in the John Molson International MBA 
Case Competition, making it to the semi-finals.  The Canada 

Southern Africa Chamber of Business has come on board to assist in 
supporting future team participation. 

Alumni came out in April to celebrate UCT’s birthday – in 
Vancouver, Calgary and Toronto, and shortly thereafter Vancouver 
medical alumni played host to Prof. Wim de Villiers, Dean of the 
Faculty of Health Sciences, when he visited to hold important 
exchange discussions with the University of British Columbia.

It is worth noting that no fewer than five members of the spectacular 
Ikeys team that won the 2014 Varsity Cup, are recipients of the 
Invictus Sports Bursaries, which are sponsored by an anonymous 
Canadian donor.  Canadian alumni congratulate the Ikey Tigers on 
this incredible win.

THE UCT FUND, INC
This year, we welcomed Francis Wilson, Professor Emeritus of 
Economics, and President of the UCT Legacy Society, to the US, 
for a faculty lecture series, and were thrilled to watch the inimitable 
soprano Pretty Yende, Opera alumna, during her performances at the 
MET and the Kennedy Centre.  Our NYC after-work networking 
cocktail event continues to be a great success, and is starting to be a 
quarterly tradition.

In another highlight, the Emmy-award winning documentary 
Ndiphilela Ukucula (I Live to Sing) was screened at Brown 
University’s Sidney Frank Hall.  Julie Cohen, the film’s director, was 

there to discuss the film, and the evening included an incredible 
performance by bass-baritone Thesele Kemane, (UCT PDip ’11 and 
PGDip ’13 and current Juilliard student).

In December, we gathered alumni and friends in NYC for the 
annual UCT alumni holiday party.  Good times were had by all 
at Tolani, which is owned by South African, Stanton du Toit.  We 
enjoyed delicious food and drink, wonderful conversation, and even 
a few raffle prizes!  Many thanks to George Wilkinson, GSB 2010, 
who helped us with the arrangements.

THE UCT AUSTRALIAN TRUST
Australian alumni met for UCT birthday events in both Sydney 
and Melbourne in April 2014. In June, alumni presentations were 
held in Sydney, Melbourne and Perth during the visit to Australia 
of Sarah Archer, Senior Manager at the UCT Development and 
Alumni Department.

 The UCT would like to thank the directors of the UCT 

Australian Trust for their leadership: Chairman - Wayne Spanner, 
ArnoldConyer, Malcolm Dunn, Robert Estcourt, Barbara Galloon, 
Anne Sarzin and Jonathan Trollip. The UCT especially appreciates 
the continued support of the UCT Australian Trust founder, 
Duncan Saville.

http://www.uct.ac.za/dad/giving
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The University of Cape Town gratefully acknowledges the sustained contributions of the 

following partners.  Their generosity has assisted us toward our goals of improving student 

access to tertiary education and promoting curriculum, staff and student transformation; 

increasing our research capacity; and implementing programmes that promote social 

engagement and community upliftment.

FOUNDATIONS, CORPORATES, TRUSTS AND OTHER ORGANISATIONS

We salute our donors 

Platinum circle
Organisations that have made gifts to UCT exceeding R50 million.

Organisations that have made gifts to UCT totalling between  
R25 million and R50 million.

Organisations that have made gifts to UCT totalling between  
R10 million and R25 million.

The Andrew W Mellon Foundation • The Atlantic Philanthropies 
(Bermuda) Ltd • Carnegie Corporation of New York • Claude 
Leon Foundation • The Ford Foundation USA • The Harry 

Crossley Foundation • Hasso Plattner Foerderstiftung gGmbH 
• The MasterCard Foundation

The Bertha Foundation • The Michael and Susan Dell 
Foundation • Minerals Education Trust Fund • The Rockefeller 

Foundation • The Wolfson Foundation

The Albert Wessels Trust • Cancer Research Trust • The David 
and Elaine Potter Charitable Foundation • The DG Murray 
Trust • Donald Gordon Foundation • The ELMA Foundation 
• Eskom Holdings Ltd • The Frank Robb Charitable Trust • 
Garfield Weston Foundation • James Sivewright Scratchley 
Will Trust • John and Margaret Overbeek Trust • The Kresge 

Foundation • National Lottery Distribution Trust Fund • The 
Nellie Atkinson Trust • Novartis Research Foundation • The 
Raymond Ackerman Foundation • Rustenburg Platinum Mines 
Ltd • Sigrid Rausing Trust • The South African National Roads 
Agency Ltd • The William and Flora Hewlett Foundation

Gold circle

Silver circle

Organisations that have made gifts to UCT totalling between  
R1 million and R10 million.

Abe Bailey Trust • Actuarial Society Development Trust • Actuarial 
Society of South Africa • Anglo American Platinum Ltd • Anglo 
Operations Ltd - Anglo Corporate Division • AngloGold Ashanti Ltd 
• Attorneys Fidelity Fund • Aurecon South Africa (Pty) Ltd • The 
Beit Trust • BirdLife South Africa • BM Raff Will Trust • Boehringer 
Ingelheim (Pty) Ltd • The Breadsticks Foundation • British American 
Tobacco South Africa • CHK Charities Ltd • Cape Gate (Pty) Ltd, 
Vanderbijlpark • Capebridge Trust Company (Pty) Ltd • The Chris 
Barnard Trust Fund • Department for International Development 
(DFID), Southern Africa • Department of Health (Western Cape) • Die 
Rupert-Musiekstigting • Discovery Foundation • Discovery Fund • The 
Dora and William Oscar Heyne Charitable Trust • The Doris Crossley 
Foundation • Doris Duke Charitable Foundation • Dow Southern Africa 
(Pty) Ltd • Dr Stanley Batchelor Bursary Trust • Edwards Lifesciences 
(Pty) Ltd • EJ Lombardi Trust • Embassy of the People’s Republic of 
China • Eranda Foundation • Fetzer Institute • FirstRand Bank Limited 
• The FirstRand Foundation • The Foschini Group Ltd • Garden 
Cities Inc • GlaxoSmithKline plc • Goldman Sachs Charitable Fund • 
Goldman Sachs Foundation • Guy Elliott Medical Research Trust • HCI 
Foundation • The Hermann Ohlthaver Trust • Hope for Depression 
Research Foundation • HSBC Investment Services Africa (Pty) Ltd • 
Humanist Institute for Development Cooperation • International Bank 
for Reconstruction and Development • International Bar Association 
Charitable Trust • International Development Research Centre • 
Investec Limited • Janssen Pharmaceutica (Pty) Ltd • Joan St Leger 
Lindbergh Charitable Trust • The John Davidson Educational Trust 
• Johnson & Johnson (USA) • JPMorgan Chase South African Trust 
Foundation • The Justin and Elsa Schaffer Family UCT Scholarship 
Trust • Kangra Group (Pty) Ltd • Kaplan Kushlick Educational 
Foundation • Karl Storz GmbH & Co KG • The Leanore Zara Kaplan 
Will Trust • The Leverhulme Trust • The Lewis Foundation • Liberty 

Holdings Ltd • Life Healthcare Foundation • Lily & Ernst Hausmann 
Research Trust • Linbury Trust • Link-SA Fund • The Little Tew 
Charitable Trust • Lonmin Management Services • The MAC AIDS 
Fund • Mary Slack & Daughters Foundation • The Mauerberger 
Foundation Fund • The Maurice Hatter Foundation • Medtronic 
Foundation • Misys Charitable Foundation • Moshal Scholarship 
Program • MTU South Africa • National Arts Council of South Africa 
• National Bioproducts Institute • Nestlé (South Africa) (Pty) Ltd • 
New Settlers Foundation • Novo Nordisk (Pty) Ltd • The Nuffield 
Foundation • Old Mutual Foundation (South Africa) • Open Society 
Foundation for South Africa • The Oppenheimer Memorial Trust 
• The Ove Arup Foundation • PA Don Scholarship Trust • Pearson 
Plc • Percy Fox Foundation • The Raith Foundation • Rand Merchant 
Bank Holdings Ltd • Retina South Africa • Rockefeller Brothers Fund 
• The Rolf-Stephan Nussbaum Foundation • Rosalie van der Gucht 
Will Trust • Ruth and Anita Wise Charitable and Educational Trust 
• Sanlam Ltd • The Sasol Social and Community Trust • Saville 
Educational Foundation • South African Norway Tertiary Education 
Development Programme • South African Responsible Gambling 
Foundation • Southern African Music Rights Organisation • Standard 
Bank Group Ltd • The Stella & Paul Loewenstein Educational and 
Charitable Trust • Stevenson Family Charitable Trust • Swiss-South 
African Co-Operation Initiative • Tides Foundation • Tullow Oil South 
Africa (Pty) Ltd • UCT Fund Inc (New York) • Unilever South Africa 
Home and Personal Care (Pty) Ltd • United Therapeutics Corporation 
• Vodacom (Pty) Ltd • The Vodafone Group Foundation • Welton 
Foundation • Wenner-Gren Foundation for Anthropological Research 
Inc • Western Platinum Ltd • The Wilfred Cooper Trust • William Henry 
Cockwell Family • Xstrata South Africa (Pty) Ltd • The Zamani African 
Cultural Heritage Sites and Landscapes Foundation 

Bronze circle

Organisations that have made gifts to UCT, totalling under R1 million.

The A & M Pevsner Charitable Trust • Abax Foundation • Abax 
Investments (Pty) Ltd • Abbott Laboratories South Africa (Pty) Ltd • 
AbbVie • AbbVIe South Africa • The Abdus Salam International Centre 
for Theoretical Physics • The Ackerman Family Educational Trust • 
The Ackerman Family Foundation • Adcock Ingram Healthcare (Pty) 
Ltd • The Adele Searll 100 Club • ADSA Sports Nutrition Working 
Group • AEC Amersham (Pty) Ltd • Aeon Investment Management 
(Pty) Ltd • The Africa Genome Education Institute • Africa X-Ray 
Industrial & Medical (Pty) Ltd • African Bird Club • African Oxygen Ltd 
• AfriGIS (Pty) Ltd • Afrimage Photography CC • AfriSam (Pty) Ltd • 
Agfa (Pty) Ltd, Cape Town • Ago Pty Ltd • AHN Pharma (Pty) Ltd • Air 
Products South Africa Pty Ltd • Airport Retail Concessions (Pty) Ltd • 
Akacia Healthcare (Pty) Ltd • The Alan & Babette Sainsbury Charitable 
Fund • Allan Gray Ltd • Allergan Pharmaceuticals (Pty) Ltd • Allergy 
Society of South Africa • Amateur Chamber Music Players • Amgen 
SA (Pty) Ltd • The Ampath Trust • Anatech Instruments (Pty) Ltd • 
Anonymous UCT Alumnus (UK) • Anonymous-UCT College House • 
ArcelorMittal South Africa Ltd • ARHAP Section 21 Company • The 
Ascher Efrem Kellman Will Trust • Aspen Pharmacare Ltd • The 
Association of Municipal Electricity Undertakings • Astellas Pharma 
(Pty) Ltd • AstraZeneca South Africa • Australian High Commission • 
Autism South Africa • Avec les rangers de l’espoir • B & M Scientific CC 
• B Braun Medical (Pty) Ltd • Bangweulu Wetlands Management 
Board • Barbara Mackenzie Bequest Trust • Barbara Mackenzie 
Memorial Scholarship Trust • Barclays Global Investor Matching Gift • 
Bard Medical South Africa (Pty) Ltd • Barloworld South Africa (Pty) 
Limited • Baroque Medical (Pty) Ltd • Bat Run Team • Baxter Theatre 

Centre • Bayer (Pty) Ltd • Beckman Coulter (South Africa) (Pty) Ltd • 
Beiersdorf Consumer Products (Pty) Ltd • The Ben & Shirley 
Rabinowitz Foundation • The Bennie & Rae Radomsky Trust • The 
Berdun Charitable Trust • Bina Property Consultants • Biotech 
Laboratories • Birding Ecotours CC • Birdlife Border • BirdLife Inkwazi 
• Birdworld • BL Williams Construction Company (Pty) Ltd • The Blue 
Notes Memorial Trust • Bluescope Steel SA (PTY) Ltd • Boogertman 
and Partners (Pty) Ltd • Boron Facilities Management CC • Boston 
Scientific South Africa (Pty) Ltd • Botanical Society of SA • Bridging 
Technologies Cape • Brink Cohen Le Roux Inc • British Council, South 
Africa • Brown University • BSI Steel Ltd • Business Processes enabling 
South Africa, Western Cape • Business Systems Group (Africa) • C & 
A Friedlander • C & D Robertson & M Howie Trust • The Calleva 
Foundation • Canada South Africa Chamber of Business • Cape Bird 
Club (SAOS) • Cape Colours United e.V. • The Cape Institute for 
Architecture • The Cape Leopard Trust • Cape Medical Plan • The 
Cape Rod & Gun Club • Cape Town Big Band Jazz Festival • Cape 
Town City Ballet • Capitec Bank Holdings Ltd • Cardiac Arrhythmia 
Society of Southern Africa • Care Gauge • Careworks • The Carl and 
Emily Fuchs Foundation • Carl Schlettwein Stiftung • The Carol 
Cassidy Family Trust • Catherine Steensma Memorial Trust • Celgene 
Global Health • Celtic Molecular Diagnostics • Cement & Concrete 
Institute • Centre for Higher Education Transformation • CG Clarkson 
Educational Trust • CG Financial Planners • Charles Pelteret 
Educational Trust • Chemetrix (Pty) Ltd • Children of the Universe 
Foundation • Cipla Medpro (Pty) Ltd • Citigroup Foundation • City of 
Cape Town • ComaCARE • The Company of Biologists Ltd • ConeTech 

Friends of the University of Cape Town
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Foundation • Rotary Club of Newlands • Rotary Club of Umhlanga • 
Royal Bafokeng Management Services • Royal College of Obstetricians 
and Gynaecologists • Royal Society of Chemistry (Western Cape) • 
Rufford Small Grants Foundation • SA Institute of Steel Construction 
• SA Medical Association • Safmed (Pty) Ltd, Cape Town • Sanofi-
Aventis • Sanofi-aventis Groupe • Sanofi-Aventis South Africa (Pty) 
Ltd • Sappi Ltd • Savcio Holdings (Pty) Ltd • Scarbrow Trust • 
Scatterlings Conference and Events • Schering-Plough (Pty) Ltd • The 
Schroder Foundation • Scientific & Industrial Leadership Initiative 
(SAILI) • Scorpion Legal Protection (Pty) Ltd • Sekunjalo Investments 
Limited • Sephis Programme • Servier Laboratories South Africa (Pty) 
Ltd • Servulo & Associates • The SG Menell Charitable Trust • 
Shuttleworth Foundation • Siemens (Pty) Limited • Sigma-Aldrich 
(Pty) Ltd • Sika South Africa (Pty) Ltd • SMIT Amandla Marine (Pty) 
Ltd • Smith & Nephew (Pty) Ltd • Smith & Nephew Medical Education 
Trust • SMM Instruments (Pty) Ltd • Social Science Research Council 
• The Society for Endocrinology, Metabolism and Diabetes of South 
Africa • Society for the Study of Behavioural Phenotypes • Society of 
Black Academic Surgeons Inc • Socintra SA • Somerset West Bird 
Club • South African Association of Women Graduates • South African 
Business Club • South African Geomatics Institute • South African 
Institute of Architects • South African Institute of Chartered 
Accountants, Cape Town • The South African Institute of Mining and 
Metallurgy • The South African Jewish Board of Deputies • South 
African Medical Association, Pretoria • South African National 
Biodiversity Institute, Cape Town • South African Oncology 
Consortium Ltd • South African Penguins • South African Society of 
Anaesthesiologists • South African Society of Haematology • South 
African Society of Obstetricians & Gynaecologists • The South African 
Society of Otorhinolaryngology Head and Neck Surgery • South 
African Society of Physiotherapy (WC Branch) • South African 
Transplantation Society • South African Women in Science and 
Engineering • The Southern African Foundation for the Conservation 
of Coastal Birds • Southern Suburbs Attorney’s Association • 
Speciality Design Products (Pty) Ltd • Spirit of Africa (Pty) Ltd • 
Springfield Convent School • SSEM Mthembu Medical (Pty) Ltd • St 
Cyprian’s School • St Dunstan’s Association for War Blinded Veterans 
• St Francis Bay Bird Club • Standard Bank of SA Ltd, Marshalltown • 
Stanley Parkinson Green Trust • StatPro South Africa (Pty) Ltd • 
Stauch Vorster Architects (Cape Town) (Pty) Ltd • Stavro Tsatsos 

Trust • Stefan Antoni Olmesdahl Truen Architects • Stefanutti Stocks 
Holdings Ltd • Steven Piper Safring Trust • Stichting Tubereuze 
Sclerosis Nederland • StudioMAS • Suiderland Development 
Corporation Ltd • Sullivan & Cromwell LLP • Surgitech (Pty) Ltd • The 
Susman Charitable Foundation • Takeda (Pty) Ltd • Talani Quantity 
Surveyors (Pty) Ltd • Tasso Leventis Conservation • Tecmed Africa 
(Pty) Ltd • Tema Medical (Pty) Ltd • Templeton World Charity 
Foundation • Thembakazi Trust • Thermo Fisher Scientific • Tim and 
Marilyn Noakes Sports Science Trust Fund • The Timothy Hancock 
Charitable Trust • Tiso Foundation • Totalgaz Southern Africa (Pty) 
Ltd • Transnet Limited • Trencor Services (Pty) Ltd • Truworths 
Community Foundation Trust • TS Berwitz Will Trust • Tshikululu 
Social Investments NPC • Tswalu Foundation • Twilight Sales and 
Marketing • Two Oceans Slope Soarers • Tygerberg Bird Club • UCT 
Regional Office: Canada • UCT Trust (UK) • UCT Trust Law Income 
and Interest • UCT Trust Science Projects- Interest Accrued • The 
Ultimate Wellness Trust • Unifob Global • United Negro College Fund 
Inc • United Steelworkers • University of Cape Town Australian Trust • 
University of Chicago, Chapin Hall • University of Kwazulu Natal • 
University of Minnesota Medical School • University of Stellenbosch • 
Usabco Industries (Pty) Ltd • Usizo Engineering • USV Ltd • The 
Valspar (South Africa) Corporation (Pty) Ltd • Van Ewijck-stigting • 
Vanguard Charitable Endowment Program • Various Donors for 
Exercise Science • VascuMed Pty (Ltd) • Ventura Garcés & López-Ibor 
• Viking Medical & Surgical (Pty) Ltd • The Vine Charitable Trust • Vital 
Health Foods Pty Ltd • Vivien Cohen Trust • Wagner GmbH • 
Wasserfall Munting Architects • WC Youngman SA (Pty) Ltd • WD 
Waddell Will Trust • Webber Wentzel Bowens Inc, JHB • Weightmans 
LLP • Western Indian Ocean Marine Science Association • Western 
Province Caterers • Western Province Horse Society - Dressage • The 
Wheatfield Estate Foundation Trust • Whitehead Scientific (Pty) Ltd • 
Wilderness Wildlife Trust • Wilfred Orr Trust • The Wilhelm Frank Trust 
• William Adlington Cadbury Charitable Trust • William Coldicott 
Gardener Will Trust • Wine Industry Network of Expertise and 
Technology • WK Robertson University Trust • The Woodbridge 
Charitable Trust • The Worcester Business Forum • World Focus 271 • 
The Wrighton Family Trust • WuXi AppTec • Xenon Pharmaceuticals 
Inc • Youngblood Africa Development Pty Ltd • Zulu-Lobster Tree 
Productions (Pty) Ltd • Zurich Insurance Company South Africa

South Africa (Pty) Ltd • Conference Creations Limited • The Corrilee 
Foundation • Consulate-General for the Federal Republic of Germany 
• Corporate Image • Cottonfields Knitting Mills (Pty) Ltd • Crammix 
(Pty) Ltd • Crane’s Cape Travel • Credit Guarantee Insurance 
Corporation of Africa Ltd • Crucell Holland BV • Crundwell 
Management Solutions (Pty) Ltd • CTP Limited • Dalib Investments 
(Pty) Ltd • Darling Brewery CC • Dashboard Integrated Marketing • 
Data2Desk • Dataworks Development Inc • The David Graaff 
Foundation • Davis Polk & Wardwell, LLP (New York) • DD 2010 
Finance LLC • Department of Economic Development and Tourism • 
Dermatological Society of South Africa • Development Bank of 
Southern Africa (DBSA) • DHK Architects • Dietrich Voigt Mia Inc • 
Disability Unit • Discovery Health (Pty) Ltd • Discovery Health, Cape 
Town • Discovery Vitality • Distell Foundation • Dorma South Africa 
(Pty) Ltd • Dorman & Associates CC • Dr Matley and Partners • Dr 
Sylvia Gavron Scholarship Trust • Drakenstein Trust • DSM Nutritional 
Products South Africa (Pty) Ltd • Dutkiewicz Family Trust • DV Cape 
Consulting (Pty) Ltd • Dyer Island Conservation Trust • E Oppenheimer 
& Son (Pty) Ltd • Eastern Sun Events • Economic Society of South 
Africa • Eduard Louis Ladan Will Trust • Education First Trust • Edward 
& Dorothy Cadbury Charitable Trust • The Eleanor Rathbone 
Charitable Trust • Eli Lilly (SA) (Pty) Ltd • The Eliot and Myra Osrin 
Trust • Elizabeth Clough Music Trust • Elizabeth Clough Religious 
Studies Trust • Elsevier Foundation • Embassy of Italy • Embassy of 
the Kingdom of the Netherlands • Emergent Biosolutions • Emergent 
BioSolutions Inc • Endangered Wildlife Trust • The Endeavour Bursary 
Fund • EngenderHealth South Africa • esri South Africa • Europa 
Organisation • Even Flow CC • Exxaro Resources Ltd • ExxonMobil 
Foundation • F K Morrow Foundation • Faculty of Health Sciences 
Class of 2011 • Fairheads Development Trust • Fairheads International 
Trust Company (SA)  (Pty) Ltd • Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund • Film 
Afrika B (Pty) Ltd • Financial Insight & Guidance cc • Finkelstein and 
Bloom cc • Fiscal Private Client Services (Pty) Ltd • The Foschini 
Group CSI • Francois Burger Trust • The Frank G Connock Trust • 
Franke Kitchen Systems • Freedom IT CC • Fresenius Kabi South 
Africa (Pty) Ltd • Fresenius Medical Care South Africa (Pty) Ltd • 
Friends of Cape Town Opera • The Gastroenterology Foundation of 
South Africa • General Reinsurance Africa Ltd • Genzyme 
Biopharmaceuticals SA (Pty) Ltd • Geobrugg AG • 
GeoForschungsZentrum Potsdam • Gerda Henkel Stiftung • Ginsburg 
Asset Consulting (Pty) Ltd • GlaxoSmithKline SA (Pty) Ltd • Global 
Maritime Legal Solutions (Pty) Ltd • Goba (Pty) Ltd • Golden Orb 
Tours • Goldman Sachs Matching Gift Programme • GR Bock Will 
Trust • Graham Beck Enterprises • GreaterGood South Africa Trust • 
The Green House Consultants • Greg Wright Architects • Guiseppe & 
Rita Raimondo Charitable Trust • H Lundbeck A/S • Haggie Charitable 
Trust • Hans Hoheisen Charitable Trust • Hansgrohe South Africa • 
Hansgrohe South Africa (Pty) Ltd • Harry Oppenheimer Family 
Continuity Trust • The Hatter Cardiovascular Institute • Helenä 
Rautavaara Museum • Heneck Family Foundation • Hermanus Bird 
Club • Historical Society of Cape Town • Hollister South Africa (Pty) 
Ltd • Holm Jordaan Architecs and Urban Designers • Honeyguide 
Wildlife Charitable Trust • Horace Alfred Taylor Will Trust • HR Hill 
Residuary Trust • HS Dyer Will Trust • HSBC Bank Plc • The Hyman 
Goldberg Foundation • IBM South Africa • ICM Limited • IEPSA 
Medical Diagnostics • IMP Scientific & Precision (Pty) Ltd • Imperial 
College Press Ltd • Indawo (Cape) Pty Ltd • Infinity Aviation • Ingot 
Capital Management (Pty) Ltd • Inner Wheel Club District 9350 • 
Inner Wheel Club of Bedforview • Inner Wheel Club of Bloemfontein • 
Inner Wheel Club of Claremont • Inner Wheel Club of Constantia • 
Inner Wheel Club of Durbanville • Inner Wheel Club of Gaborone • 
Inner Wheel Club of Gold Reef • Inner Wheel Club of Goodwood • 
Inner Wheel Club of Johannesburg • Inner Wheel Club of Parktown 
Excalibur • Inner Wheel Club of Port Elizabeth • Inner Wheel Club of 
Port Elizabeth West • Inner Wheel Club of Saldanha • Inner Wheel 
Club of Sea Point • Inner Wheel Club of Tafelberg • Inner Wheel Club 
of Vryburg • Inner Wheel Club of Waterfront • Inner Wheel Club of 
Waterkloof • Inner Wheel Club of Wynberg • Inqaba Biotechnical 
Industries (Pty) Ltd • Institute of Applied Statistics • Interest Accrued 
in Obstetrics & Gynaecology Chair Fund • International Academy of 
Matrimonial Lawyers • International Women’s Club, Cape Town • Irma 
Stern Trust • The Isdell Family Foundation • The Isidore,Theresa & 
Ronald Cohen Charitable Trust • Isofoam South Africa (Pty) Ltd • The 
Israel and Rose Kurgan Charitable Trust • Italian Institute of Culture • 
Jakkalsfontein Homeowners Association • The Japanese Society of 
Child Neurology • Jaycee City Council • JC Coetzee Trust • Jilin Heart 

Center • Joffe Charitable Trust • The John Michael Hansen Scholarship 
Trust • John Voelcker Bird Book Fund • Jonker & Barnes Architects 
(Pty) Ltd • Jonker Abeln • Julian Baring Scholarship Fund • KAP 
International Holdings Ltd • Kaplan Kushlick Foundation • Karl Storz 
Endoscopy (South Africa) Pty Ltd • Kathleen Warner Bequest • 
Kathleen Webb Trust • Kaymac Holdings (Pty) Ltd • Kennedy’s 
Window Repairs • Kimix Chemicals & Laboratory Suppliers • Kirsh 
Foundation Holdings Ltd • The Kleyweg Educational Trust • KMH 
Architects & Town Planners • Koos & Rona Rupert Opvoedkundige 
Trust • KUBE Architecture cc • L’auberge Provencale CC • Laboratory 
Specialities (Pty) Ltd • Labotec (Pty) Ltd • Langeler Bursary 
Settlement Trust • LASEC SA (Pty) Ltd • The Laurie & Rita Chiappini 
Charitable Trust • The Law Society Charity • The Leakey Foundation • 
LegalWise • Leiden Conservation Foundation • The Lennox & Wyfold 
Foundation • Lepidopterists Society of Africa • Linares Architects • 
The Lindbergh Arts Foundation • Lions Club of Cape Town • Lodge De 
Goede Hoop Education Fund • Lorenzo and Stella Chiappini Charitable 
and Cultural Trust • Lou Singer Charitable Foundation • Louis Karol 
Architects • Loyal Engineering Services • LTC Tech South Africa (Pty) 
Ltd • Lundbeck SA (Pty) Ltd • Luyanda Mpahlwa Design Space Africa 
(Pty) Ltd • Lynette Croudace Trust • The Mackenzie Foundation • 
Mahomeds Inc • Mai Family Foundation • Makerere Institute of Social 
Research (MISR) • Marcus Medical (Pty) Ltd • MariaMarina Foundation 
• Maritime and Engineering Consultancy Services (Pty) Ltd • Mary 
Dorina Spilman Memorial Trust • Mazars - South Africa • MBA 1991 
Class Reunion • Medical Marketing Research International Ltd • 
Medical Protection Society Ltd • Mediclinic Southern Africa • Medpro 
Pharmaceutical (Pty) Ltd • Medtronic Africa (Pty) Ltd • Merck (Pty) 
Ltd • Merck & Co Inc • Merck Chemicals (Pty) Ltd, Cape Town • Merck 
Chemicals (Pty) Ltd, South Africa • Messaris Wapenaar Partnership • 
Metrofile Holdings Ltd • Microsoft Matching Gift Campaign • MIH 
Group • Ministry of Environment & Tourism, Namibia • Minnie Goldman 
Trust • MLH Architects & Planners (Cape) (Pty) Ltd • MLT Drives (Pty) 
Ltd • MO Productions • Mohamed bin Zayed Species Conservation 
Fund • Momentum Group Ltd • Momentum Research Inc • Morgan 
Stanley International Foundation • Msasa Trading • MSD (Pty) Ltd • 
MSD Investments CC • MTN SA Foundation • Murray & Roberts 
Holdings Ltd • Mushet Education Trust • Musk Foundation • 
Mvelaphanda Holdings (Pty) Ltd • My School • Myers-JDC-Brookdale 
Institute • The Myra Chapman Educational Trust • Natural Research 
Ltd • NB Publishers • NCC Environmental Services (Pty) Ltd • Nedbank 
Retail • The Neil Jowell Family Charitable Trust • Nelson Mandela 
Metropolitan University • Neurological Association of South Africa • 
The Neuro-Psychoanalysis Fund • Neville Owen Neale Will Trust • 
Newcastle upon Tyne Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust • Noakes 
Family Charitable Trust • Nokia South Africa • Novagen Pharma • 
Novartis Institutes for BioMedical Research • Novartis South Africa 
(Pty) Ltd • Nutricia Southern Africa • Oak Foundation • The Ohio State 
University • Off the Fence • Old Mutual Life Assurance Company 
(South Africa) Limited • On-X Life Technologies Inc • Onyx Heart 
Valves SA • Ophthalmological Society of South Africa • Otten & Louw 
Architects • OVP and Associates cc • The Owl Club • P and I Associates 
(Pty) Ltd • Paarl Media (Pty) Ltd • PACE Career Centre • Paediatric 
Management Group • Palaeontological Scientific Trust • The Parish of 
St Paul Rondebosch • The Parker Foundation • PD Naidoo & Associates 
• Peninsula Beverage Co (Pty) Ltd • PepsiCo • Peregrine Projects & 
Management CC • PERI Formwork Scaffolding Engineering (Pty) Ltd 
• Perry Anderson Architects • Peter Brown Charitable Trust • Pfizer 
Laboratories (Pty) Ltd • Pharma Dynamics (Pty) Ltd • The Philip 
Schock Charitable & Educational Foundation • Philips Medical Systems 
South Africa (Pty) Ltd • Picasso Headline (Pty) Ltd • Pick ‘n Pay Retail 
Division • Pick ‘n Pay Stores Ltd • The Pieter Andries & Alize Malan 
Trust • Plantation Shutters • PM Anderson Educational Trust • Polaris 
Foundation • Polyoak Packaging (Pty) Ltd • Pragma Africa (Pty) Ltd • 
Prescient Securities (Pty) Ltd • PricewaterhouseCoopers • Prince 
Bernhard Fund For Nature • Procter & Gamble SA (Pty) Ltd • 
Professional Provident Society Insurance Co Ltd • Project Flamingo • 
Pupkewitz Foundation • Quaker Service Cape • R&L Architects • 
Radiotherapy Group of Radiographers • Ramp Foundation • The Rand 
Merchant Bank Fund • Ravenscroft Charitable Trust • Red Cross War 
Memorial Children’s Hospital • Red24 • Registrars Development Trust 
• Relly Educational & Charitable Trust • Renshaw Family Foundation 
Inc • Restitution Foundation • Reutech Radar Systems (Pty) Ltd • 
Rhodes Memorial Restaurant • Rialto Foods (Pty) Ltd • Richemont 
Holdings (UK) Ltd • Rio Tinto Plc • Robor Pvt Ltd • Roche Products 
(Pty) Ltd • Roche Products (Pty) Ltd - Diagnostics • Rosa Luxemburg 

Individuals whose gifts to UCT over a five year period have amounted to over R250,000

Individuals whose gifts to UCT over a five year period have amounted  
to between R100,000 and R250,000

Bruce Ackerman • Chief Olu Akinkugbe CON • American author, T. 
Lee Baumann • Klaus-Jürgen  Bathe • Sir Frank  Berman KCMG QC 
• Anthony H  Bloom • Roelof Frederik  Botha • Nick  Boydell • Johan 
Givan  Brink • John Anthony  Copelyn • Elgin John  Curry • General 
Theophilus  Danjuma GCON • Kevin Edward  Dillon • George Francis R  
Ellis • Jill M  Farrant • Meyer  Feldberg • John  Field • Bill Frankel OBE 
• Ernest Wanand  Fullagar • Richard Gnodde • John Malcolm  Graham 
• John AB  Grieve • Pauline Marguerite  Groves • Raymond Colin  Haas 
• Selwyn Philip  Haas •Charlotte  Heber-Percy • Neville  Isdell • William 

and Yvonne Jacobson • Christopher M  Jennings • Johannes Petrus  
Jordaan • Robert Jul  Knutzen • Paul Kumleben • Noel  McIntosh and 
family • Jim and Marilynn McNamara • Marilyn and Tim  Noakes • 
Trevor and Shannon  Norwitz • Kate and Ken Owen • Simon  Palley 
• Shafik Ahmed  Parker • Max  Price • Benjamin Philip  Rabinowitz •
Derek Raphael • Mary May  Robertson • Patrik  Sandin • Duncan Paul  
Saville • James Anthony  Simmons • Alan  Stewart • Ben-Zion  Surdut 
• Sibylla and Bruce  Tindale • Blaine John  Tomlinson • UCT Trust 
Alumni • Stephen and Chantry  Westwell • Christo  Wiese  

Alumni for Shawco • Helmut  Amos •  Robin Charles Andrew  
Barnett-Harris • Sean Exner  Baumann • Helen  Beach • Robert Charles  
Berman •  Henry and Marcia  Blumberg •  Marthinus John  Botha • 
Michael  Reginald  Brownstone • Charles Edward  Carter • Stewart 
Barnett  Cohen • Louis  De Waal • Janette Clare Grace  Deacon • Colin 
Ryszard  Dutkiewicz • Judith Shamith  Favish • Brian Evert Stanley  

Field • Sheila  Frater •  David Andrew  Gibson • William Morris  Gild • 
John Joseph  Gurney • Michael Reuben  Hayden •  Peter John Ledger  
Hope • The Hon Mr Justice Craig Telfer  Howie • Michael John  Levett 
• Michael Jeremy  Levy • Donald Lindsay  MacRobert • Peter Roderick  
Maggs • Charles Gavin  McGregor • Clive Neil  McIntyre • Irene  Menell 
• Jan Oliver  Minners • Craig  Mullet and family • Simon Cartwright  

Vice-Chancellor’s Circle

Chancellor’s Circle

INDIVIDUALS
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Individuals whose gifts to UCT over a five year period have amounted  
to between R60,000 and R100,000

Mark and Lynette  Alexander • Michael and Agnes  Alexander Family 
• Hugh Theodore  Amoore • Marcus Robin  Bowman • Neil  Braude 
• Walter Michael  Braude • Geoff  Burton • Yasmin Tayob  Carrim • 
Francois J  Cilliers • Ian Huntly  Clark • Beric John  Croome • Michael 
Tatlow  Darlison • Ezra  Davids • Bryan  Davies • Rodney  Dawson • 
Elmarie  de Bruin • Keertan  Dheda • Marion Ellen  Dixon • Alan  Drabkin 
• Sakhi  Dumakude • The Hon Mr Justice Ian Gordon  Farlam • Arthur  
Forman • Robert  Forman • Isabel Alice  Goodman • Siamon  Gordon • 
Suzanne Mary  Hall • Nigel and Lila  Harvey • Ruth  Horner-Mibashan • 
Georgina  Jaffee • Geoffrey Brian  Kaye • Sir Chips  Keswick • Rochelle  

Le Roux • Thomas M  Leiden • Hugh Jonathan  Livingstone • Timothy 
John  Mathews • Mary Wendover  Mattholie • Mutle Constantine  
Mogase • David Morris  Nurek • Gordy  Phelps, family and friends • 
Anthony Francis  Rademeyer • Bruce  Royan • Hannah-Reeve  Sanders 
• Stephen Ronald  Schach • Mark  Shuttleworth • Crain Arthur  Soudien 
• Sara  Spiegel • David Rodney  Strong • Jennifer Ann  Thomson • 
Martin Clive Hammond  Tooke • Stephen Stewart  Townsend • Karen  
Van Heerden • Michael  Westwood • Robert Albert  Williams • Derek  
Yach • Sandile Donald Muziwenkosi Zungu

Dean’s Circle

Friends of the University of Cape Town

Brownell • Valerie Bruce • Timothy John Bruinders • Guillaume 
Cornelis Langenhoven Brümmer • Ernst-Gunther Erich Brunke • 
Roger Leatherland Bryant • Garth Daniel Brydon • Sam Bub • Wesley 
Buchanan • Farrel Joel Buchinsky • Shooshana Buchinsky • Deborah 
Jean Budlender • Geoffrey Michael Budlender • Dorothy Constance 
Moore Bullen • Sheila Merle Bulley • Thomas Bullock • Majorie Bulmer 
• Christian Pieter Burger • Derek William Burger • Lance Lindenberg 
Burger • Paul Anthony Burger • Natalie Burls • Brian Edward Burnett 
• William Stewart Burnley • Rob Burrell • Rosemary Burt • Alison Anne 
Bush • Anthony Ryall Butler • Christopher Collett Butler • Hilary Claire 
Butler • Anthony Dan Butt • Douglas Stuart Butterworth • Janine 
Lorraine Buxey • Peter Kevin Byrne • John Richard Vivian Caddy • 
Andrew Johnston Calderwood • Robert-Ian Caldwell • Maria Metaxia 
Callias • Gregory Louis Calligaro • Geoffrey M Calvert • Edwin 
Cameron • Helen Cammies • Alastair Eason Campbell • Bruce Alistair 
Campbell • Jan Campbell • Nancy Leonora Campbell • Phumza Capa 
• Marco Capellini • Patrick John Carew • Wayne John Carew • Abdul 
Karriem Cariem • Peter John Carlson • Aideen Carolus • Catherine 
Emily Carr • Monica Carr • Mary Carson • Timothy Edward Carson • 
Audrey Burgoyne Carter • Kevin Carter • Jane Mary Cartwright • G 
Cass • Carol Cassidy • Denis B Cassidy • Innocent Simphiwe Cele • 
Vusi Sibusiso Cele • Patricia Chaffey • Lynda Chalker of Wallasey • 
Jennifer Margaret Chapman • Patrick Chapman • Ryan Markham 
Charton • Erica Chesler • Wilfred Ernest Chetwin • Eldred Hilton 
Chimowitz • Marc Ivor Chimowitz • Sanjeevee Chinasamy • Cedric 
Victor Christie • Mmaphoko Patricia Chueu • Wanda Ingrid Chunnett • 
Andrew Churr • Sergio Cieverts • David Jocelyn Clain • Jonathan 
Ernest Clain • Jonathan Clark • Rosanne F Clark • Joyce Bickley Clarke 
• Penelope Ann Clarkson • Robert Philip Cleaver • Bruce Cloete • 
Carol-Anne Cloete • Stephanus Abrahim Cloete • Marla Catherine 
Coetsee • Carl Christopher Coetzee • Deon Coetzee • Harry Cohen • 
Hayley Lauren Cohen • Jeffrey Cohen • Naomi H Cohen • Rebecca 
Julie Cohen • Richard David Cohen • Robert Victor Cohen • Robin 
Cohen • Ronald Jack Cohen • Barbara Cohn • Tony Albert Cohn • 
Roderick Phillip Colborn • Elizabeth Mary Cole • Kathleen Mary 
Coleman • Margaret Angela Coleman • Ian Haldane Ewart Collett • 
Abigail Naomi Collinson-Miles • Andrew Michael Colman • Gavin 
Commins • Laura Comrie •The Hon Mr Justice Robert Gordon Comrie 
• Jane Margaret Connolly • Nazeem Conrad • Lesley Susan Cook • A 
Duncan A Cooke • Dennis Gershon Cope • John Murray Copeland • 
Ilan Copelyn • Hugh Micah Corder • Kirsten Claire Corin • Jean 
Cormack • Margaret Cormack • Ray Garrison Corne • Jonathan Martin 
Cornell • Christopher Bryan Corrin • Peter B Cotton • Michael Patrick 
Couper • Elizabeth Jean Cowen • Christopher John Cox • Larry 
Crackower • Eleanor Mary Craighead • Georgina Elizabeth Crawford • 
John William Critien • Cecilia de Lisle Crofts • Jan Marthinus Cronje • 
David Hugh Croudace • David Graham Cunningham • Teegan Leah 
Curitz • Rosemary Madeline Curry • Wendy Ann Silva Curson • 
Christopher Henry Massy Curwen • Sidney Cywes • Michael Paul 
Dabrowski • Andrew Charles Dallas • Rhidian Blake Dalrymple • 
Sameera Dalvie • Ariella Damelin • Clive Herbert Daniel • Chevan 
Daniels • Michael Lester Daniels • Shahied Daniels • Ernest Christopher 
Danziger • Kurt Danziger • Christopher John Norman Davey • Peter 
Michael Davey • Jonathan Ray Davids • Anthony Paul Davidson • 
Shelley Davidson • Freda Davis • Hedy Irene Davis • Mogamat Moosa 
Davis • Rachel Mary Davis • Richard William Delacour Davis • 
Rosemary Anne Davis • Zerina Davis • Patricia Joan Davison • David 
Anthony Dawes • Christopher Sean Day • Paul Bryan Day • Maureen 
De Beer • Keryn De Bruyn • Barbara Elizabeth Scott De Butts • 
Jennifer Louise De Castro • Simone Clara de Clercq • Jeanelle Louise 
De Gruchy • Robert De Haast • Eliza Petronella De Jager • James 
Murray De Jager • Frederik Bote De Kock • Glen Atkinson De La Mare 
• Peter Henry De Lacy • Valentine Christine De Muylder • Rocky De 
Nys • Cindy de Oliveira • Angela Maria Rodrigues De Sa • Edmund 
Louis de Swardt • George Jacques De Villiers • Jacques De Villiers • 
Marienne Sonja De Villiers • Wouter De Vos • Abegail Michelle De 
Waal • Peter M de Wet • Felicity Ines Soledad de Zulueta Kahya • R 
Deacon • William Hudson Barry Dean • John Anthony Deighton • 
Teresa Del Fabbro • Mario Sante Del Fante • Pamela Jean Gordon 
Delaney • Stefan Marius Delmarco • Juan Phillippe Delport • Dyan 
deNapoli • Adrian Christian Deneys • Zach Dennett • Colleen Jane 
Knight Denyer • Garth Charles Denyer • Pragnesh Asokakumar Desai 
• Rasheed Desai • Alan Deuchar • Paul Ernest Deveaux • Lindani Lorna 
Dhlamini • Ivan Diamond • Luzuko Luvuyo Dibi • Marianne Lynette 
Dicey • Andrew William Dickens • Murray Glenn Dicks • Tamara 
Carmela Dini • Simon David Dippenaar • Rosemary Margaret Dipple • 

Janis Maria Dodgen • Mogamat Hanief Dollie • George van Rheede 
Dommisse • Michele Annette Donsky-Moss • Keith Denis Dorman • 
Robert Edwin Dorrington • Alexander Govert George Doruyter • Ruth 
Margaret Dosé • Alan John Douglas • Andrew Sholto Douglas • Ian 
Rory Douglas • Jill Katherine Dower • Robert William Dower • Sarah 
Lea Dowling • Brenda Anne Doyle • Rodney Drabkin • Claire Anne 
Draper • David Kevin Driman • Amanda Louise Driver • Aurelia Driver 
• Camilla Constance Driver • Peter Robert David Dryburgh • Marc 
Henri Needham du Plessis • Judith Gay Okes Du Toit • Lynette Ruth 
Du Toit • Zenobia du Toit • Leslie Dubowitz • Maaike Elizabeth Duk • 
Prashila Dullabh • Marlene Dumas • Kenneth Shaw Duncan • Bryan 
Dunn • Malcolm Dunn • Timothy Terence Dunne • Andrea Durbach • 
Christopher Durham • Anne Virginia Dwight • Jeremy Carl Gerard 
Dyssell • Tracy Lynn Eastman • Karin Jane Eaton • Basheera Bibi 
Ebrahim • Farouk Ahmed Ebrahim • Mohamed Ebrahim • Nashietah 
Ebrahim • Reesa Ebrahim • Sayed Hishamudien Ebrahim • Vincent 
Ebrahim • Sheila Rena Edelstein • Rodney Stenning Edgecombe • 
Angela Edwards • Devlin Edwards • Peter Michael Patrick Edwards • 
Stephen David Edwards • Laurence Eekhout • Shirley Elizabeth 
Eekhout • Gershon Efron • Roberta Eggers • Leon Ehlers • Cecile 
Ehrlich • Hyman Ehrlich • Mathias Patrick Georges Eick • JK Eickhoff • 
Frank David Einhorn • Phumla Pearl Eland • Franco Maria Romand 
Eleuteri • Brian Stephen Eley • Blythe Elliott • Graham Mervyn Elliott • 
Bruce Charles Aurelius Ellison • Mark Ellyne • Evelyn Els • Margaret 
Elsworth • Malcolm Lewis Elvey • Adnaan Emeran • Paul Davis 
Emerson • Anne Felicity Emmett • George Derrick Engelbrecht • 
Amanda Jane England • Joan Hildegarde Enraght-Moony • Margaret 
Paula Ensor • David Philip Epstein • Vivian Herman Epstein • Jasmine 
Erasmus • Clement Abraham Erbmann • Derek Francis Erickson • 
Boris Richard Erlank • Sumaya Essop Sheik • Bridgit Lynne Evans • 
Robyn Winifred Evans • Andrew Everett • Michael David Ezekowitz • 
Jo Heine Meyer Faafeng • Anton Gabriel Fagan • Melanie Dawn 
Fainsinger • Robin Leslie Fainsinger • Nael Fakhry • Vincent George 
Falck • John Falconer • Katlego Fandie • Stephen Miles Fanner • Javon 
Chrizando Farao • Robert Neil Faris • Jill Yvonne Farmer • Anthony 
Zell Farr • Mark Andrew Farrell • Judith Farvolden • Anthony 
Stephenson Faull • Jacobus Jean Faure • Sheila C Faure • Johanna R 
Fausto-Di Dio • Chad Frans February • Claire Elizabeth Felgate • 
Shane Douglas Ferguson • Harry Jonathan Figov • Maria Pat Figueira 
• Karen Finch • Leon Gerald Fine • Stuart Hamilton Fine • David 
Michael Finlayson • Paul Unwin Finnemore • Laura Ann Fish • Anthony 
John Graham Fisher • Helene Anne Fisher • Karen Fisher • Herschel 
Flax • Michelle Flax • F Peter Fleck • B Fleming • Patrick John Fleming 
• Denise Fletcher • Llewellyn Ashley Fleurs • Barbara Daphne Follett • 
Ronald Harold Forbes • Frank Forman • Ray Lyon Foster • Jacobus 
Phillipus Fourie • Dennis Herman Fox • Kate Elizabeth Francis • 
Michael John David Francis • Myrna Linda Frank • Jeremy Stuart 
Franklin • Ross Mackintosh Fraser • Ernst Samuel Fredericks • Richard 
Simon Freedman • Hilton Charles Freeman • Timothy Xolani Stanton 
Freeth • Nicola Frick • Anthony Stephen Fricke • Gary Raphael 
Friedlander • Jo-Anne Friedlander • Michael Wulf Friedlander • Robin 
Isaac Friedlander • Gordon Juul Friis • Nicholas Frisch • Winfried 
Frischbutter • Claire Joan Fulton • Vicki Funk • Felicity Furber • Peter 
Alan Furman • Ari Gabriel • Gary Anthony Gabriels • Martin Harald 
Gad • Andre Gagiano • Anoucha Galeazzi • Barbara Ann Gallaher • 
Megan Jane Galloway • Gadija Galvaan • Portia Gama • Donald 
Andrew Gardner • Christopher Vincent Garibaldi • James Archibald 
MacKenzie Garisch • Alison Mary Garlick • Philip John Vincent Garratt 
• Sarah May Gates • Andre Robert Gautschi • Margot Gawith • Joseph 
Gaynor • T Geddie • Adrian James Geekie • Marjorie Geldenhuys 
•Michael Georgala • Georgie George • Selwyn Solomon Ger • Anna 
Electra Germanis • Ivor Gerrard • Bernard John Gersh • Keith Getz • 
Stephanie F Geyser • Yash Pal Ghai • John Peter Gibberd • Mark Gibbs 
• Robert James Gibson • Andrew Craig Gilfillan • Norman Harris 
Gilinsky • Robert Scott Gill • RF Gillett • Julie Gilligan • Zakhele Brian 
Gininda • Michael Ginsberg • Andrew Hampden Girdwood • Alison 
Girling • Merlinda Michelle Glass • Elaine Simcha Glogauer • Bertye 
Gluckstein • Angelo Gobbato • Thando Gobe • Nkululeko McDonald 
Xolani Gobhozi • Bulelani Godla • Margaret Collingwood Godwin • 
Ketansinh Aniruddhsinh Gohil • Karlyn Gold • Michael Steven Gold • 
Marlene Goldbach • Ian Simon Goldberg • David Goldblatt • Eve 
Dorothy Goldsmith • Steven Myhill Good • Wanita Tara Dawn Goodwin 
• Nazeem Muhammad Ismail Goolam • Marie Philippa Goold • Pieter 
Goosen • Jerry Outlwile Gopolang • Susan Gordin • Athol Gordon • 
Hugh Keith Brian Gordon • Patrick Johan Gordon • Vladimir 
Alexandrovitch Gorodkov • P Noluthando Gosa • Toby Israel 

Farzanah Abdool Gafoor • Waheed Abdurahman • Margaret Edith 
Abel • Alan Ralph Abelsohn • David Grant Abernethy • Abdul Aziz 
Aboo • Justin Kuruvilla Abraham • Abieda Abrahams • Susan 
Abrahams • Brian Abrahamson • Mark Andrew Abrahamson • Denis 
Acheson • Dorotheos Achilleos • Wendy Ackerman • John Peter 
Ackermann • Anvir Adam • Marie Joseph Herve Christian Adam • 
Brent Adams • Bruce Keith Adams • Candice Sue Adams • Michael 
Barry Adams • Sidney Cedric Adams • Peter Marshall Addison • 
Adrienne Adlington • Tamarin Lee Adonis • Beverley Moira Adriaans • 
Kwabena Kumi Afari-Twumasi • Shaberah Ahmed • Anthony Patrick 
Stephen Ainslie • Nicola Ainsworth • Garth Airey • Jean Florence 
Albert • Margaret Anne Alexander • Pauline Ingrid Alexander • Bridget 
Adelaide Allchurch • Kurt Andrew Alletzhauser • Anthony Christopher 
Allsopp • Russell Thomas Ally • Stephanie Bernice Alman • Bernardo 
Almeida • Alan Lawrie Alperstein • Brian James Alt • David Isaac 
Amato • Bernadette Christine Amos • Isabell Anders • David Peter 
Andersen • Alastair Robert Anderson • Natalya Christine Anderson • 
Kenneth Michael Andrew • Keith Stephen Andrews • Raymond Steven 
Andrews • Robert Andrews • Beverley May Angus • Colin Anolick • 
Gary Matthew Anstey • Gillian Patricia Anstey • Brian Anziska • Sarah 
Gillian Frances Archer • Fahmi Ariefdien • Alapan Arnab • Peter 
Cuthbert Arnott • Kenneth Walter Arntsen • James Anthony Ashforth 
• Muhammad Uwais Asmal • Comfort Asoogo • Peter Stuart Atkins • 
Helen Elizabeth Atkinson • Norman Au • Joel Avi • Ittamar Johanan 
Avin • William John Babtie • Joel Motsweng Baepi • Carolyn Frances 
Baigrie • Robert John Baigrie • Gordon Ivor Bailey • Ivor Ian Bailey • 
Alan Baker • Zahir Baker • Yunus Ballim • Robea Ballo • Mark Balsam 
• Robert Lawrence Band • Chuma Banjwa • David Garth Banks • 
Mesut Baran • Joseph Frederic Matthew Barbarovich • Matthew 
Barbas • Angela Susan Barber • Claire Allison Barclay • Abdul Kader 
Barendse • Ruanne Vanessa Barnabas • Philip Grant Barnard • David 
Laurence Barnes • Desmond Isaac Barnes • Leila Katherine Barnett • 
Ursula Annemarie Barnett • Charles Richard Barrett • Peter Morris 
Barron • David William Barrow • Anthea Susan Barry • Mark Hamilton 
Barry • Michael Brendan Barry • Galya Bas • Faith Brenda Basckin • 
Kim Bass • Marille Maude Bass • Benjamin Basson • Petrus Basson • 
Claude Ashwin Bassuday • Danielle Maria Battigelli • Michael Adrian 
Baynham • Marina Bonney Beal • Jo D Beall • Alexander Patrick Bean 
• Eric Bean • Graham Bean • William Alexander Bean • Monique 
Beattie • Michael Lewis Beaumont • Christian Bech • Ronald Desmond 
Begbie • Shabnum Behari • Ernest Peter Behm • Kerrin Michael 
Behrend • Peter Frank Behrendt • Brian Stanley Behrens • William 

Justin Beinart • Xolisa Beja • Georges Belfort • Robert Anthony Bell • 
Solomon Robert Benatar • Vincenz Paul Bender • Denis Paul 
Beningfield • Meagan Lynn Benjamin • Michael Errol Benjamin • Louise 
Celeste Bennetts • Leopold Heinrich Benning • Mervyn Edward 
Bennun • Brian Philip Berelowitz • Samuel Michael Berger • Caroline 
Bergeron • Gregory Bergh • Ryan Berk • Myrtle Berman • Morris 
William Bernadt • Mary Berning • Peter Drummond Berning • Zephné 
Bernitz • Morris Bernstein • Arthur Stephen Berrisford • Anita Emma 
Berthier • Robin Bertram • Daniel Conrad Bester • John Andrew 
Bester • Andrew John Bethke • Edward Andrew Beukes • Kaashifah 
Beukes • Steven Karl Beukman • Johannes Petrus Beyers • Sheekal 
Bhagirathi • Harshad Bhikha • Haroon Ismail Bhorat • Nandkumar 
Dullabh Bhula • Katarzyna Anna Bialek • David Max Bichunsky • 
Claudia Louise Bickford-Smith • Philip Noel Biden • Emil Peter Harald 
Bieber • Gabriella Bieber • Julien Francois Biebuyck • Christopher Bijl 
• Helen L Bing • Alastair Thomas Palmer Bishop • Sipho Bisiwe • 
Elizabeth M Bisschop • Anthony Henry Black • Graham Alan 
Blackbeard • Shelagh Kathleen Blackman • Belinda Mary Blaine • John 
Lindley Blaine • Vivienne Blanchard • Stephanus Blanckenberg • Kow 
Nayena Panyin Blankson • Christiaan Johannes Blignaut • Edward 
Johnson Blignaut • Mark Benjamin Bloch • Maurice Bloch • R David 
Bloomberg • Noel John Blott • Hinda C Blumberg • Lionel Blumenthal 
• Ian Blunn • Janice Anne Boardman • Bradley Denis Bock • LM 
Boeddinghaus • Paul Granger Zahn Boehmke • Jochen Bohne • Linda 
Patrick Boloko • Rosario Peter Bonafede • William John Bond • Mlamli 
Booi • Phumzile Booi • Sally Bormann • Philippus Christoffel Bornman 
• Rekaselebale Pule Nobel Borole • Ann Botha • Daphne Jo-Ann 
Botha • Louis Keyter Botha • Raymond Botha • Pieter Adriaan Bothma 
• Geoff Bottom • Ian Arthur Dennis Bouchier • Claire Louise Bourquin 
• Janis Kim Bouwers • Patricia Bowerbank • Stuart Lindsay Bowman • 
Bridget Mary Boxall • Lulama Boyce • Howard Victor Boyd • Ivan 
Harry Boyd • David John Garlick Boyes • Bruce Christopher Bradfield 
• John Bradley • John Braithwaite • Nathan David Brajtman • Cindy 
Brand • Gavin Brandenburger • Stanley Braude • Yvonne Braude • 
Jean Mary Brechin • Roger Sydney Brescianino • Sally Bresler • 
Kathleen Brett • Christopher Kane Breuer • Keith James Brice • Jason 
Roger Brickhill • Robert Spencer Bridger • Janus Daniel Brink • Tracy 
Lee Brodziak • Jeanette Elizabeth Brooker • Marc John Brooker • 
Gregory Charles Brooks • Timothy Don Brooks • Martin James Brossy 
• John Nutcombe Broster • Peter Ross Broster • Sidney Norman 
Brower • Malcolm Edward Osborne Brown • Najmeeyah Brown • Kim 
Evette Thomas Brown-Schirato • Patrick Richard Lee Browne • Geoff 

Individuals whose gifts to UCT over a five year period have amounted  
to R60,000 and below

Nicks • Keith  Oates • Nicholas Frank  Oppenheimer • Hawa  Patel 
• Flora Diana  Pedler • Mamphela Aletta  Ramphele • Mark Daniel  
Raphaely • Liam and Penny  Ratcliffe • Delise Thea  Reich • Katharine 
Eleanor  Robertson • Sir Simon  Robertson • David  Rockefeller Jr. • 
Nick  Roditi • Hyman and Shirley  Shwiel • Aristides E  Sitas • Mugsy  

Spiegel • Margaret Elspeth  Stanford • Clare Elizabeth  Stannard • 
Colin Dean  Tebbutt • Leslie Gordon  Underhill • Johannes Jacobus 
Marthinus  van Zyl • David Eric  Watson • Matthys Johannes  Wessels 
• Peter George Abner  Wrighton
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Gottheiner • Karen Ann Gottschalk • Fergus William Gould • Robert 
Gould • Ruth Gould • Dhirendra Govender • Kenneth Arthur Grace • 
Neville Charles Gracie • Christian Georg Gradel • Michael Richard 
Graham • Nigel Graham-Smith • Charmaine Renee Graney • Alison 
Grant • Terri-Lynn Grant • Athanasios Gratjios • Mark Gravenor • Jodie 
Gray • Joy Gray-Donald • Madeleine Susan Gray-Glass • Andrew Cillie 
Greeff • Virginia Ellen Green • Alan Geoffrey Greenblo • Alicia 
Greenwood • Barend Mattheus Griesel • Graham Robert Hugh Grieve 
• Margaret Wendy Griffith • Keith Leonard Griffiths • Sandra Penelope 
Griffiths • Verne Hamlin Grinstead • Brian Beauclerk Gripper • Marcus 
Gritzman • Harold Rudolph Groenewald • Aubrey Groll • David J Groll 
• Frederick Michael Grose • Ava Gross • Gloria Gross • Fran Gruber • 
Margaret Joan Grunebaum • Peter John Digby Gubb • Adrian 
Blanchard Guelke • Matthew Gush • Jan Gutter • Zanozuko Gwarube • 
Sharon Elizabeth Haberer • Maurice Allen Habib • Lesley Yvonne 
Haddow • Geoffrey Harold Hainebach • Gary Michael Halberstadt • 
Robert Halkett • Barbara Ann Hall • Peter Voss Hall • Robin Haller • 
Barry Halliday • Nadia Hamdulay • Richard I-Ming Han • Patrick Norton 
Hangone • Denys Arthur Hansen • Justine Maria Hansen • Elizabeth 
Hardman • David William Hardy • Trevor Hardy • Pauline Helene Hareb 
• Barbara Ann Harris • Doreen Harris • Kelvin Bennett Harris • Louise 
Harris • Trevor Samuel Harris • Anthony Carleton Harrison • Vincent 
Costello Harrison • Linda Harrower • Donovan Bruce Lyon Hart • 
Lesley Clare Hart • Michael Lester Hart • Ondria Ann Hart • Peter Miles 
Goyen Hart • Paul Xavier Hartnady • Hans-Werner Hartung • Georgina 
Mary Harwood • Jennifer Jane Hasenfuss • Alison Hashmall • Allison 
Hasmall • Eric Gerald Hassall • Gary John Hastie • Paul Mervyn Haupt 
• Kyle Hans Hauslaib • Charles Richard Haw • Patricia Faith Hawke • 
Van Zandt Hawn • Malcolm Hay • Tanweer Hayat • Warwick Hayes • 
Anne Hayman • Andre Charl Hayward • Philip Hazel • Ian Norman 
Healey • Helmoed Romer Heitman • Diane Heller • Gillian Anne 
Henderson • Helen Margaret Henderson • Hilary Ann Henderson • 
Elaine Lillian Hendricks • Mogamat Ameen Hendricks • Neil Hendrikz • 
Glen Phillip Heneck • Selwyn Mark Hercules • Geoffrey Selwyn Herman 
• Anne Herrington • J Hersh • Meagan Candice Heugh • Tamara Dawn 
Hew-Butler • Wynford Gustav Heynes • Barry Sorenson Hicks • Erkki 
Kalevi Hietalahti • Moritz Hildebrand • Naomi Hill • Patricia Margaret 
Hill • Paul Villiers Hill • Sandra Lynne Hill • Edward Wilfred Hillary • 
Mvikeli Delano Hlophe • Michael John Spencer Hoard • Colleen Patricia 
Hodge • Gillian Mary Murchie Hodge • Bryan Clinton Hodgkinson • 
Beth Hodgson • Diana Hoff • Colin Merton Hoffman • EB Hoffman • 
Jane Mary Hoffman • Michael Timm Hoffman • Willem Abraham 
Hoffmann • Hendrik Pienaar Hofmeyr • Stephen Murray Hofmeyr • 
Sharon Holesh • Sheonagh Margaret Jean Hollely • Paul Hollesen • 
Robert Roger Hollingdale • Peter Holm • Daniel Michael Holz • Quintin 
Honey • Simone Ingrid Honikman • Terence Chase Honikman • Adrian 
Hope-Bailie • Juliet Hopkins • Lindley Rousseau Horak • Eduard 
Christian Le Roux Horn • Emil Alfred Waldemar Horn • Gerrie Horn • 
John William Horn • Lesley Hornik • James Alexander Howard • Gary 
Dean Howe • Michael John Howell • Michael Edwin Vernon Hubbard • 
Janet Hudson • John Henry Hufkie • Andrea Huggett • Natasha 
Huggett-Henchie • Alistair Paul Hughes • Brendan John Hughes • 
Philippa Jane Hugo • Percy Alexander Hulley • Trevor Andrew Hulley • 
Emma Claire Hulton • Dominic Hum • Lee-ann Human • Odon Human 
• Robin Timothy Hunt-Davis • Jacobus Philippus Hurn • Craig 
Hutchison • Ciro Ianniello • Francisco Ibanez • Sunday Ibok • Merlin 
Keith Ince • James Llewellyn Inglis • Peter Inglis • Sheena Katherine 
Inglis • Peter Herman Ingwersen • Claire Emile Ipema • Ben Isaac • 
Jeannette Isaacman • Adeniyi Jide Isafiade • Adam Vallie Ismail • 
Mohamed Yaseen Ismail • Peer Christian Iuel • Bruce Stanley Jack • 
Graham Ellis Jackson • Andrew Jacobi • Lungile Jacobs • Irene Natalie 
Jacobson • Mark Joseph Jacobson • Stephen Barry Jacoby • David 
Howard Bayer Jaffe • Matthew Jaffe • Andrew James Jaffray • Estelle 
Mabel Jakobsen • Markus Jakoby • Aboubakar Jakoet • Shaheen 
Jamaloodien • Anthony Ross James • Melissa Augustina James • 
Michael James • Ismail Jamie • Vivien Vlasta Jandera • Michael Walter 
Janisch • Siraj Jardine • Rosalind Dorothy Jaspan • MS Jassiem • Anne 
Mary Jayes • Leon Victor Jedeikin • Peter Colin Jeffery • Glenda 
Geraldine Jeffries • Gregory Grant Jemmett • David William Jenkins • 
Gillian Claire Jensen • Champaklal Chaganlal Jinabhai • Rineshkumar 
Bharat Jivanji • Megan Ruth Jobson • Jonathan Joffe • Myra Joffe-
Sutin • Rasheda Jogee • Garth Andrew Johnson • Jacob Adam 
Johnson • Pete Johnson • Michael Ian Johnston • Lorraine Johnstone 
• Helen Patricia Jones • Jacqueline Lisa Jones • Justin Dominic Jones 
• Kenneth Downton Jones • Derick Graham Jordaan • Barry Vincent 
Jordan • Kathryn Mary Joseph • Paul Joseph • Liesa Jossel • Frances 

Jowell • Prof Sir Jeffrey Lionel Jowell KCMG QC • William Gilliat Joyce 
• Russell Juds • Cecilia Bessie Junowicz • Denise Juretic • Robyn Kadis 
• Gail Evelyn Kagan • Michael Jeffrey Kahn • Sidney Norman Kahn • 
Peter Kai • Ingrid Natalie  Kalie-Moses • Claudia Anne Kalil • Sarisha 
Kalipershad • Varsha Kalipershad • Evance Rabban Kalula • Aditya 
Kamath • Debra Barbara Kaminer • Roman Anthony Kaminski • Rose 
Kamnitzer • Stephen Herman Kamnitzer • Gloria Constance 
Nomakhaya Kamwendo • Robson Lackson Kamwendo • Peter Francis 
Lewis Kantor • Adrienne Kaplan • David Ellis Kaplan • Desmond 
Solomon Kaplan • Ethel Kaplan • Linda Marion Kaplan • Raphael 
Malcolm Kaplinsky • Rochelle L Kapp • Nicolas Theodore Karnezos • 
Eitan Karol • Ryan Searle Karro • Basil Philip Karstel • Louis 
Gnapragashan Kathan • Alan Katz • Amanda Ruth Katz • David Rael 
Katz • Dov Katz • Michael M Katz • Steffen Kaufmann • Loveness 
Kaunda • Dennis Mark Kavalsky • Trevor Howard Kaye • Harold Michael 
Collings Kean • Peter Paul Keel • Godfrey Roy Keeton • Ethel Kellen • 
Charles Roy Kellow-Webb • Brian Joseph Kelly • Jane Kelsey • Robert 
Dirk Kemp • Calton Kennedy • Fadeelah Kenny • Rogeema Kenny • 
Mark Desmond Kensley • Brenda Kerbel • Richard Kerbel • William 
James Kerr • Timothy Patrick Kerry • Stephen Barnard Kessel • Thabo 
Kuduku Lucky Elliot Kgwale • Akbar Khan • Gail Elizabeth Khan • Iza 
Khan • Joy Kelebogile Patience Khaole • Siphamandla Brian Khumalo 
• Atish Khusal • Thokozile Rose Khuzwayo • Zuziwe Khuzwayo • 
Bernadette Kibe • Leonora Judith Kibel • Brendan James Killackey • 
John Kilroe • Philip Alexander Gibson Kilroe • Alderman Owen Michael 
Kinahan • Kamau Kinandu • Christopher James Kindo • David Francis 
King • Helen Stuart King • Margaret King • Reynold Patrick King • 
Samuel Olugbenga King • Robin Pilbrow Kingston • Catherine Anne 
Kirk • Simone Hillary Kirsch • Hildegard Klein • Judy Klein • Gerald 
Kleinman • John M Klinck • Grant Dennis Kneale • Lyn Knipe • Anthony 
Neville Knobel • Susan Knutzen • Puleng Shirley Koaho • Angela Jean 
Kobus • Alexander Koerper • Grant Liam Koks • Pamela Victoria 
Koliasnikoff • Stephen Korsman • Maurice Jacob Kort • Ronald Ellis 
Kottler • Sebastien Kraemer • Evan Michael Krantz • Peter Alfred 
Kraus • Louise Kremeris • Daniel Jacobus Krige • Johan J Kritzinger • 
Leonidas Kritzinger • Deon Desmond Kruger • Gerda Kruger • Gregory 
Rudy Krumbock • Warren Paul Kuhn • Jan Louis Kuiper • Gregory La 
Mude • Margaret LaBerge • Luccio Labia • Nicholas Arthur 
Labuschagne • David Sinclair Lacey • Joyce Lagunoff • Naadira Lahri 
• Ingrid Laidlaw • David D Laitin • Hilary Ida Lamb • Robert GB Lamb 
• Leslie Stephen Landecker • Otto Arnold Langenegger • John 
Leonard Lanham • Philip Lanzkowsky • Franklin Claude Larey • 
Sa’diyya Larney • John Bannerman Latham • Tessa Anne Laubscher • 
George Frederick Laurence QC • Hilda Grace Hope Laurenson • 
Glynnis Samantha Lawrence • Jane Jeanette Wilhelmina Lawrence • 
Jeremy Lawrence • Gillian Lay • Ray Janet Lazarus • Duncan Le 
Grange • Matthew Ryan Le Grange • John Patrick Le Roux • Peter J Le 
Roux • Shaun Angus Le Roux • Anton Le Sueur • Leslie Gabriel Leader 
• Ian D Learmonth • Peter Michael Leary • Bruce Colmer Leask • 
Mamello Mmotse Lebona • Edmund Sydney Foster Lee • Paul Lee • 
Jerry Keen Fat Lee-Chik • Murray Victor Leibbrandt • Stephen John 
Scott Leith • Abraham Mark Lenhoff • David Abraham Lenhoff • Peter 
Samuel Guy Leon • Laurence David Lerner • Charles David Leslie 
•Relebohile Lethunya • Melvyn Herman Letier • Justin Letschert • 
Henricus Longinus Antonius Levelt • Edward Raymond Levick • Daniel 
Levien • Ann Levin • Gerald Levin • Jeffrey Ian Levin • Wilfred Levin • 
Harold Walter Levy • Malcolm Howden Levy • Shirley Levy • Franklin 
Arthur Lewis • Jasper Lewitton • Mamosilo Judith Lichaba • Allan Roy 
Lichtenstein • Jared Licina • Clinton John Liebenberg • Gerhardus 
Zacharias Liebenberg • Dana Yael Lieberman • Evan S Lieberman • 
Nils Roman Sean Lif • Cholofelo Tshwaro Likhi • Doma Maureen Lilley 
• Adolphe Linder • Jessica Lindl • Gillian Lindner • Antony Charles 
James Lindon • Josephine Barbara Fahey Lindop • Bruce Lindsay • 
Drew Lipshutz • Rael Desmond Lipson • Merle Mary Lipton • Philip 
John Lloyd • Maxwell Ivan Locketz • Michael Louis Locketz • Betty 
Loewenstein • Jane Loewenstein • Kingsley Garth Logan • Habib Ali 
Logday • Leslie London • Naomi Loon • Aletta Elizabeth Loopuyt • 
Peter J Lor • David Lorch • Hans Wolfgang Losken • Ann Stirling Lotter 
• Anna Frederika Lotter • Janet Margaret Loubser • Mark Loucas • 
Andrew Rudolp Louw • Jacob Albertus Louw • Jonathan Paul Louw • 
Kerry-Ann Louw • Nicholas David Louw • Peter John Louw • David 
Loxton • Keith John Loxton • Maxine Esta Lubner • Tai Geoffrey Lucas 
• Stephen Jerome Ludwig • Kar Tsun Samuel Luk • Jean-marc 
Lukamba-Muhiya • J Lund • Desiree Nola Lundstrom • Maurice Harold 
Luntz • Calvin Leslie Lutrin • Christopher Lyddell • Sandra Lynch • 
Gordon Lyons • Andrea Sekai M’paradzi • Isaac John William Maasdorp 

• Tshediso Sydney Mabalayo • Nonkululeko Mabaso • Pusetso Karabo 
Kgololo Mabetoa • Refilwe Deborah Mabiletsa • Mashiyane Qonda 
Mabunda • Andrew Ian Macdonald • Justine Wendy Macdonald • 
Michael John Macdonald • Roger Ian MacFarlane • Robin Gregor 
Macgillivray • Susan Katriona MacGregor CBE • Linda Mackay • Grant 
Donald Guy Mackenzie • Hugh Munro Mackenzie • Margaret Jean 
Mackie • Daniel Alexander Mackintosh • Duncan Jordan Stewart 
Mackintosh • Wendy Macleod • Michael Vincent Madden • Thabiso 
Raymond Madiba • Putukwane Ishmael Madisha • Danile Dion Madyo 
• Mmbulaheni Robert Madzonga • Tanya Anne Magasiner • Vivien 
Adele Magasiner • Edna Magder •The Hon Mr Justice Philip Alan 
Mendell Magid • Coretta Salome Magongoa • ED Maguire • Brian 
Tawanda Mahachi • Amishanker Maharaj • Shivani Maharaj • Suraksha 
Maharaj • Allie Hoosain Mahate • Hassan Mahomed • Barry David 
Mahon • Francois Marie Martin Mai • Boledi Makgapeng Maila • Michael 
Paul Livingstone Main • Harry Maisel • Anthony Hugh Maister • Mholi 
Senzo Majola • Craig Mzuvukile Makapela • Mothibeli Makhetha • 
Morena Francesco Douglas Makhoana • Mpho Johanna Makhula • 
Masipa Joseph Victor Malebatja • Michal Joseph Malek • Mabalemi 
Mampuru Maleka • David Francois Malherbe • Jozua Francois Malherbe 
• Paul Nel Malherbe • Arnold Maliniak • Reuben Maller • Brendan 
Joseph Manca • Noel Mancherje • Mziwabantu Mandaba • Sashikant 
Mohan Manga • Priyavadan Manilal • Michael David Mann • Michael 
Benton Manning • Fundiswa Maponyane • Gerhard Marais • Nicholas 
David Marais • Nicolaas F Marais • The Hon Mr Justice Robin Melville 
Marais • Tobré Ivanonia Marais • Zelt Francois Marais • Robin Markowitz 
• Inge Marks • Isaac Meyer Marks • Magdalene Caroline Marks • 
Richard Kearns Marks • Shula Marks OBE • Roy Thomas Maroney • 
Jane Catherine Marquard • John Colin Strachan Marr • Anthony 
Graham Marshall-Smith • Dylan Martens • Karen Martin • Peter Thomas 
Harvey Martin • Derrick Ramminah Marumo • Shangi Masanzu • 
Mathews Sandile Maseko • Tshepo Mabasadi Mashile • Thabo Mbulelo 
Mashologu • Yasmin Masithela • Linda Massie • Leslie Clifford 
Masterson • Magoda Gard Maswanganyi • Nene Kenneth Mathebula • 
Mohamed Shaid Mathee • Douglas Andrew Scott Mather • Majorie 
May Mathew • Mary Mathew • David Charles Stuart Mathews • Nsovo 
Colleen Mathye • Andrew Dibi Matseke • Knowledge Rajohane 
Matshedisho • Xolisa Oliver Matshikwe • Kingsley Paul Maunder • 
Cosima Astrid Maurer • Josiah Mbongiseni Mavundla • Billy Mawasha 
• Peter Michael May • Andile Mayaba • Jonathan Michael Mayers • Ian 
Robert Mayhew • Mervyn Maze • Tafadzwa Ernest Mazvidza • 
Nkululeko Mbedle • Lerato Banothile Natasha Mbele • Wilson 
Hlanganani Mbiza • Susan Amelia Mc Cready • Lorine Deborah Regina 
Mc Kerry • James George Mc Millan • Michael Dermot McCaldin • Roy 
James McCallum • Catherine Louise McCarthy • John Patrick McClure 
• Robert Benjamin McCully • Duncan Alton McDavid • Robert Damain 
McDougall • Christopher John McEwan • Michael Brabazon 
McGuinness • Diane Elizabeth McIntyre • Phillip McIntyre • Andrew 
James McJannet • Forbes Mckay • Brendan Paul McKenna • Simon 
Mckenzie • Mary Ruth McLachlan • Thomas McLetchie • John Michael 
McMahon • Shaun John McMillan • Spencer Leonard James McNally • 
Marilynn Bernice McNamara • Mongezi Nhlakanipho Siphamandla 
Mcobothi • John Graham McPetrie • Sarah Elizabeth McPhail • Graham 
Alexander Murray McPherson • David JP Meachin • Elizabeth Jane 
Meinert • Sheetal Mekhan • Edward John Stewart Mellish • Meir Herzl 
Melmed • Raun David Melmed • Rodney David Melmed • Margaret 
Leah Meltzer • Thomas Henry Merchant • Mechthild Merdes • Michael 
Craig Merry • Jennifer Mertens • Phuti Joel Meso • Socrates Arthur 
Messaris • Gilbert Duke Metcalf • Nontuthuzelo Eugenia Meth • Twyla 
M Meyer • Denise Meyerson • Coceka Harmony Mfundisi • Wallace 
Amos Mgoqi • Ziyanda Ntombizetu Mgugudo-Sello • Shanaaz 
Christine Mia • Maureen Jeanne Michaels • William Lancelot Michell • 
Nicola Bianka Middleton • James Oliver Midgley • William James 
Midgley • Clive Stephen Migdal • Alastair John Ward Millar • Margaret 
Elspeth Hoyle Millar • Anton Rodney Miller • Diana Mary Miller • 
Duncan James Miller • Karen Lyn Miller • Leonard Benjamin Miller • 
Malcom Andrew Miller • Mogamat Jubyer Miller • Suzanne Miller • 
Cassandra Michaela Miller-Butterworth • Diana May Millington • 
Anthony Francis Mills • Harold Ball Mills • Davin Milun • Liaan Minnie • 
Deon Minnies • Thato Winifred Minyuku • Bianca Elizabeth Mittag • 
Thomas Waldemar Nicholas Mittag • Barbara Mary Elizabeth 
Mittermaier • Morris Mizrahi • Lionel Lihle Mkatshwa • Stefans Oupa 
Mkhawane • Lufefe Mlisana • Nhlanhla Wilton Boyfriend Mlitwa • 
Pinkie Keneilwe Modise • Motlhoiwa Victor Moduka • Lerata Johns 
Mofokeng • Tshiamo Paul Moisa Mogajane • Pono Clinton Mogoera • 
Abduraman Mohamed • Naasief Mohamed • Stuart Moir • Mamotlhoiwa 

Jeanette Anna Mokoena • Calvary Kaone Molebiemang • Yvonne 
Kegomoditswe Molefi • Nontobeko Daphne Moletsane • Tankiso 
Moletsane • Gillian Moll • Lisema Monare • Deane Christopher Dominic 
Moore • Imraan Moos • Riaad Moosa • Mila Balesdent Moreano • 
Sejako Pauline Morejwane • Hugh Newton Morgan • Peter Morgan • 
Richard John Morgan-Grenville • Grant Alon Morris • Ian Noel Morris • 
Kate Morris • Yvonne Angelique Morris • Judith Claire Morrissey • 
Anthony Bernard Moshal • Karyn Lee Moshal • Cecil Moss • Rosemary 
Ardynn Mossop • Tapologo Motshubi • Pascal Paseka Petrus 
Motsoasele • Richard James Austin Moultrie • Basil Elias Moutafis • 
Jonathan Stephen Movson • Prozesky Thabang Mpemvu • Masike 
Mphakalasi • Ntshegiseng Mphande • Nomfundo Mphuthi • Lynette 
Nosisi Mpolweni • Zimkhitha Mqutheni • Ntokozo Sifiso Mthembu • 
Zakithi Sinegugu Mthethwa • Xolani Ignatius Mthimkhulu • Nyameka 
Mthombo • Rose-Mary Ntombenhle Mthunywa • Sibusiso Mtongana • 
Mlungiseni Moses Mtshali • Lindela Orsmond Mtshilita • Bernand 
Ngueji Muanda • Fulufhelo Faith Mudau • Theophilus Thivhulawi 
Mudzunga • Rochelle Estelle Muir • Ferial Mullajee • Elizabeth Jean 
Muller • Sydney Muller • Terence Patrick Simpson Mulligan • Frauke 
Münster • Samson Muradzikwa • Colin Graham Murdoch • Lisa 
Alexandra Murison • Shereen Murphy • Peter James Murray • Ursula 
Marlene Mussgnug • Nopasika Mxunyelwa • Anthony Michael Myers • 
Jason Kit Myhill • Garry Norman Nader • Logan Juggiah Naidoo • 
Morgan Naidoo • Linus Naik • Jaswantlal Narshai • Rene Avril Nassen 
• Denis Charles Bashew Nathan • Songezo Lubabalo Nayo • Sandisiwe 
Nonyaniso Ncemane • Nkosinathi Nhlanhla Ncongwane • Nqaba 
Ndiweni • Siphesonke Armstrong Ndlela • Naome Dionala Tertia 
Ndlovu • Senzeni Ndlovu • Njongonkulu Winston Hugh Ndungane • 
Derek Edgar Needham • Bruce Anthony Neill • Willem Adrian Nel • 
Gladys Sissy Jabhsile Nematswerani • Archibald Mduduzi Nene • 
Shumani Brenda Netangaheni • Warwick Neville • Joseph Newman • 
Linda Rose Newstead • Stephen Arnold Newstead • Keith Newton • 
Rosemary Jean Newton • Philisiwe Priscilla Ngcobo • Bangani Eric 
Ngeleza • Timothy Ngozo • Samuel Daniel Ngumeni • Dumisani Sihle 
Ngwenya • Thandabantu Nhlapo • Anthony Samuel Frederick Nicholls 
• Dennis D Nick • Donald James Nicolson • Hans Nieuwmeyer • Susan 
Mary Nieuwmeyer • Anke Helena Nitzsche • Monde Njisane • Mpho 
Portia Nkhumeleni • Tshepo Nkodi • Sibusiso David Nkosi • Michael 
Noakes • Duncan Nocanda • Michael Leon Nochomovitz • Nandipha 
Thandeka Nocuze • Jane Caroline Noon • B Norman • Philippa 
Fernandes Norman • Bryan Ross Norton • Errol Raymond Norwitz • 
Gavin Rael Norwitz • Bentley Herbert Novis • Thobeka Ethel Nqubelani 
• Katherine Nduku Nthenge • Ponahatso Andrew Ntsamai • Thabo 
Molefi Ntseare • Kehiloe Lillian Ntsekhe • Moseli Jonas Ntsiki • David 
Nurok • Michael Nurok • Nkosazana Primrose Nxasana • Gezani Amos 
Nyambi • Mzayivane Abner Nyamende • Bernard O’Connor • Cyril 
Thomas O’Connor • Donald Michael O’Connor • Rachel Agnethe 
O’Connor • Amanda Jane O’Donnell • Barry O’Mahony • Michael 
O’Malley • Kathryn Jane O’Neill • Clare Hubertha O’Regan • Desmond 
Niall O’Regan • The Hon Madam Justice Catherine Mary Elizabeth 
O’Regan • Aisling R O’Shea • Stephanie Ochoa • Peter Leslie Odell • 
Michael Walter Odes • Cecily Elizabeth Oettle • George Ofori • Jae K 
Oh • Stephen Patrick Oliver • Jannie Olivier • Peter Christian Kretzen 
Olivier • Pieter Johannes Olivier • Paulinus Uche Onumajuru • Jean 
Eleanor Oosthuizen • Jennifer Janvier Oppenheimer • Sonja Orbaum • 
Ada Obianuju Ordor • Phyllis June Orner • Anthony Guy Orpen • 
Malcolm Charles Osborne • Eliot Osrin • Kim Adele Overdyck • Daniel 
Geoffrey Overett • Garry Owen • Oliver Francis Oxtoby • Sven Richard 
Oxtoby • Rodney Harold Pachter • Samuel Edward Paddock • Colin 
Robert James Padoa • Alyson Mary Pagden • Anne Louise Page • 
Derek Grant Paine • Alistair James Palframan • Greg Palmer • Mas-
udah Pangarker • David Ian Papert • Joan Papert • Jaywant Ambaram 
Parbhoo • Santilal Parag Parbhoo • Alessandra Michelle Tarryn Pardini 
• Ahmed Ismail Parker • Cedric John Lanham Parker • Ebrahim Parker 
• Ghadija Parker • MA Parker • Mohamed Asif Parker • Harry 
Charalampos Parolis • Cóilín Parsons • Geoffrey Pasvol • Ian David 
Pate • Sailesh Patel • David Murray Paton • Murray Andrew Paton • 
Robin Patterson • Stuart Drew Patterson • Christopher M Pearce • 
Howard Thomas Pearce • Sarah Jane Pearce • Samuel Francis Pearson 
• Susan Caroline Pearson • Nicola Sheila Peart • Peer Pedersen Jr • 
David Herbert Allan Pegg • Juliette Peires • Rachel Peisach • Marie 
Louise Penberthy • Barry Lewis Penn • Susan Catherine Penrith • 
Algonda Maria Perez • Hyman Perkin • Malcolm Henry Perlman • 
Jason Perlroth • Philip Perry • Sameshan Perumal • Ralph Leslie Peters 
• Christian Charles Petersen • Michael Edward Petersen • Robert Olaf 
Petersen • Jennifer Lynne Peterson • Evangelos Petrelis • Daniel 
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Thank You

Individuals who have bequeathed a legacy gift to UCT in their wills over last 10 years

Niel Ackerman • Hedwig Ida Christel Ahlswede • Isobel Mary Aitchison 
• Harry Allschwang • Sydney Ian Alman • Enid Eileen Atkinson • Dr 
Louis Babrow • DC Bazeley • Linda Doreen Beckett • EH Beermann • 
Dr JFW Bell • Anne Alida Bomford • Simon Bor • CLF Borckenhagen 
• AM Botha • PR Botha • Arthur Humphrey Bridgman • Jack Broadley 
• Eleanor Susan Carelse •  Edward Carter Trust • DI Chilton • Dr Phillip 
Alexander Clancey • Herbert Walter Cox • David Graham Cunningham 
• Ilse Margaret Dall • Pauline de la Motte Hall • MBM Denny Phillips • 
Dr Seymour Dubb • M Eilenberg • Elsabe Carmen Einhorn • Barbara 
D Finberg • Azriel Fine • Daphne Muriel Fitzhenry • John Vernon 
Gardell • Sybil Elizabeth Laura Gauntlett • Pamela Marcia Glass • 
BJN Greig • Mrs RB Grosse • GN Hayward • Alfred Harold Honikman 
• Vera Jaffe;  Colin Kaplan • Dr John E. Karlin • Miriam Kluk • Ann 
Kreitzer • Jeremiah Kuritzky • Elias Bertrand Levenstein • Leah Levy 

• Myer Levy • AJ Marsh • Patricia Janet Helen Massey • Hume SP 
Maxwell • Dorothea May McDonald • J Melrose • EOWH Middelmann 
• Walter Middelmann • IM Monk • Valerie Elizabeth Moodie • Audrey 
Winifred Moriarty • P Moss • RM Moss • Margaret Alice Nash • Cecil 
Phillip Nelson • Elizabeth Ethel Barbara Parker Trust • RC Pead • EM 
Perlman • Edward L Petrie • Max Policansky • Esme Wedderburn 
Quilley • Khadija Razack • Martha Miller Reed • Patricia M Roche • 
Kathe Ilse Rocher • Kevin Rochford Will Trust • Barbara Joan Rogl • 
Joyce M Sabin • Hajee Sulaiman ShahMahomed • BG Shapiro • Aline 
Elizabeth Smit • Rolf Richard Spiegel • RM Stegen • George Strates • 
Clifford Herbert Stroude • Abraham Swersky • Dr Harry Tarley • Peter 
Christopher Theron • MJ Apfel Trust • Sarah Turoff • Hermanus van 
Zyl De Klerk • Spencer James Venning • JF Viljoen • AN Vintcent • 
Cederic James Vos

Estates Late

James Petrie • Jeremy Petter-Bowyer • Sarah Pfuhl • Kelly Phelps • 
Derek Vincent Philcox • Iain C Phillips • Jeremy Francis Pickard • Alexis 
Vernon Pienaar • Richard Pierce • Duncan Ettienne Pieterse • Lara 
Rose Pietersen • Marie Antoinette Pietersen • Ruth Pietersen • Esther 
Pifko • Prenusha Pillay • Bregje Willemien Piper • Lebohang Pitso • 
Amanda Pitt • Nadine  Platelle • Martin Nicholas Loy Plaut • Andrew 
Harley Playford • Grant John Plumb • Robin Allan Plumbridge • Craig 
Nick Hugo Pollack • Nancy Pollack • Joel Barry Pollak • Helen Mary 
Polley • Thelma Anne Pope • Robert Stephen Posel • Brent Vivian 
Potgieter • David Anthony Potts • Mary-Anne Potts • Margaret Powell 
• William Hugh Powell • Kerwin Pretorius • Rupert Price • Peter Hugh 
Anson Pritchard • Bruce Ernest Probyn • Dennis James Pudifin • Xanti 
Bongo Siseko Pupuma • Mark Richard Purdy • Derek George Purnell • 
Lee David Pyne Mercier • Vuyisa Qabaka • Yokow Quansah • Patrick 
Keith Quarmby • Barbara Nicolette Quekett • Rowena Elizabeth 
Quinan • Eric Todd Quinto • Jaclyn Lisa Rabin • Daniel Rabinowitz • 
Stephen Solomon Rabinowitz • Linda Monique Radford • Christopher 
Buckley Radloff • Paul Michael Radomsky • Errol Raff • Monique Rose 
Rahmani • Edgar Raymond Raine • Mohendra Rajh • Vivian Morris 
Rakoff • Francis Lobiane Clement Rakotsoane • Mothupi Moses 
Ramasike • Matthew Ramer • Nisha Ramnath • Claire Christine Ramsay 
• Mandisa Tumeka Ramuedzisi • Tshilidzi Ramuedzisi • Pallave 
Pravinkumar Ranchhod • Mahendra Ranchod • Dyllon Garth Randall • 
Keith Graham Randall • Don Michael Randel • Phutiane Alwyn Rapatsa 
• Penelope Bobbie Raphaely • Charles Khotso Raphoto • Edmund 
Gauss Raubenheimer • Jean Margaret Raubenheimer • Marjorie May 
Raubenheimer • Marshall Ivan Ravden • Michael John Ravenscroft • 
Evelyn Norma Read • Phillip James Read • Shaun David Read • Colin 
Michael Reardon • Martin Nicholas Reck • Sarashree Traci Reddy • 
Pierre Redelinghuys • Andrew Paul Rein • Magdalena Remisiewicz • 
Ian Renner • Jean-Paul Renouprez • Celeste Reyneke • Keith Charles 
Richardson • Kevin David Richardson • Deborah Chereen Richman • 
Caryl Ann Richmond • Timothy William Rideout • Robert Riehn • 
Bryan Lawrence Riemer • Gerald Winston Riemer • Phillip John Riese 
• Harald Riessner • Arielle Ring • Amanda Rinquest • Moegamat Zaine 
Rinquest • Dan Michael Rissin • Antony John Tie Ritchie • Lilian 
Rivalland • David Roberts • Guy Everal Roberts • J Clare Roberts • 
Marian Roberts • Paul Herzl Roberts • Brian Robertson • Brian Aidan 
Robertson • Elizabeth Jane Robertson • Geoffrey Grant Robertson • 
Andrew Meredith Lewin Robinson • Jean Robinson • Neil Alexander 
Robinson • Suzan T Robinson • Stephen James Lawrence Roche • 
David Rockefeller • Birgit Roessner • Judge Owen Lloyd Rogers • 
Christine FJ Rogerson • Inge-Lisa Rohlwink • William Rollo • Alfred 
Charles Ronald • Vanessa Lyn Ronald • Denis John Rondi • Beaujolais 
Rood • Evert Julius Rood • David S Roos • Victor Mervyn Rooza • 
Francis Rose • Allen Maurice Hamilton Rose-Innes • Alfred Rosenberg 
• H Rosenthal • David Rosner • Donald Alan Ross • Ronald George 
Ross • Stuart Chalmers Ross • Roberto Rossi • Jeffrey Charles Rossiter 
• Patricia Rossiter • Margaret Rundle • Jainab Rushin • Francis Cyril 
Rushton • Scott Alexander Rutherford • Ulrike Rwida • Elizabeth 
Patricia Ryan • Erica Ryan • Zyda Rylands • Dennis Lewis Saacks • 
Jonathan Jacob Sacher • Harold Samuel Sacks • Jeannette Kulsum 
Safi • Benay Sager • Megan Sager • Jason Solomon Sagor • Isaac 
Sakinofsky • Mohamed Hasan Salasa • Tasneem Salasa • June C 
Saldanha • Digby Alexander Wollaston Sales • Vikash Salig • Gregory 
Francis Salter • Verena Salzwedel • Waadiyah Samsodien • Sonya 
Samson • Gerard Manley Samuel • Gloria Sandak-Lewin • Sybil Sands 
• Leonora Jane Santow • Mohamed Riaz Sarvan • Andrew Robert Sass 
• Marilyn Sass • Machela Bridgette Sathekga • Shubha Sathyendranath 
• Christopher James Saunders • Stuart John Saunders • William Grant 
Saunders • Philippa Mary Sauvenier • Henry Radford Savage • Nicholas 
James Roger Savage • Susan Savage • Alan Saven • Abdulla 
Mahyuddin Sayed • Cecil Herbert Schapera • Ulrich Schatzschneider • 
Carl Scheppening • Jonathan Scher • Ronald Joe Scheurenberg • 
Rodney Glenn Schick • Janet Schlachter • Elmar Oskar Clemens 
Schleif • Jeremy Dan Schmahmann • Christoph Schmocker • Steven 
Martin Schmutz • Craig Theo Schneider • Hedwig Verena Schoch • 
Jean Schönnberg • Mark Alexander Schoonbee • Carel Hendricus 
Schouten • Jennifer Ann Schreiner • Jonathan Schrire • Stephen David 
Schrire • Stella Frieda Schroder • Raymond Schuller • Nicholas 
Matthew Schultz • Sue Schultz • Neil Justin Schwartz • Martin Peter 
Schwellnus • Douglas Graham Scott • Ian Rael Scott • Ian Ronald  
Scott • Judy Ann Scott • Helen Elizabeth Seals • Loretta Sean • Ron 
Searle • Lauren Searll • Christopher Seavey • Dorothy Seavey • Isadore 
Anthony Sebba • Richard Jonathan Sebba • Margaret Ann Sedgwick • 
Lorato Seema • James Leopold Seftel • Basil Segal • Gary Segal • 

Henry Seggerman • Khutso Rathete Sekgota • Milton Seligson SC • 
Anthony Edward Sellmeyer • Mabatlo Joseph Semenya • Henry 
Septoe • Celicia M Serenata • Irini Sereti • Nasreen Seria • Ronald 
Charles Series • Mark Julian Setzen • Fredrick James Sexsmith • Milton 
Shain • Adrian Harry Shandling • Martin Roy Shandling • Sagwadi 
Shange • Victor Mfundo Xolani Shange • Russell Charles James 
Shanglee • Brian Christopher Shanley • Justin Shannon • Colin Selwyn 
Shapiro • Ronald Shapiro • Nahum Gabriel Shar • Faried Parvez Shariff 
• Richard Andrew Shave • Kailie Riva Shaw • Rory Clive Shea • David 
Chaim Shenker • Douglas Hoseason Shennan • Sandra Geraldine 
Shepherd • Michael Charles Sheppard • Alison Hilda Sher • Michael 
Selman Sher • Celia Jennifer Shneier • Gina Shochat-Rakoff • Lynne 
Christine Shone • Meredith Short • Shirley Shwiel • Deidre Michelle 
Sickle • Abdusamad Sidar • Robert Frederick Siebörger • Robert 
Matthew Siebritz • Michael Harold Silber • Frank Silbert • Marlene 
Hazel Silbert • Maurice Vivian Silbert • Melville Silke • Andrew Sillen • 
Peter Guy Silverman • Ivor Martin Simmons • David Simon • Edwine 
Simone Simon • Karina Simonson • Charles Anthony Simonsz • Erroll 
Tweeddale Simpson • Jean Simpson • Elkin Simson • Julian Sinai • 
Manooj Singh • Sue Sisam • George Sithole • Mpumelelo Nomshado 
Sithole • Morwesi Karabo Sitto • Gregory Ian Skeen • Mxolisi Gerald 
Skele • Brian Skinner • Paul Jason Skoll • Roy Gregory Slack • Robert 
Neil Sladen • Siraaj Slamang • Charles Patrick Slater • Hugo Slater • 
Christine S Slingsby • Morris Samuel Sloman • Jeffrey Michael Slome • 
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Whilst all efforts have been made to ensure accuracy of our records, it is possible that your gift may not yet have been 
reflected at the time of this publication going to print.  We sincerely apologise for any errors or omissions.  Should you wish to 

query your giving record, please email giving@uct.ac.za.

mailto:giving%40uct.ac.za?subject=
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EVENTS IN PICTURES
EVERY YEAR, UCT HOSTS A NUMBER OF ALUMNI EVENTS WORLDWIDE.  THESE EVENTS 
ARE YOUR OPPORTUNITY TO RECONNECT WITH OLD FRIENDS AND DISCOVER NEW 
ONES, PARTICIPATE IN TALKS BY PROMINENT ALUMNI AND UCT ACADEMICS ON A RANGE 
OF INTERESTING TOPICS, AND REMAIN INVOLVED WITH YOUR ALMA MATER AND THE 
UCT COMMUNITY.  

1. The UCT birthday cake, prepared for the April 2nd celebration of the day I 1918, that UCT became a degree-conferring 
institution. 2. Ecstatic alumni celebrate on the NWU rugby field in Potchefstroom, moments after the Ikeys clinch the 2014 
Varsity Cup trophy. 3. DAD staff with former DVC, Professor Thandabantu Nhlapo at the UCT birthday bash.  From l-r: Soraya de 
Villiers, Lebo Lethunya, Prof Nhlapo, Elle Williams and Ndileka Camagu.

4. Former Dean of Engineering and the Built Environment, Professor Francis Petersen, delivering an Alumni Leadership Forum 
talk on the impact of the 2014 World Design Capital programme on ordinary Capetonians. 5. Mary Hilton (centre) and Mandisa 
Zitha (right) from the EBE faculty, welcoming alumni at Prof Petersen’s talk in Cape Town. 6. The UCT Choir for Africa enthralling 
the crowd with a lively performance. 7. Alumnus, Siya Nyezi, hosting our first annual Birthday Bash, in Cape Town. 8. Professor 
Mark Solms speaking to alumni at the Solms-Delta wine estate, on the land reform project undertaken at the farm (see pg 14 for 
full story). 9. Alumni enjoying a Solms-Delta wine tasting in Franschhoek. 
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Visit www.uct.ac.za/dad/alumni/events/upcoming to find events near you.

http://www.uct.ac.za/dad/alumni/events
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10. Head of Alumni Relations, Lungile Jacobs (left) having a laugh with an alum at the Alumni Leadership forum with Advocate 
Norman Arendse in Cape Town. 11. Advocate Norman Arendse (left) with fellow UCT alum, Monique Martine (right). 12. Enjoying 
good snacks and great company at Advocate Vuyani Ngalwana’s talk on affirmative action in Johannesburg. 13. Perusing a copy 
of the UCT Alumni News magazine. 14. Advocate Ngalwana (second from right) with alumni in Johannesburg

15. Lungile Jacobs, Head of Alumni Relations (centre) with Noma Hadebe, Communications intern (immediately to Jacobs’ left) 
and students from the Graça Machel residence hall, wishing our Chancellor, Mrs Machel, a happy birthday. 16. After the incredible 
success of the Cape Town event, we brought the winelands to Johannesburg, for a UCT Alumni Solms-Delta wine tasting, where 
alumni were delighted to sample some of the exquisite Solms wines, and hear the inspirational story of the estate. 17. Alumna 
Nicci Hammerschmidt (centre) and a friend (left), with Gauteng alumni chapter member Mashiyane Mabunda (right).
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Missed your invitations?  Make sure your contact details are up to date at  
www.uct.ac.za/dad/alumni/update.

http://www.uct.ac.za/dad/alumni
http://www.uct.ac.za/dad/alumni
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18. Professor Thandabantu Nhlapo with his award of recognition from the Development and Alumni Department, at the Africa 
Month UCT Alumni Concert. 19. UCT Association of Black Alumni (UCTABA) committee member Nikiwe Kaunda (left) with BBC 
Africa presenter, UCT alumna Lerato Mbele, at an UCTABA talk by Mbele in Johannesburg. 20. Di Stafford of UCT’s regional office 
in Canada, and Johanna Fausto of the UCT Fund Inc., which manages UCT’s fundraising and alumni relations in the United States, 
at a talk by Professor Francis Wilson (right), held in Boston. 21. The incredible Letta Mbulu and Caiphus Semenya performing 
one of their many hits at the Baxter Theatre during the UCT Alumni Concert held during Africa Month. 22. Former DAD Executive 
Director Jim McNamara, with Elle Williams at an opera evening hosted by the Legacy Society.

23. Vice-Chancellor, Max Price (centre), and Executive Director Russell Ally on the iconic Jameson steps with the first group of 
UCT Golden Graduates, from the class of 1964. 24. James Espey OBE (MBA 1968) signing his book for fellow alumni Kosta Kontos 
(MBA 2010), Jennifer Roome (MBA 2010), and Annemieke van der Valk (MBA 2010) at the inaugural dinner of “The Graduates” 
- a club exclusively for GSB alumni based in the UK. Hosted by Investec in London, the October 13 event was the first in a series 
aimed at alumni of all generations to connect and network, united by their allegiance to UCT.
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Check out all of our event photographs at www.flickr.com/uctalumnievents.

http://www.flickr.com/uctalumnievents
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Friends and former students sent the following birthday tributes:

Jean Cowen (née Wisdom, 1958 – 1961)
I was a very young first year student at UCT in 1958, the year that 
Baxter Hall opened its doors to students. Having just emerged from 
a bleak and strictly run boarding school, it was such a blessing to 
discover our Lady Warden to be a warm and motherly person, who 
could be firm when necessary, but was never harsh or unjust.   

Rosemary Blomerus (née Eastman 1958)
I was a member of the first House Committee – when you were a 
very new Lady Warden – finding your way and embracing us with 
warmth and friendship. 

Lilian Isaacs (née Bloom, 1961 - 4)
I remember my years at Baxter very fondly as some of the best years 
of my life and my year as one of your tutors as challenging and 
exciting.  Many sincere congratulations and hope that you will 
spend more birthdays surrounded by those you love, your friends 
and family, and knowing you, you are definitely 100 years young!!

Sally McCall ( née Gloag, 1961 – 1964 )
I remember those formal photographs, for which we had to get out 

of bed at a reasonable hour, looking fairly decent, in our gowns, 
over a weekend. Quite a feat! I remember too those formal dinners 
in our gowns in the dining hall every night, with Mrs Van and her 
entourage sitting up at the high table.

We had to go to her study to get permission if we wanted to go out 
in the evening – and there was a curfew! Gentlemen would call at 
reception if they were collecting you, and both their arrival and any 
phone calls would be announced over the PA system in your flat. 
How times have changed!

You were a warm, dignified, approachable and stable presence 
around Baxter.

Evelyn Benatar (née Goldberg, 1962 to 1965)
Mrs Van, you were a loved and respected “mother” to us all. You 
were strict yet understanding and I am sure most of your wards can 
say that this period of our lives evokes truly happy memories.

Lesley Satchel (née McDonald: March 1964)
It was float-building night, and…at Baxter, there were scenes of 
pandemonium on the lawns outside and in the parking area! I was 
whisked inside by a vigilant Mrs Van, desperately trying to find all 
her charges and keep them behind locked doors away from all the 
crazy drunken students outside. Some of the names I remember from 
that evening are distinguished and respected professional people in 
Cape Town nowadays, but that night they were awful. The next day 
it was Rag, and we managed to be on the Baxter float after all the 
nonsense of the night and day-before.

Poor Mrs Van, it must have been all in a day’s work for her, with the 
same events punctuating every year at Baxter Hall. 

1962: Friends forever 
Fifty years later, Diana Tanser (nee Osterberg, Zimbabwe) Jenny 

Mcpherson (nee Ball, Malawi) Heather van der Valk (nee Christie, 
Gordon’s Bay) and Lindsay Brookes (nee Sherwood, Fish Hoek) all 
met up on September 27th 2014 to celebrate Lindsay’s marriage to 
Ben. There was much reminiscing of Baxter days, and of their special 
lady warden to whom they send fond love.

Adje Holleman (1964-1967)
I recall the sherry party to which Mrs Van invited those who were 

graduating. I had been Head of Res for a year, so I saw her virtually 
every day, and still she called me “Miss Holleman.” Over a glass of 
sherry I eventually asked her if she could please use my first name, 
and she explained, “But I can’t say your first name!” When I came 
back to Cape Town in the 80s she did some practising, though it has 
been much easier just to tell people my full name is in fact Adriana.

Phil Rogers (nee Moloney, 1966 - 68) 
Mrs Van was so supportive of me when my father died in 1967, and 
we have maintained and enjoyed a friendship for 47 years.

Our whole year was fond of Mrs Van; she took an interest in all 
our doings, and was always delightful company, especially during 
outings to the beach! 

Lyndall Murray (née Andrews, 1967-1969)
I first met Mrs Van in 1954 when I started school at Oakhurst Girls 

School and was in the same class as her daughter, Joan-Ida.  She was 
a great Lady Warden; always interested in her girls, inviting us to her 
flat in groups for a sherry before supper, making sure we had plenty 
of “brain-food” (fish) during exams, joining us in the library for the 
Eucharist with Rev Roy Barker once a week and generally just being 
there for us all. 

Pauline Alexander (née Osterberg, 1967-69)
So many memories, and through it all, Baxter was ‘home’ for us. 

What fun it was when Mrs Van stopped over in Zimbabwe on her 
way to visit Joanie in Australia in 1986 (in those days Quantas flew 
in to Harare).  More recently, I was full of admiration that, age 90, 
Mrs Van was giving up a camping trip to Namibia because it clashed 
with a grandchild’s wedding.  

Helen Alcock (née Watson) 
I remember the room seeming to spin at about 9pm, and then the 

pictures swayed - the Tulbagh quake, 1969.

Jean Dark (Issaquah, near Seattle)
I remember her smile and laugh well! She was a constant happy 

presence at the front desk as we came and went. 
Warmest wishes of congratulations from the three Pelham sisters, 

Ruth, Naomi and Aviva.  Best wishes too from Judy Thonell (1969) 
Judy Carter (nee Haarhof ) & Penny Krohn (nee Cox), 1970, and 
Cheryl Stockland (nee Sansom). 

FIRST BAXTER WARDEN 
CELEBRATES 100TH BIRTHDAY
MRS JOAN VAN DEN ENDE, THE FIRST WARDEN OF THE BAXTER RESIDENCE, CELEBRATED 
HER 100TH BIRTHDAY IN OCTOBER 2014, AND THE ALUMNI RELATIONS TEAM FROM THE 
DEVELOPMENT & ALUMNI DEPARTMENT (DAD), ALONG WITH REPRESENTATIVES FROM THE 
STUDENT HOUSING OFFICE, PAID HER A VISIT TO CELEBRATE THIS AUSPICIOUS OCCASION. 
“MRS VAN,” AS SHE IS FONDLY KNOWN, WAS OVERJOYED THAT UCT HAD REMEMBERED 
HER BIRTHDAY, AND THE TEAM WAS DELIGHTED TO SPEND THE TIME WITH HER.

Centenary celebrations: (from left) Ndileka Camagu, Lungile Jacobs (both from DAD), Mathilda Fortune of 
Baxter Hall Residence, Shanaaz Sonday (Student Housing), Clifford Mongwegelwa, Soraya de Villiers (both 
from DAD).

Former Baxter residents Diana Tanser and Pauline Alexander 
(both nee Osterberg) pictured here with Mrs Van (centre).
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In this my final term as Chairperson of the Board of the UCT 
Alumni Association I thought I should share some more 
information about this important body, one that forms an 
integral part of the UCT institutional fabric. This will hopefully 
encourage more to get involved in the affairs of the board.   
The objectives of the UCT ALUMNI Association are: 
1.1. To promote among its members support for the University 

of Cape Town (UCT), and to maintain close ties with the 
University;

1.2. To act as a conduit for the views of its members to UCT, 
and from UCT to its members;

1.3. To assist in and promote fundraising activities by or for 
UCT;

1.4. To achieve the aforesaid objectives by communication 
with its members through the medium of newsletters, 
similar publications and the UCT website; by facilitating 
and assisting with reunions of its members; by the 
arranging of social / educational functions and activities 
for its members; by promoting internet access by alumni 
to the UCT website; or in any other manner that may be 
considered appropriate.

Any members of Convocation of UCT, as defined in law, and 
any former students, other than members of Convocation, who 
have completed at least one year of study at UCT, are members 
of the Association. 

The affairs of the Association are managed by an Alumni 
Advisory Board of which I currently am the Chairperson, 
serving in my second and last term. The Alumni Advisory 
Board functions as an advisory body to the University and to the 
Vice-Chancellor of the day, via the Alumni Office, or directly. 
The Board will aim to ensure that the UCT Development and 
Alumni Department and UCT alumni/ae work together to 
build a dynamic and robust alumni programme, one that will 
translate into a vibrant and supportive UCT alumni community. 
The Board, in which is elected annually at the AGM of the 
alumni association essence, has three roles, namely:

1. To serve as the “conscience” and the “voice” of the UCT 
alumni community by expressing concerns both about 
actions taken (or not taken) by the University, as well as 
about circumstances and opportunities in the wider society 
that might impact upon the University;

2. To establish and oversee the branches and chapters of the 
Association around the world; and

3. To advise the Development and Alumni Department on 
relevant alumni events and alumni communications.

It is my sense that this association, if used properly can make 
a considerable contribution to the growth and progress of the 
UCT.  I call on all alumni to consider getting involved in the 
activities of the association. 

Sincerely, Adv. Rod Solomons

A note from the Advocate  
Rod Solomons, Chair of the  
UCT Alumni Advisory Board

The 2013 AGM of the UCT Alumni Association, NZ Chapter 
was hosted by alumni Keith and Linda Phillips at their very 
gracious Cape Dutch Style home in Remuera, Auckland on the 
18th of November. The 30 that attended were able to sample some 
excellent South African wines and Castle lagers along with a braai 
of boerewors and other South African themed buffet foods. 

In addition to the AGM, we celebrated the 70th anniversary of the 
SHAWCO’s founding.  Those who were involved with SHAWCO 
shared stories of their positive experiences, conducting community 
service activities. It was agreed that any surplus accruing from the 
function plus any additional donations received would be sent to 
SHAWCO. This totalled NZ$ 1,050(ZAR 9,356.24).

The UCT Alumni New Zealand Charitable Foundation  was 
registered in June 2013. The purpose of the Foundation is to be 
a vehicle to collect donations in NZ for UCT.  However, as the 
funds will be sent out of New Zealand, we await approval from the 
New Zealand Internal Revenue Department before donations can 
receive tax-deductibility status.  Raymond Howard, Leon Chapman 
and Marion Dupper were elected as Trustees of the Foundation, in 
accordance with its constitution.

On Thursday evening 19th June a function was held in Greenlane, 
Auckland to coincide with the visit to New Zealand of Sarah Archer 
a Senior Manager of UCT’s Development & Alumni Department. 
She discussed with the 25 alumni present “UCT then and now,” 
“UCT’s Excellence and Impact” (The Flag Ship of African 
Universities) its “Strategic Initiatives” and the “100 UP Educational 
Project”. There was general discussion which continued on over SA 
wine Rooiberg and Castle beer and an excellent buffet diner. An 
evening enjoyed by all who attended. Sarah was also able to meet 
up with individual alumni on Friday and Saturday morning before 
returning to Sydney in Australia.

The NZ Chapter has its own Facebook page “University of Cape 
Town(UCT)Alumni in New Zealand” to which you are all invited 
to visit to see all the photos of the functions. You can also contact 
us by email at uctalumninz@gmail.com.

SHOWCASING  
THE NEW ZEALAND 
ALUMNI CHAPTER

THE UCT ASSOCIATION OF BLACK ALUMNI
The UCT Association of Black Alumni 
(UCTABA) is a volunteer organization 
started by a group of alumni with a shared 
vision to deepen the relationship between 
the University of Cape Town and its 
black alumni, many of whom studied at 
UCT during the apartheid era, and whose 
experiences during their time on campus 
were often deeply painful, as a result of the 
political at the time.

UCTABA consists of a National Executive 
committee, as well as provincial chapters 
in Gauteng and the Western Cape.  In 
2010, they launched the “one thousand 
for a million” fundraising campaign, with 
the goal to raise one million rand through 
small monthly contributions made by one 
thousand alumni.  All the money raised 
through this campaign is allocated to the 
UCTABA bursary fund, which provides 
bursaries to academically talented students 
of colour, particularly those with the goal of 
pursuing a career in academia.

Elle Williams spoke to Nikiwe Kaunda 
of the UCTABA Gauteng chapter about 
her personal affinity for UCTABA, and her 
vision for its future.

EW: Hi Nikiwe.  First of all, tell 
us, what is your role within the 
UCTABA Gauteng Committee?

NK: I joined UCTABA recently and I’m 
one of the committee members so what I’m 
responsible for is getting the word out there,  
promoting the association, and trying to 
raise awareness around the scholarship fund. 

And that’s what drew it to me really, the fact 
that  I experienced difficulties with funding  
myself. I funded myself for my studies but 
I know how difficult it is to study full time 
and meet your education needs. And I think 
that, just the fact that I work, means that 
I’m in the position to make a difference in 
another student’s life. And that is what is 
most appealing. The fact that you can make 
a reasonable change, it’s not so costly, it’s 
manageable and it will touch somebody’s 
life! 

E: What is your vision for the next 
12 months for the scholarship 
fund and for the organisation as  
a whole.

N: My vision for UCTABA is that it grows. 
That we have functioning and sustainable 
provincial chapters in each and every 
province in South Africa. Over the next 12 
months I would also like the association 
growing at least regionally in Southern 
Africa because we know that a lot of UCT 
students came from across the region. I 
would like to see us fundraise. I would like 
to see a lot more money in the bank so we 
can support more students. We have begun 
the journey, providing scholarships and 
support but I would like to see us grow so 
much more so that we can provide holistic 
support. Everything from your psycho-social 
support to financial systems to the family as 
well so that it’s not just an individual that 
you’re supporting.

E: What do you think is the role 
and position of an Association 
of Black Alumni in present day  
South Africa?

N: I think that an association of black 
alumni is essential even though we are 
situated in Africa, which, of course, is 
predominantly black. Because the fact 
remains that if you want a decent, quality 
education you really have to pay for it. 
And in a lot of countries, even though we 
don’t talk about it, the education system is 
racialised. So if you don’t have money, you 
can’t afford to go to a good school, you can’t 
afford to go to university and so it’s usually 
those who are economically able, which in a 
lot of cases is still “non-black” people, who 
end up at institutions like UCT.

And in South Africa especially, it is a fact 
[that this inequality exists]. It’s a historical 
issue and I think it’s one in need of redress. 
I do not think we need to sit back [and 
expect it to fix itself ]. The nice thing about 
UCTABA is that it is open to all who believe 
in its values. Whether you’re black, whether 
you’re white, whether you’re Chinese, 
Indian or Coloured, its open to everybody 
who knows that the reality is that the black 
child most likely will not be able to afford 
to study at UCT. One of the ways we can 
improve retention of students of colour is 
simply by providing financial support. Until 
we address those issues I think that we do 
need a very focused entity – an association 
like UCTABA to help us keep on track. 

Interested in forming an alumni chapter in your 
town? Email Lungile Jacobs, Head of alumni 
relations, at

lungile.jacobs@uct.ac.za

Fifteen University House alumni and their partners attended a 
reunion braai, graciously hosted by Will and Rose Crews in their 
lovely garden in Putney.  

According to Jeremy and Jeanette Wood, who consistently work to 
keep the UH alumni group updated and in touch from their base in 
Australia, it was a wonderful reunion where all enjoyed catching up 
with one another, renewing friendships of 50 years ago.

Back Row Left to Right:  Rob Hollingdale (59-61), Geoff Wilson 
(59-60), Mark Windish (58-59), Armin Kessler (58-59), Roger 
Gill (59-61) Keith Collins (65), Marius van Oldenborgh (60-64), 
Robin Preston-Whyte (60)
Seated (Left to Right):  Jim Needham (58),  Will Crews  
(60-64), Roger Barrett (58-59), Arnold Roth (58-59), Ian Vivian 
(63-64), Jeremy Wood (60-64), Richard Barrett (59-60)

University House holds Mini-Reunion in London

mailto:uctalumninz%40gmail.com?subject=
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IN MEMORIAM
ON BEHALF OF THE UCT COMMUNITY, WE OFFER OUR CONDOLENCES TO THE 
LOVED ONES OF OUR ALUMNI AND FRIENDS WHO HAVE PASSED AWAY THIS YEAR.

Ackermann, Martin Lindsay (Mr)

Ahrends, Nancy Beth (Mrs)

Allen, Robert George (Mr)

Allison, John Graham (Dr)

Anderson, Jonathan Bruce (Mr)

Arnold, Grace De Coligny (Mrs)

Atkins, Alfred Cyril (Mr)

Atmore, Robert Barry (Mr)

Austen, Rodney Hubert (Mr)

Baillie, David Matthew (Mr)

Baker, Peter Miles (Mr)

Bardin, Robert Louwrens (Dr)

Barker, Alfred John (Mr)

Bech, Christian (Mr)

Becker, Peter Charles (Mr)

Berman, Hazel (Ms)

Beyers, Bernardus Gerhardus (Dr)

Birchall, Brian (Mr)

Bishton, Robert Edward (Dr)

Blackshaw, Neil (Mr)

Bodenstein, Karoline Agnes (Mrs)

Bosenberg, Melissa Thandi (Dr)

Bosomworth, Robin Albert (Mr)

Bovim, Tor Norman (Mr)

Bowley, Colin Cedric (Mr)

Bradford, Brian Richard (Mr)

Briscoe, John (Prof)

Bromfield, Derek (Dr)

Brooks, Kenneth Michael (Dr)

Bryce, John Dundas (Mr)

Buys, Christo Reinhardt (Mr)

Came, Richard Alexander (Mr)

Campbell, Stuart Andrew (Mr)

Chase, Chester Centlivres (Mr)

Chu, Stephen Seo Ying  au (Mr)

Clinning, Christopher Lynton (Mr)

Cohen, Max (Mr)

Coppin, Charles Ronald (Mr)

Cormack, Michael John (Mr)

Cotton, Roger Earl Richmond (Mr)

Coughtrie, Margareta Emma (Dr)

Cunningham-Moorat, Christopher John (Mr)

De Villiers, David Raoul (Em Assoc Prof)

De Villiers, Wilhelm Bruckner (Mr)

De Vos, Eustace Steyn (Mr)

De Wet, Frans Wouter Hartig (Dr)

Dean, John Ferguson (Mr)

Denborough, Michael Antony (Dr)

Dennis, George Geoffrey (Mr)

Dickman, David Lloyd (Dr)

Dlula, Nthabiseng Sarah (Ms)

Dommisse, Johannes (Em Prof)

Douglas-Jones, Robin Michael (Mr)

Du Randt, Willem Adriaan Christiaan (Mr)

Dubb, Leah Evelyn (Lilian) (Mrs)

Durcan, Nula Mary (Dr)

Ebel, Eric Ernest (Mr)

Ebrahim, Zarina (Dr)

Edwards, Alexander Basil (Prof)

English, John Mayne (Mr)

Erasmus, Basil Derek (Mr)

Fagan, Johannes Jacobus  
(The Hon Mr Justice)

Farquhar, John Steven (Mr)

Farquharson, Gordon Fraser (Mr)

Ferreira, Lynn (Mrs)

Findlay, John Sinclair (Mr)

Franklin, Derek Stuart (Mr)

Fraser, Duncan Mckenzie (Em Prof)

Fraser, Peter Duncan (Mr)

Friedman, Leslie (Mr)

Gama, Sabelo Selbourne (Mr)

Gardner, David Shand (Dr)

Geffen, Barak (Mr)

George, Peter James (Mr)

Gericke, Ian Hamilton (Mr)

Gess, Friedrich Wolfgang (Mr)

Gillespie, Charles William Ian (Mr)

Gillis, Leopold (Mr)

Glaser, Michael (Mr)

Goodway, Clive (Mr)

Gordimer, Nadine (Dr)

Gordon, Geraldeen Gabrielle Maria (Ms)

Greenblatt, Frank (Mr)

Griffiths, Jeanne Sigfrid (Dr)

Gunthorpe, Robert John (Dr)

Hakime, Susan Ann (Ms)

Hall, Wilfred Penrose (Mr)

Hamburger, Alice Carla (Mrs)

Hamilton-Russell, Timothy Patrick (Mr)

Hammar, Bertram (Dr)

Harris, Doreen Mary (Mrs)

Heldzingen, John Gray (Mr)

Helman, Barney (Mr)

Hendricks, Dennis Edward (Mr)

Hendrie, John Bryce (Mr)

Hensen, Hans Joachim (Mr)

Holtzhausen, Daniel (Mr)

Horn, Dennis Neville (Mr)

Jackson, Astrid (Ms)

Jacobs, Harry (Dr)

Jacobs, Peter (Em Prof)

James, Richard Ian (Mr)

Jansen Van Rensburg, Heinrich Casper (Mr)

Jones, Robert Stanley (Mr)

Judge, Heather (Mrs)

Kaplan, Cyril Jacob (Dr)

Kaplan, Stanley Manfred (Dr)

Kay, Reuben (Dr)

Kaye, Solomon (Solly) (Dr)

Kent, Eileen Wilson (Mrs)

Kidron, David Percy (Dr)

King, Hendry (Mr)

Knoll, Leon Brink (Dr)

Koper, Chris (Mr)

Kraak, Gerald Vincent (Mr)

Kubler, Markus (Mr)

Laing, Trevor Anthony (Mr)

Latham, Charles (Mr)

Lefakane, Mokotedi William (Dr)

Leitch, John Edward (Mr)

Lewis, David John (Mr)

Linder, Trudi (Ms)

Lloyd, Kenneth Hayward (Mr)

Luttig, Pieter Christoffel (Mr)

Maddocks, Michael Hugh (Mr)

Makura, Gennis Varaidzo (Ms)

Mamacos, Michael Peter (Mr)

Marco, Pamela Lorraine (Ms)

Mars, Jochem Adolf (Mr)

Martin, David Rolfe (Mr)

Mashiatshidi, Arthur Buti (Mr)

Masilela, Donald Mabusa (Mr)

Maspero, Sheila Rose (Ms)

Mayekiso, Xolile (Mr)

Mc Call, Peter Bruce (Mr)

McCullagh, Colleen Chloe (Mrs)

McGraw, Charles (Bill) William (Mr)

McGregor, James Alexander Corbet (Mr)

McKenzie, Herbert Simon (Mr)

Mckenzie, Michael Ian (Mr)

Meredith, Peter Graham (Mr)

Middleton, Trevor George (Mr)

Miller, Ingrid Merle (Dr)

Moepi, John Malefetsane (Mr)

Moll, Richard Tobias (Mr)

Monseair, Garth (Mr)

Moodie, Kenneth Donald McIntyre (Mr)

Mukheiber, William (Dr)

Mulder, Kevin John (Mr)

Musekiwa, Alban Murawo (Mr)

Nairn, Ian Gregory (Mr)

Nel, Ellen Elizabeth (Dr)

Nel, Peter Jeremy (Mr)

Niehaus, Charles de Mowbray (Mr)

Niehaus, Jacques Pierre De Mowbray (Mr)

Oppenheim, Peter Rolf (Mr)

Osterloh, Keith Harold (Mr)

Ovenstone, Neill Macpherson (Mr)

Parker, Reginald Dale Marais (Mr)

Pascoe, Cindy Ann (Ms)

Perold, Francis Cauvin (Mr)

Persse, John Arthur (Mr)

Pollock, Alethea Joy (Mrs)

Price, Richard Nicholas (Mr)

Purcell, Michael Leslie (Mr)

Rae, Amy Mary (Mrs)

Ranger, Keith Desmond (Mr)

Raphael, Alfred (Mr)

Raum, Johannes William (Prof)

Reid, Robert Christopher Walter (Mr)

Ress, Cyril (Mr)

Rivett-Carnac, Andrew Stirling (Mr)

Roberts, Steven Clive (Mr)

Robinson, Norman (Dr)

Ross, Donald Nixon (Dr)

Rossouw, Sophia Catherine (Ms)

Ryrie, David Ross (Dr)

Sacks, Emanuel (Dr)

Sakinofsky, Ezreal (Mr)

Samodien, Ebrahim (Dr)

Sauer, Erik Hans (Mr)

Scheffler, Oliver (Mr)

Schiffman, Robert (Mr)

Schneider, Bernd Alfred Theodor (Prof)

Schnekenburger, Hans Peter (Mr)

Sefularo, Molefi (Mr)

Segal, Oscar Michael (Dr)

Seldon, William Morkel (Mr)

Shackleford, John Edward (Mr)

Shoolman, Leslie Isadore (Mr)

Shotland, Hilda (Mrs)

Somoloo, Rajasulochini (Ms)

Sparks, Anthony Clarence (Mr)

Spreckley, Christopher Stanley (Mr)

Springer, William Albert (Mr)

Steenkamp, Johannes Jacobus (Mr)

Stein, Stanley Benjamin (Mr)

Stewart, Stephen Norbury (Mr)

Stier, Hans Gunther (Dr)

Stier, Hans-Gunther (Mr)

Stofberg, Hugo (Mr)

Stougie, Gysbertus (Mr)

Stromsoe, Erik (Dr)

Suter, Brian David Milroy (Mr)

Taylor, Ronald John Locke (Mr)

Tennant, David Claude (Mr)

Thomson, Lorna Mary (Mrs)

Thurlbeck, Elizabeth Anne (Mrs)

Uys, Cornelis Janse (Mr)

Uys, Stanley Huette (Mr)

Valabjee, Vishaal (Dr)

van der Bijl, Willem (Mr)

van der Ross-Charles, Winifred Mary (Dr)

van der Schyff, Andries Dirk (Mr)

Van Der Westhuizen, Gert Johannes (Mr)

van Niekerk, Jill Catherine (Dr)

van Nierop, Arthur Keeton (Mr)

van Renen, Pamela Mary (Ms)

van Schalkwyk, Gerrit Dirkse (Mr)

van Zyl, Gerrit Johannes (Mr)

Viljoen, Michael Spencer (Mr)

Vogelpoel, Pauline (Ms)

Wait, Grant (Mr)

Wakefield, Ian Scott (Mr)

Webster, Glen Robert (Mr)

Weich, Barend Johannes (Mr)

Weich, Tertius Francois (Dr)

Weil, Leslie Irwin (Mr)

Wicht, Christiaan Lodewyk (Dr)

Wigram, Nigel Francis (Dr)

Williams, Carl Lionel (Mr)

Wright, David Shawe (Dr)

Yutar, Percy (Dr)

Whilst every effort has been made to publish as complete and accurate a list as possible, of alumni who have passed away in the 
period 2014 - 2015, it is possible that some details may have been incorrectly captured, or some alumni omitted.  We sincerely 
apologise for any errors.
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Editor’s corner 
Dear Elle

I got the magazine (printed form) in February this year and was 
very upset at part of the article on page 29, which paid tribute 
to Morna Mathias.

In Para 5 the author of the article claims that Steve Haggerty 
of Amherst University gave the name Mathiasite to a new 
mineral.

In fact it was my late husband, (Prof Anthony J Erlank of 
UCT) who discovered the mineral and named it after his 
mentor Morna.

Stevehimself also discovered a mineral and he named it after 
someone who influenced him.

Bobby Danchin sent me this email as I asked him to look into 
the matter.  His memory is the same as mine.

 “I have spent a long time trying to substantiate my conviction 
that Tony named Mathiasite and Haggerty named Lindsleyite 
in the same submission (the two minerals were discovered at the 
same time). It would seem that the application for adoption of 
the two names was the set of authors, of which I am one, who 
first described them. Given my co-authorship we can say with total 
confidence that Tony named Mathiasite. I am very sure Haggerty 
named Lindsleyite. I will keep looking. Bobby”

 
Yours sincerely,
Dorothy Erlank

ERRATUM
Page 56 of the 2013 edition of the UCT Alumni 
News Magazine contains an incorrect reference to 
“the Marjorie McIntyre Midwifery and Child Health 
bursaries.” This should in fact have read: “the Marjorie 
McIntosh Postgraduate Bursary in Child Nursing and 
Midwifery.”  We sincerely apologize to the McIntosh 
family for this error.

Dear Mrs Erlank

Thank you for your email.  I was most alarmed at the thought 
that our article had incorrectly attributed the discovery and 
naming of the mineral, so it was with relief that I realized that 
the article itself doesn’t state that Steve Haggerty was the one 
to name the Mathiasite after Professor Mathias, it merely states 
that he was the lead author on a 1983 paper describing the 
mineral in the journal “American Mineralogist.”

I understand, however, how this could have led to confusion, 
and would like to set the record straight and ensure that your 
late husband is unambiguously given the credit due to him for 
his work, as he most certainly is the person who discovered the 
mineral, and named it after his mentor, Morna Mathias

Sincerely, Elle.

Dear Elle

I was delighted to receive the UCT ALUMNI news and would be 
thrilled if you would feature this letter in the 2014 magazine.

I was a UCT Drama major, and have been in New York for 30 
years, where I recently launched The Scentsorium - New York’s 
newest perfumery!

 We offer custom fragrance events for individuals, teambuilding, 
bridal events and corporate programs.
Feel free to contact me for more information.

Scentfully, 
Sue Phillips, President, Scenterprises Ltd. 
www.scenterprises.com
  

Letters may be edited for clarity and length

Dear Elle,

I am a graduate of UCT (Architecture 1975) and receive your 
magazine UCT Alumni News, which I read with great interest. In 
the latest issue, you highlight Prof Morna Mathias, who celebrated 
her 100th birthday. 

My father, Lionel George Cohen, graduated Architect B.Arch 
(cum laude) in 1940 from UCT, winning the gold medal, and was 
awarded the Bolus and Salomon scholarships to study in the UK. 

He lectured at the School of Architecture at UCT and ran a 
very successful private practice, designing buildings in residential, 
commercial and community spheres, and was awarded the 
Presidents Award for architecture in 1984.  On 1 June 2014, he 
celebrated his 100th birthday in Cape Town surrounded by family 
and friends from all over the world. He received a personally signed 
congratulatory letter from Queen Elizabeth ll.

Yours,
Hilary Cohen Meyer

(B. Arch, 1940) Lionel Cohen, celebrating his 100th 
birthday with family and friends.
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